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Family Weekend 2001 prom ises to provide fun for all ages. Parents, siblings, and

http://www.lawrence.edu

extended family members are invited to visit the campus and experience life at
Lawrence with their students. Scheduled for Novem ber 2-4, t he weekend high-

Special thanks to Image Studios for
providing photography for this issue.

li ghts the activit ies and accomplishments of students in the classroom, studio,
and lab as well as in musical performances and athlet ic com petition. The goal is
to involve fam ily members in the regular activities of the college and offer them
opportunities to see Lawrence students in action.
On Friday, November 2, parents are encouraged to attend classes along
w ith students to gain a firsthand perspective on a Lawrence education. That
evening, the Concert Choir performs its Fall Term concert, and students entert ain
in the Coffeehouse.

Lawrence Today (USPS 012-683) is
published quarterly in March, June,
September, and December by Lawrence
University, Office of Public Affairs,
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911 . Periodical
postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin,
and additional mailing offices.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes
to Lawrence Today, Lawrence University,
115 South Drew Street, Appleton, WI
54911 -5798.

Activities on Saturday, November 3, include an address by President
Richard Warch , followed by a question-and-answer session. Parents are invited to
attend mini-courses offered by Lawrence faculty and staff members, and
siblings participate in activit ies designed for various age groups. Highlights
include a cartoon breakfast, Recreation Center games, a ventriloquist, and
campus tours. The Lawrence footba ll team continues its long-standing rivalry
against Ripon College as the Vikings play host to the Red Hawks in the Banta
Bowl. Saturday even ing features musical entertai nment by t he Wind Ensemble
and Symphonic Band.
The campus community looks forward to Family Weekend, an annual tradi>-
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tion that provides a wonderfu l opportun ity for families to sha re .in the Law rence
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experience. For more information, please contact the Dean of Students Office at

Articles are expressly the opinions of
the authors and do not necessarily
represent official university policy. We
reserve the right to edit correspondence
for length and accuracy.
Lawrence University promotes equal
opportunity for all.
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President Sabin sits for her portrait
By Lorraine Watts, M-D '15
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T. S. Eliot's secret love
By Phil Hanrahan
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Une inspiration qui circule
By Sarah Phelps, '01, and Elizabeth Ritzenthaler, '00
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And a partridge in Milwaukee
By Marguerite Schumann, '44
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Travels and triumphs of the Teakwood Room
By Gertrude Breithaupt Jupp, M-D '18
A life cut short, a life remembered
By Gordon Brown
Wild about Harry (Potter)
By Edmund M. Kern
'Angels of Justice'
By Brian VanDenzen, '99
From 'Tinker Creek' to 'the Edge'
By Steven Blodgett
The 1960s are ... history
By Jerald E. Podair
Grapplers of the Green Room
By Joe Vanden Acker
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Meet Beulah, the cartoon creation of Elizabeth Richardson,
M-D '40. To learn more about Beulah and her boyfriend,
George, see "A life cut short, a life remembered," page 20.
You '11 learn more about Liz Richardson, too. Cover artwork,
Lawrence University Archives.

Correspondence
Faculty friends and mentors
I very much enjoyed President
Warch 's essay in the Winter 2000
edition of Lawrence Today. His
thoughtful comments regarding the
importance of the student/faculty
relationship are much of what makes
a Lawrence education so unique.
As an undergraduate, I had
numerous friends who chose to attend
state universities. Their courses, while
similar in title and content to mine,
were taught by teaching assistantS.
While my fiiends were lucky if they
ever saw their professors, mine were
available not on ly for classes but also
for labs, tutorials, discussions, and as
advisors. I now count them among
my friends and most important
mentors. I doubt my fi·iends cou ld
say the same.
Victoria Mason R11n11oe, '83
Gibbonsville, Idaho
Clarifying the issues
Thank you for what was, at least for
me, competent editing.- specifically, a
combination of possibly chance (what
letters you were sent) and probably
care (wh ich ones you selected and
how you positioned them) on the
[Spring] issue's Correspo11dence page.
I had been vexedly baffied by the
whole murky issue of the Fraternity
Quadrangle, the new residence plans,
and the conflicts therein, but the triad
(triptych?) of letters you printed clarified the major dimensions/angles/elements of the complex, or at least contested, issue and did so both
completely and concisely.
The first, although strident in
tone, distilled the apparent cause of
the discontent of some on the side of
the fraternities - breaking of a (perpetual?) contract, with no guarantee
of continuity.
Then the second, although
regrettably fluffY in specific matter and
hence the most llghtweight of the
three, did suggest a "then and now"
perspective about chaiiJ!illg ti111es.
And then the third, although reverently "joyous" in tone, to say the
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At a geology seminar at Bjorklunden in May, Kirsten Nicolayson, instructor (center), with students

least, did succinctly confirm the
apparent real and new issue here -

eq11al access for all.
And so, thanks for what was, at
least for me, a complete-yet-clarifying
treatment of this issue, which, vety
regrettably, had not, at least for me,
been clarified directly in print.
Brian K. Beck, '59
Prc~(essor emerituc; of Enj!lish

Unir,ersity of Wisconsin-VT1n"tervater
lVhitell'ater, Wisco11sin

Lar11rence Today welcomes letters from
readers. Correspondence should be
mailed with your name, address, and
daytime telephone number to: Editor,
Lawrence Today, Office of Public
Affairs, Lawrence University, P.O.
Box 599, Appleton, Wisconsin
54912-0599. You can also fax letters
to 920-832-6783 or send e-mail to
gordon .e. brown@lawrence. ed u.
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Fulbright Fellowships for LU profs, senior
Two Lawrence fuc ulty m e m bers and a
member of the C lass of 2001 have
been awarded fe ll ow<>h ips by the J.
William Fu lbright Foreign Scholarship
Board.
Daniel J. Taylor, '63, the H iram
A. jones Profes-;or of Ctw;ics, has
been .1warded the Fulbright Distinguished Chatr 111 Linguistics at the
University ofTrieste in Italy. During
the 2002 '>pring -.emec;ter, Taylor will
te.teh an .1dvanced seminar on the
chronological development of linguistic and grammatical thought in
ancient Greece and R ome.
A member of the Lawrence
f:1culty since 1974, Taylor is considered
om: of the world's leading scholars on
M arcus Terentius Varro (1 16-27 BC),
ancient R ome's most proli fic and
authoritative language scientist, and
has wriw:n extensively on Varro and
his theoretical approach to language,
including his fourth and latest book,
I /arro De Lill,\!1111 L1ti11c1 X ( 1997),
which examines the scholar's most
£:1mouc; and c;ignificant manuscript on
linguistic sctence.
Taylor has been awarded two

research fe llowship<> from the National
Endowment for the ll umanities and
ha.., been honored by the American
Philological Association with its
National A\\ard for Excellence in
Teaching the Cltw. ic'> ,md by the
Wi... comin As..,ociation of Foreign
Language Teacher-; a-; It\ Foretgn
Language Educator of the Year. H e
recetved Lawrence\ [ -.,:cellence in
T caching A ward in 199H.
Professor of Psychology Ten)
Re" -Gottfried, \\ ho 'Pl'Cializes in the
perceptton of spl·cch and 'iound, will
spend the Fall Term 2001 111 the English department of Aarhus Univer'iity
in Aarhus, I)enmark, teaching courses
on the po;ychology of language and
speech SCience.
The Fulbright fel lowship will
support a collaborative research projeCt R cw Gottfi·ied \\ill conduct with
Ocke-Schwen Bohn .H the lnstitut for
Engelsk Filologi. Thetr -;tudy will
focus on nati,·e <>peaker' of Danish
and their perception of Danish .md
English vo\\ cis and whether the identification of vowels ts affected by the
-;peaking rate of the -;urTounding

sentence context. The n:.,earch hac;
implicatiom for theone.., of 'peechprocec;sing acros-; man) different
languages and ramiticanom for
second language learning ,md speech
percepnon.
Rew-Gottfi·ied has spent 20 years
investigating the effect of Sl'Condlanguage leaming on listeners' ability
to identify and discrimi nate u nf.1mi liar
speech soundo;, how .1coustic characteristics of different languages differ
with the context in which they arc
spoken as well .t'i the rel.niomhip of
musical abilit) and -,econd-l.mguagc
learning.
Annie Krieg, '() 1, trom Mar... hfield, who i., b'Taduating from
Lawrence \\'ith a B.A. 111 German and
art history, willleaw in September
for Germany, where she wtll -;pend
the next ten months a-. an English
instructor working with 'itudents in
grades 5-13 in the norch-ccntral state
of Saxony-Anh.1lt. She is one of
approximately H75 post-Baccalaureate
students nationally who h:we been
awarded Fulbright Fellowships tor
positions in more than I 00 countries.
Katie Moore, '00, of Appleton,
has jmt completed a .,imilar Fulbright
year as an English teachmg <lssistant in
Saarbriicken, Germany. Rl'

Reischl conducts
Atlanta Symphony
Bridget-Michaelt: Rct..,chl recci\ed
the call, quite hterally. at the very end
ofWinter Term. The guest conductOr
for the follow ing week's '>Chl·duled
perfonnances of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Mikko Pranck,
from Finland, had taken ill and canceled; would she consider filling in?
All thoughts of a relaxing spring break
disappeared, and she soon hc;tded for
Atlanta and rehe,mals with the symphony.
Reischl, associ.ue profes'ior of
muc;ic and Kimberl)-Ciark Professor
of Music. is music director of the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra ,md
the Opera Theatre. While she h.t'i
conducted a number of professional
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Inside Lat 11n nee
orchestras in her career, including
the Brooklyn Philharmonic, several
orchestras in ltaly, and the Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestra, !:,r-tlest-conducting an orchestra with .1 national
reputation on four day\ advance
notice would be a challenge.
Her fom1er teacher and mentor,
Robert Spano, bec::~mc the Atlanta
Symphony's music director last
September. Reisch) fir'lt studied with
Spano more than a decade ago, and
he has maintained an on~om~
b
;:, interest
in her career. Which nude all the
more reason why it was .1 call !~he
simply could not refuse.
For three pcrfonnanccs, March
29-30, R eisch] conducted the
symphony in a program consisting of
Ludwig van Beethoven's Concerto in
D .\/ajorfor I 'iolin a11d Orchestra, Op.
61, and Piotr llyich Tcbaikovsky's
Symphony :':o. 5 in E minor, Op. 6-1-.
R.eischl left Atl.uua \\Jth the
sound of four standing ovations
echoing in her cars. The critic for the
Arla11ta joumal and Constiturion wrote
that the performance of Tchaikovsky'.,
F!fth "sizzled along." While quibbling
over several small details, as critics are
apt to do, he credited Rei-;chl with
"coaxing an imprcs..,1vc rubato from
the 'itrings ar the height of the opening
movement" of the Tchaikovsky F{fth
and having "a finn hand" in guiding
the orchestra to a succe-;sful accompaniment of violin soloist Hilary Hahn in
the Beethoven concerto.
Beginning with the 2001-02
-;cason, R eisch! will take the reins of
the Green Bay Symphony Orchestra.
ln announcing her appointment as
music director, G l3SO executive
director John Kelley commemed
that Reisch! had "soared" over the
competition and that the '>ymphony is
anticipating ''an exciting era of artistic
quality, educational outreach, and
greater service to the local audience
under her leadership." SB
•

4
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Violinist awarded Watson Fellowship
Gro\\ ing up in a home \\here l3ach,

l.kethovcn. and Brahms were staples
at the family dining table. Juh.mne
Camt.·y honed her appreciation for
classical music at a young age. That

Carney
appreciation \\ill becomt.• -;ea..,oned
with 'ome Old World t1avor l.tter this
year when she begins a year-long
study at some of the most prestigiou..,
violin schools in Europe.
A senior from Birmingham,
Michigan, Carney was one of 60
national recipients of a $22,000
fellow'>hip ti·om the Thomas J.
Warson Foundation. The fellowship
suppom a wanderjahr- a year to
travel and explore the \\'Orld studying a topic of the recipient\
choosing.
Carney will spend her ye:tr
abroad studying the modern legacies
of historic European violin schools,
concentrating on the pedagogic:~!
techmque'i of master teacher<; of several dttlerent violin traditiom. She
will focus her c;tudy in three Cities
reno\\ ned for their pl.Ke in the
history of music and violin tradition'
-Vienna, Prague, and Karh;ruhl',

Germany - with additional shorter
stays planned for Paris and London.
"Thest.• schoob have developed
their own an1tude and approach to
technique, which has been passed
through generations of
violin players and
teachers, back to the
17th century," says
Carney, a music performance major with a 3.9
grade-point a\·erage.
"Even the most
basic issues, such as
how students hold their
violin and bow remain
different between each
of the schools. Ocher
differences in technique
mvolve how a student
should stand and how
the left hand approache'>
the neck of the violin.
Differences also exist
in the etudes and
repertoire as well ns the
theoretical approach to
training musician'>.
"This is just an incredible opporruniC)." Carne) adds. "I'll be exposed
to some of the world's most historically important violin techniques and
traditions. Ultimately, r u be able to
incorporate what 1 Jcam into my own
teaching methods - that's really wh:~t
thrills me the most."
Carney\ career ambitions include
running a successful violin studio
while abo pt.·rfonning. either as a
oloist or .1 member of a quartt.•t or
symphony. Her resume already
includes performances as a member
of the Detroit Symphony Civic
Orchestra \vhilc mil in high <>chool
and as principal concertmaster of the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra. She\
gotten a he,td start on her teaching,
turoring a halt':.dozen sixth through
tenth grader.., through the La\Hcnce
Arts Academy.
''To be a great violin teacher,
you need to be a great player. They

Inside LcHl'l'e/lce
go hand in hand." Carney says. ''The
Wat.,on rellow~hlp "ill allow me to
expe1icnce fir-.thand historical violin
rraditJom that are nor accessible in the
United State\. I' ll be able to explore
the art of teaching violin by gathering
new perspectives, practicing methods,
and teaching took"

Carney was chmen tor the
fellowship from nearly 1,000 nominee~ rcpresennng 50 of the nat10n 's
top liberal arts colleges. Since the
program's inception in 1969. Lawrence
has had at least one Watson Fellow
every year but two. RP

Three new alumni trustees

Setrini named
Udall Scholar
Gustavo Setrini, a sophomore from
Morri<;, Illinois, has been named one
of 80 national recipients of ,1 $5,000
scholarship from the Morri-; K. Udall
Scholarship and Excellence in
National Environmental Policy
Foundation.
Each year, the Udall Foundation
awards undergraduate scholarshipc; of
up to SS,OOO to American students in
fields related to the environment.
Lawrence wa'i one of only three
colleges or univermie., in Wisconsin
to ha,·e a student named a Udall
Scholar this year.
The Udall Foundanon was
established by Congress in 1992 to
honor Morris Udall\ 30-ycar career
in the U.S. House of Representatives
and his commitment to preservation
of the nation's natural t'I1Vironment.

+ http:/ /www.udall.gov/
Baer, Goldsmith, O'Meara

William I3aer, '72, Susan Nelson
Goldsmith, '(>5, and Greg O'Meara,
'72, have been n,mH.:d to three-year
terms on the La\\'rence Universirv
I3oard of Trustees as alumni trustees.
Baer is a partner in the Washington, D .C., la\\' firm of Arnold &
Porter and heads the firm's antitrust
group. Over two different periods,
he has spent more than ten years
working for the Federal Trade
Commission, first as assistant to the
director of the I3ureau of Consumer
Protection and assistant general
counsel for legislations and later as
director of the l3ureau of Competition, overseeing anti-trust actions.
H e received his law degree fi-om
Stanford Univcr'>ity.
After earning her bachelor's
degree fi·om l .a\\ renee, Goldsmith
'ien·ed in the Peace Corps in Cote
d'Ivoire. She hold-; a master's degree
in urb;m planning trom the Univer ity
I

of Arizona and ha'> c;erved as a board
member of several Phoenix, Arizona,
organizations, including the Phoenix
Education Commission, the Scottsdale
School District Governing Board, and
the Arizona Town H all. Her mother,
Ann Sullivan Nelson, is a 1941 alunma
of Milwaukee-Downer College.
O'Meara is a partner in the law
firn1 of O'Meara and Kinnealey in
Hingham. Massachusetts. In addition,
he serves as pre~ident of the H ingham
Community Center Corporation and
is a member of the Trustee Advisory
Council of the Good Samaritan
Hospice, Jnc., in l3righton, M assachusetts. H e earned his law degree from
Georgetown University.

+

http: / / www.la\\ rencc.edu/info/
trustees. sh tm I

Salvation Army names
student its Volunteer of
the Year
Sean Smith, '03, from Ripon, has
been honored by the Appleton
chapter of the Salvation Army as
Volunteer of the Year for his contributions to its homeless shelter.
Smith was one of several Fox Valley
residents who were recognized at a
gala "Celebrating Our Volunteers"
banquet in downtown Appleton.
A casual comment by a Lawrence
classmate fi rst piqued Smith's interest
in the shelter, which is located a few
blocks from the west end of the
Lav.rrence campus. Curiosity persuaded him to stop at the shelter one
Friday night in February 2000, and
compassionate concern has brought
him back nearly every Friday night
since. During those ,·isit~. which
Smith says can keep him there anywhere from an hour to three or four

Lali'YC/1((' 'j (>day
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Academic All-Star

LU student
is one of
Colombia's best
Antonio Escalante, a Lawrence
freshman from Cartagena,
Colombia, made an unplanned
visit home in February at
the invitation of Colombian
President Andres Pastrana
(right), thanks to his superb
performance on the Colombia
Institute for Secondary Education Exam.
The formal ceremony, held at the Presidential Palace 1n Bogota and televised
nationally, honored 50 young people who scored the highest grades on the
grueling two-day, 12-hour examination that is admmistered to all students in the1r
last year of secondary school. Out of the nearly 500,000 students who took the
exam last year, Escalante recorded the second-highest score in his state (Bolivar)
and the 41st best score in all of Colombia.
"When my father called me to tell me I had one of the country's top scores and
was invited to this lunch, I couldn't believe 1t," says Escalante, who is pursuing a
major in economics and a minor in chemistry at Lawrence. " I kept asking him, 'are
you sure about this?'"
The comprehensive exam, which consists of more than 400 questions in ten
different subjects, is administered in three four-hour-long shifts over the course of
a weekend. In addition to an invitation to dine with the president, the top 50 high
scorers are given full scholarships to attend any of Colombia's maJor universities.
Escalante is one of only four students among the top 50 from last year who are
studying in the United States.
Escalante received personal congratulations from President Pastrana during
a short private meeting after the luncheon.
"He told me to never forget my roots, to never forget I'm Colombian. He
asked me to come back someday, because we [exam winners] are the future
of Colombia." RP

hours, he helps with a variety of
chores around the shelter, doing
everything fi·om washing dirty
laundry and cleaning bedrooms to
sprucing up the yard.
" It's been a very positive experience. It's an honor to be parr of the
Salvation Army as a volunteer," '\ays
Smith, a biology and classics major
who last spring was named a Wriston
Scholar. One of Lawrence's most
prestigious academic honors, the
Wriston Scholarship is awarded to
students who demonstrate "the
qualities one associates with a truly
educated person.''
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He doesn't make an issue of his
student status when he volunteers
and most times blends in so well that
some of the residents assume he is
one of them.
"If they ask, I tell rhem I'm a
student at Lawrence, but a lot of them
think l'm hanging out there because
I'm homeless too," Smith says. "I've
met lots of different people there,
including some who have college
degrees and for whatever reason are
just down on their luck at the
moment. lt makes you stop and think
about what happened to them and
how they wound up here." RP

Heidi Busse, '01, of Clintonville, has
been chosen by USA Today to be a
member of the newspaper's 2001 AllUSA College Academic Team.
Busse was one of 100 students
honored from among 682 nominations, earning honorable-mention
recognition. Students are selected on
the basis of their grades, activities,
leadership, and how they use their
intellectual skills outside the classroom.
An environmental studies major,
Busse was named a Wriston Scholar
as a fi·eshman. In 1999, after a study
program at the Biosphere 2 Center
in A1izona, she received a Volvo
Scholarship in recognition of her
conunitment to increasing awareness
of environmental issues.
Active in Greenfirc, Lawrence's
student environmental organization,
she led efforts to establish a "test plot"
on campus to measure the effectiveness of organic weed-killers. Last
spring, she organized an alternative
sp1ing break trip, leading seven
students to Perryville, Arkansas, for
a week of volunteer work for H eifer
Project Internationa l.

Sax quartet, cellist are
competition winners
The Lawrence University Saxophone
Quartet and freshman cellist Tara
Santiago were named two of five
winners in Wisconsin Public Radio's
Neale-Silva competition in Aptil, the
third time in five years that Lawrence
music students have won the annual
event, which is open to musicians aged
'17-25 who are either from Wisconsin
or attend a Wisconsin college.
Santiago and saxophone quartet
members- seniors Allen Cordingly,
baritone sax, and Stephen Rodriguez,
alto sax, and juniors Tony Bell, soprano
sax, and Casey Schmidt, tenor sax each received a first-place award of
$250. As competition wi1111ers, both
Santiago and the saxophone quartet
subsequently pe1formed on WPR's
"Live ti-om the Elvehjem" program.

Raise high the [red. green. yenow. or purple] banner:
Milwaukee-Downer College celebrates
From October 12 to 14, alumnae of Milwaukee-Downl'r
Collegl' will gather- in Mih' aukee, on the Ll\vrencc campus, and e\'en on the Fox Rt\'er - to m.trk the sesquicentennial .umi versary of thetr alma mat<'r, an occasion for
reuniting and remembering.
In the following pages. Llll'rmcc Today turns back the year'>
to offer '>Ollle selected \'lgnettes trom Mih,aukee-Do" ncr
history, which we hope will \park some -;ome remembering
when the Downer alumnae reunite. Some of these hJve
been published here and elsewhere over a period of years;
others were written specifically for this issue.

• President Sabin sits _l(>r her pt>rtrait. What happened whl'l1
Ellen C. Sabin, Milwaukee-Downer\ fiN president, wa-.
persuaded, albeit with dJfliculty, to have her portrait
painted in 1912.

•

1/e inspimtion qui cirwle. Wtitten especially for this
issue by rwo of the fi\'e La\\ renee women o;tudents who
translated the correspondence of Milwaukee-Downer
Professor of French AnH~Iie Serafon with her fonm:r
student Ucssie Wolfner, across the years from 1918 to 1957.
(

1

• And a partrit((!C in .Hi/waukee. How "The Tm:lve Days of
Christmas" came to Amenca, through the agency of
Profec;sor Emd) France\ l3rown, creator of MilwaukeeDowner Christmas theatricalc; par excellence.

• Tra11els aud tri11111phs of tl1e ·r eaku,ood Room. Travels, indeed
-from India to the Milwaukee home ofTimothy Chapman and hie; daughter Alice to the Chapm.m Library at
Milwaukee-Downer to Jason Downer Commons on the
Lawrence campus.

• A life cut short, a life re111C111bered. Elizabeth Ann Richardson,

• T. S. Eliot's secret loi'C. In which we read again the stoty of
Milwaukee-Downer Profl·ssor Emily Hale and her longtime and long-concealed correspondenn· "ith poet T. S.
Eliot.

M-0 '40, rests in an American military cemetery in
France; her drawings, diary entries, and letters tell the
stoty of an exceptionally creative, and caring, MilwaukeeDowner woman.

Lall'rcJICl'
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Ellen Clara Sabm served as president of Downer College from 1891 to 1895 and of Milwaukee-Downer College from 1895-1921.
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B)' Lormi11e T/Vatts, JH-D '15
1\1ilwaukee journal, NOIJeiJJber 22, 1963
t

was not Miss Sabin's idt·a at

all to have her portrait painted.
She thought a photograph would
serve the same purpose and be far less
expensive. But a group of admiring
friends, headed by Miss Alice Chapman. as
Miss Sabin always called her, had raised $2,000 and
selected the best portrait painter of his day, Louis Betts of
New York and Paris.
For once. though she was the president of MilwaukeeDowner College, EBen C. Sabin v\'aS overruled. She faced the
ordeal of the long sittings with the same courage she had
always brought to every difficult problem, but her first intimate
contact with the world of art proved almost too much tor her
sterling character.
I have <Jlway~ thought it would be fun to sit tor a portrait.
Many people enjoy the experience- I'm sure that the Mona
Lisa did! But Ellen C. Sabin was not the Mona Lisa. She was
a determined woman of 60 ttying to make the best of an
unhappy situation.
It wa~ easy for Mrs. Francesco del Giocondo to smile for
Leonardo da Vinci, but Miss Sabin was not in love with Louis
Betts - quite the contrary. She not only disliked him but
distrmted all "artist~" in general.

"make-up." Miss Sabin brushed this aside irnpe1iously as an
attempt at deceit and dishonesty. Had she not frequently
admonished us, "Let your fctces shine, girls: you don't want to
be like those French women.'' We did want to be like them,
of course, but none of us would admit it.

Looked displeased for three weeks
Very tactfu11y, Mrs. Betts prevailed upon Miss Sabin to wear
her cap and gown over the "best dress,'' and it was decreed
that she should also hold a scroll or diploma in her hand. She
sat in a large carved oak chair, unsmiling and unhappy, while
Betts painted an.xiously and Mrs. Betts tJied to "break the ice.''
Once she said, ''Now, Miss Sabin, tty to look pleased."
Miss Sabin could look pleased on occasion, but displeased
came more naturally. So she sat looking displeased for three
weeks while the Bettses did what they could.
Once they sought to cheer her with reminiscences of
their art student days in France, but they changed their talk
when Miss Sabin declared, ''I think that we wilJ not discuss
those days- and nighcs- in Patis."
Great was Miss Sabin's relief when she found that Louis
Betts did not work in an artist's smock and beret but in a
conventional business suit and that he looked not in the least
"bohemian." That word for her covered all the unmentionably wicked things in the world.

Find a stand-in, advised grandfather
Now, had Miss Sabin folJowed my grandfath er's advice she
would have been spared a great deal of trouble. He often said
that anyone planning to be painted should try to find a
"double" to sit in his place, preferably someone who
resembled the subject but was, of course, slightly better
looking. Naturally he never knew Miss Sabin or be might
have realized that trying to find a stand-in for her would
have been as futile as seeking a substitute for the Taj Mahal.
The problem of a costume in which she would pose
seemed simple enough to Miss Sabin: she owned a "best
outfit" which served for all important occasions. lt consisted of
a dark woolen dress whose long skirt covered her pretty feet
and ankles and a long-sleeved waist whose high-necked top
was pinned in fi-ont with a gamct brooch.
She gathered her graying hair into a tight knot on top of
her head and into this thrust a black velvet ribbon rosette, her
one concession to ftivo lity.
Mrs. Betts traveled with her husband and was a great help
to him in "handling" his subjects. H e had no ''small talk, .. bur
she had more than enough for both. She ant;~gonized Miss
Sabin fi·om the very start by suggesting that she apply some

Miss Sabin stared out at the campus
All through the long hours of posing, Miss Sabin seldom
spoke, but Mrs. Betts chattered on hopefully and nervously.
Miss Sabin would stare out the window at what the girls
called "Charlie Pfister's cow pasture" -that beautiful campus
whose trees never had lover's initials carved on them, nor
entwined hearts cur into their trunks for all eternity. Such
shenanigans were discouraged at Milwaukee-Downer College
in 1912.
At last the portrait was finished and was hung on the
chapel wall. Miss Sabin pretended to ignore it. Just once she
remarked, as we stood before the painting, " I look exactly like
an apple dumpling."
Many people came to see the portrait and to ponder the
significance of the object she held in her hand. Some guessed
that it was a scepter, others said it was a basebalJ bat.
Tn my biographical dictionary T find: Louis Betts,
b. 1873-. That dash indicates that our artist survived the trauma
he C}..'"Petienced while painting President Sabin's picture and
lived to a "ripe old age" -which is remarkable when you
consider that such an ordeal could well shorten a man's life. LT
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By Pltil Hanmliall
Laii'YCII((' Tixfay, Slt/IJIIIN 1990

It mmt have been hard writing to the most famou!\ poet in
modern literature. Fifteen years earlier. back when they were
young and in love, back when the poet was knO\\ n .1s Tom.
a bright, well-mannered Harvard boy, it would haw been so
much easier. Now it was different. Now Tom was T. S.
Eliot, acclaimed author of "The Waste Land,'' influential
critic and rcvirwer, the most talked-about poet in London.
The time is 1927. late Ap1il. Emily Hale, a reacher on
leave fi·om Milwaukee-Downer College, ponders the voicr
she will usc in her first letter to Eliot in years. Gazing out the
window of her hotel, she takes in the beauty of Florence and
then begins to write. Her tone is careful, restrained. She tells
Eliot about her trip; she wonders, at the letter's end, how he
is doing.
The letter arrives on a warm spring morning in May. That
afternoon, Eliot takes a walk thl'Ough London with William
Stead, a clo'ie friend and fellow American. Admiring the glow
of sumhine on new leaves, Stead says it is the kind of day to
be in love. E!Jot agrees and then mentions the letter, ~ays it was
written by a woman he knew long ago as a young man in
Boston. Slead is '>ilent, wanting Eliot to continue. This letter,
Eliot say), brought back vivid memories, made him feel things
he hasn't fdt in quite some time. He does nor mention the
woman's name.
Emily Hale came to Milwaukee in the tall of I Y21. Hired
to teach vocal exprL·ssion at Milwaukee-Downer College. ~hL'
al~o t.lllght drama, directed plays, and presided over Johnston
Hall, a beautiful red-brick dormitory built along Downer
Avenue. At the time of her arrival, it aJready had been si-x years
since she had last c;ccn Eliot, a man she met in IYOl:l during
Eliot's third year at Harvard.
From 1908 until 1914, Hale and Eliot grew close, so close
that she - as well as members of both families - expected
they would marry. In 1914, though. Eliot decided not to
retum from a ttip to Europe, and their union withered. A year
later, followmg Eliot's impulsive marriage to Vivienne HaighWood, a long period ofsilence set in. Not until 1927. in the
letter from Florence, did HaJe try tO revive communiCation.
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It worked. Eliot. who~e catastrophic marnage to Vivienne
had all but dissoh·ed, was receptive to this \ 'OJCl' ti·om the pao;t,
this lady of memory who represented Boston tradiuon. tamily,
.1 time before marit.'ll trauma. Eliot \\'rote back. and their relatiomhip wac; built ane\\'. lt rook sh.1pe through correspondence;
it grew solid through ,·isits, Hale travclmg to England for
summer holidays. Eliot, less often, sailing to America.
And all the while they managed to keep tt 'ecret.
Their vigilance must have been constant. Eliot, who during
the 1930s and '40s had become England's most public poet
and comervative intellectual, used these same years to forge an
intensely private relationship with Emily I !ale. Though by
now separated from his wife, he bad refused to file for divorce:
Tint was one reason for secrecy. Just as important. though,
w.l<; Eliot's own troubled psychology. Feelings of love and
intimacy met in Eliot's mind with feelin~rs of '>hamc and guilt,
a distrust of pleasure, and an obsession with inrt·rior. umpeakable
~tates of mind.
Hale. who had a similar but Irs<> extreme concern with
discretion. was able to lo\'C Eliot in spire of his demand for
silence, though in her later years she L'\pressed resentment
about her role as a mystery woman. a \\Oman \\ ho, arguably
the most important person in Eliot'~ lite. was yet the least
known. the least recognized.
Her story finally is emerging. Lyndall Gordon's biography
ofT. S. Eliot (Eliot's Xe11' Life, Famu/Straus/G iroux. 1988)
provide' compelling e\'idence of Hale's importance to Eliot,
her central intluence on both his life and art. Newly discovered
letters. unpublished memoirs, and reve.1ling testimony from
fi·iends of both Hale and Eliot are used to build Gordon's airtight cao;e. And she is adept at using her knowledge of his secret
relationship to interpret Eliot's creative work, his essays,
poetry, and plays. Although Eliot refmcd to speak about Hale
in public, he did speak about her in his art. This speech, of
course, \\'J~ subtle, obscure, crafted ro elude, and yet, once
Eliot's private code is cracked. strangdy honest 111 its treatment
of hi' feelings for Hale.
There is more to be learned about Emil) H.tk Although

Professor Emily Hale
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In Eliot's work during and after 1927,
one finds traces of a n1ystcrious won1nn
her rdationsl11p with T. S. Eliot has been uncowred. <iht•
still t'\ hardly known, yet to come out from the ... hadow of
the great poet. ...

Jn the summer of 1921, follO\ving a successful thn:c-ycar
stin t as a dormitory head and an official drama coach at Simmons College in Boston, Hale survived an administrative
wrangk- over her lack of formal qualifications and wa~; hired
by Milwaukee- Downer College for S 1.000 and a room in
Johnston Hall. ...
She led a kmd of amphibious teaching life at Do\\ ncr
Colleg<.'. ming knowledge gained through sunm1er cour<;eo; and
yc,n"i of pri' ate reading to lecture on developments in modern
liter<tture and then calling upon her society background to
tc,teh cl,t,,e, on poise, posture, and correct speech. Although
she had eschewed the ltfc of a Boston lady. Hale dearly
retained a tondnc"s for elegance, for social grace. Her .,tudem...
n:membt•r ,1 woman dignitied and poised who spoke wirh ,1
distinct Ltstern accent, bur they insist she was nc\'er haughty
or cool, in conn·ar;t to Virginia Woolfs superficial ao;sessment
of Hale in 1935. Woolf, who met Hale during a tea with Eliot,
dismissed her as a ptim Uosron snob ....
Her approachability, her willingness to make fiicnds with
students was mt•ntioncd ,tgain and again during interviews
(o;evera l former students felt quite close to Hale and kept in
touch with her alter she left Downer). Her elite background
did not prevent I Iale from establishing ties with ·'city
~tudents. ·· those Milwaukee natives who commuted to school
each day via streetcar or foot and whose background-, often
were Jc,c; pri,•ikged than those of the donn reo;idents (and
lbk'<;) ....
Her life on campm was a full one. Hale helped organize
talks given by a number of cultural celebrities in the 192()<,:
Edna St. Vmn·nt Mtllay in '2-L Helen Keller in '25, the son of
Leo Tolsto) in 1927. She was there on the night of March 22,
1924, when Robert Frost began a poeuy reading by asking for
help with his cutf links. and she watched with ammement a..,
Evangeline (Van) Fisher Conway, M-D ·n, got up and
bravely approached the podium. When not busy reaching or
directing, 11alc invited students to her rooms for tea and talk
and was fond of throwing parties for The Montebanks [drama
club].
IJn 1927], Elim sent Hale a gift she would always treasure,
an es'lay he wrote about the personal source~ of poetty;
poetty's roots in emotions like nostalgia and the regret tor lost
happim~''· In this es-;ay, Eliot alluded to Dante. ·whose tremen dous low for Be<Hrice was the inspiration for the poetry ot the
Via Nuova (New Life). Hale, of course. would have found
spectal meanmg in Eliot's words- she understood. Dtd Eltot
perceive Hale .to; a kmd of Bearnce? Ir would seem so. Jn
Eliot\ '' ork during and afier 1927, one find'i traces of a
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whose elegant vitality can inspire, whose
pudcy can guide the poet's art.
my..teriou., woman \vhose elegant vitality can impire, whose
purity can guide the poet'<~ art.
I !ale\ role. then, as Eliot\ muse, returned her to his life
but ultunatcly worked to limit the growth of their rdationship. However energized he was by llak's intimate presence,
:trt and the demands of Eliot's austere Chri'>tianity would in
th~.: end dominate his aficction for her.
In 1947. following years of summer reunions and f:tithful
corrc<~pondence. Hale learned from Eliot that hts witc. Vivienne. had died. Well aware of his emotional '>qucami-.hness,
alr<.·ady having witnessed hio; tendency co abruptly withdraw,
Hale nevertheless expected r;he and Eliot would marry ....
Eltot, howe\ er, was nor ,ts willing and after a 'ierie' of painful
confrontations during a vim to Amcric,1 111 IY47. he kt H.1le
k.nO\\ that marriage between them would not happen.
Ten years later. she recei,·ed a second -;hock.: Eltor, at age
6H, had remarried. this time to V.1lerie I-letcher, lm secretary
and ,1 woman almost 40 years younger. I )cvastated by the
newc;, Hale, \vho had continued to reach at a \ariel)' of colleges
<llld high schools since leaving Downer. retin·d !Tom her pmt
at Abbot Academy. bequeathed her Eliot letter' to Princeton,
and also sent many of the first editiom and typescripts Eliot had
sent her over the years.
After sufle1ing what seems to luve been a nervou'l collapse,
she recovered to -;pend her last 12 years maintaining a vigorous life, traveling. revisiting places of memory. acting, and
working to a<;semble a public record of her relationship with
Eliot. Fully aware ofher importance 111 Eliot\ lit(: .111d wanting
to <.'nd this strange mystery. Hale produced \\hat sht• called her
"spoken memoirs," a tape recording of ht•r impressions of
T. S. Eltot.
Unfortunately. this recording ha., not 'urnved: After consideting Eliot's unrelenting demand for secrec~. II ale deetded
to luve it destroyed. Just as saddemng. though, \\as Elioc's
handling of Hale\ letters to him, a preciom record of 30 year;·
tntJmate communication. There is rea~on' to belie,·e, says [his
biOgrapher] that Eliot had these ktter'i burned in 19()3, two
years bdorc his death.
Emily Hale died in 1969 in Concord, Massachusem.
Although Eliot ttied hard to expunge all evidence of his
relatiomhip with Hale, there is one crucial record that has
survtved - his letters to her. over a thous;md of them, by fur
the largest single collection of his correspondence. Free to do
with these letters what she wanted, Hale decided to negotiate
\\ ith Eliot: The letters will remain locked in a Princeton
Uniwrsiry vault until the year 2019. LT

Editor's 11ote: .--1 1998 IIOL'el, The Archivist, by .\larthc1 GJo/cy,
while 1/(l/ riCtllrllly abo111 the Eliot I Hc~lc rclrlllllllShip, rc1kes rile Jw
t~( E/it1t 's lmcrs beiiiJ~ sec~ led for 50 years at Prince filii as its startill,l?
J'<liIll.

Professor Amelte Serafon

By Sarah Phelps, '01, a!ld Elizabeth Ritzenthaler, '00
Studying in Hawthornden, socializing in the Teakwood
Room, taking classes in Briggs Hall, or living in Sabin House
unconsciously connects current Lawrentians to a network of
remarkable women who were educated not at Lawrence
University but at Milwaukee-Downer College. This
connection was made real for a group of five Lawrence
women who were intrigued by a box of letters written in

French discovered in the library archives. Sarah Phelps,
Elizabeth Ritzenthaler, Katherine J. Moore, Erica Moore,
and Claire Elise Breaux were enrolled in the senior seminar
necessary for the completion of their French majors in
March of 2000 when these letters were brought to their
attention. Excited about the chaJlenge of translation and the
opportunity to apply their French skills, this group embarked
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Milwaukee-Downer Reunion, 1951: Professor
Serafon IS at left; Bess1e Wolfner IS JUSt visible
behind and between Miss Tomson and Miss
McPheeters.
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upon a project that gave them a personal connection to a
college and an age now past.
AmClie Serafon, a professor of French at MilwaukeeDowner College, and her student, Bessie Wolfi1er, religiously
exchanged letters from 1918, when Bess1e graduated from
Milwaukee- Downer with a degree in French and music, until
1957. The correspondence between these women not only
conveyed their personalities but also hinted at extremely
interesting contemporaneous issues, including the progressive
education that was offered to women 111 the early 20th
century, what feminine independence meant at the time, and
how the events of two world wars affected the everyday lives
of these two women.
Th<.:se overarching themes came to light only after the 150
letters had been translated and compiled throughout the course
of the mdependent study entitled "French Letters: A Hi'>tOI)
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of Milwaukee-Downer Col leg<..·" led by Associate Professor of
French Judith Sarnecki in the spring of2000.
Translating the letters. the students were faced with some
aspects of the language that the)' had not previously experienced
in their french education. The most difficult was staying true
to the author's style and sentuncnt in English. While the
students had the ability to read and readily comprehend the
letters in French, translating expressions unique to the French
language wa-; a challenge. For instance, the common French
phrase "je tc salue" literally means "I salute you" but is better
expressed as "greetings." The -;tudents f:1eed this problem
as wdl as the rudimentary obstacle of deciphering AmClie
Scrafon's funcy French penmanship. It bec:~me a guessing
game at some points to figun: out a word or phrase by relying
on the context. This wa'> especially tme because each student
had a random selection of the k·tters and d1d not always ha\'e

the complete context in which each letter was written. In spite
of these challenges, the work became more int1iguing as the
students uncovered the intricacies of Amelie and Bessie's lives.
December 10, 1927
'Dear Bessie,
Thank you for having so kindly and promptly
responded to me ... Our Cercle will hold another
fundraiser after the vacation. Some articles that cannot
be found in the stores in Milwaukee would have a good
chance for successful sales. While we are waiting, we are
doing business with a factory ncar here. The members
of the Ccrcle ask only for cooperation.
They have started to put up scaffolding for the first
floor of the new building. lt is almost finished, and in
spite of the bad weather, they contimw to work on it.
I am using the last of your fine paper. In fact, we
have a humorous correspondence - that of two colleagues always ready to give each other advice. I know
that I can count on your assistance and your judgment.
Why didn't r consult you earlier?
My sincere thanks and best wishes.
A. Serafon
Amel ie Serafon was born on J uly 20, 1867, in Paris. She
attended grammar school in Wiesbaden, Gem1any, then
returned to Paris for secondary school and stayed there to
study art at the Sorbonne and to be a private tutor. She came
to the U nited States to start a career in French education and
taught at Walnut H ill School in Natick, Massachusetts,
and Wellesley College before applying for a position at
Milwaukee-Downer College in 1910.
T hroughout her 35 years as a professor of French at
Milwaukee-Downer, M ile Serafon not only taught courses but
also served as faculty advisor to the student group, Le Cercle
Fran'rais, of which Bessie was one of the first presidents.
Amdie brought a new perspective to the French depa rtment
because she was not only a teacher of grammar but also a representation of the language and culture she taught. She strived
to make French a living language for her students as opposed
to merely an academic subject. (This aspect of her letters held
special meaning for Sarah Phelps and Elizabeth Ritzenthaler,
who happen to be aspiring French teachers.) In addition to her
career, she also founded the Alliance Franc;:aise in Milwaukee,
was recognjzed twice by the French government for her war
efforts, and traveled intemationally nearly every summer. During
World War II, she helped to coordinate the Milwau kee branch
of the Ame1ican Aid to France (AATF), which often met in
Holton Hall on the Milwaukee-Downer College campus.
August 29, J 9-+3
Dear Bessie,
Congratulations on your students. You have not only
taught them excellent French, you have also instilled in
them beautiful manners. I am reading with pleasure
their kind letters to their professor.

My vacation IS commg to a close. By the 30th
of September, the freshmen will arrive. [ returned to
Milwaukee-Downer College after spending a large part
of the summer in a nice little apartment that a homeeconomics teacher from Shorewood High School sublet
to me. You can imagine how well kept this apartment
is! I didn ·r spend a lot of time there, because as chairman of the atelier for the Fighting French Relief Committee, I spent and I will continue to spend (until the
day school starts) my entire day in the rented space on
Milwaukee Street, where a group of volunteers make
hospital shins and convalescent paj:-11nas by the dozen.
The New York Headquarters provides the matetials and
wool to knit, as well as little emblems to sell. This work
is included in the War Chest like the British Relief,
Russian Relief, etc. Next, they promised us a package
of 100 pajamas already cut out. Until now, 1 was the
only tailor. I had a very good time with all this during
the summer. After school starts, I will have to share my
duties with other volunteers. Gimbels had a display in
one of its windows showing the French flag once again
floating on the ocean. The Fighting French were
exhibitors at [the State Fair] like the other nations. The
Milwaukee joumal published a large ad showing the celebration of the 14th of] uly at the Milwaukee Chapter of
the F.F.R.C. -all this to show the kraut supporters in
this town that France still attract5 sympathy. fr's certain
that French classes in schools have less students; the
good neighbor policy has pulled all the youth towards
study of the Spanish language.
You struggle heroically with your 30 ~tudents in one
French class - the '\tudems should appreciate their
professor.
Unexpected consequence of the war: MilwaukeeDowner College is full of boarders. It will be necessaty
to house some in Johnston Hall, until now resl'rved for
professors. There '.viU be, without doubt. a decrease in
the number of students who live otf campus, some of
whom work downtown.
Good night. dear Bessie, my bedtime is nearing.
good luck and fondest regards,
Amelie Serafon
Mile Serafon's enthusiasm and constant generosity inspired
Bessie in her studies and her career. Bessie J. Wolfi1er graduated from Milwaukee-Downer in 1918 and returned to her
hometown, St. Louis, Missouri. Mter receiving her Master
of Arts degree in French in 1930 from New York University, she co-authored a workbook in French and began her
career in French education in clementaty schools in St.
Louis. Throughout her life, she remained a strong advocate
for grade school language instruction.
The relationship between Mile Serafon and Bessie
Wolfner grew throughout the 40-year correspondence they
maintained. Through their letters, they discussed evetything
ti·om teaching strategies, to war efforts, to fashion, to travel
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plans, to events in their daily li ves. Their fri endship grew so
stro ng that toward the end of their relatio nship, Bessie considered Mlle Serafon as a mother and Bessie became AmClie 's
intellectual daughter.
May 1953
D ear l3essic,
How proud I'd be to have a daughter as capable, kind,
and affectionate :1s you. Please knO\v how deep ly I am
touched that you thought to write to me on Mothers
Day. I read and re-read your friendly note w ithout a
magnifying glass. I can easily read your handwriting, and
as always, with great pleasure. I reserve my magnifying
glass for crossword puzzks, but my th oughts are more
agile than my eyes and I don't need an optomettist's
help to think about you and your activities. I hope you
will take up teaching French classes in kindergarten
again. Congratulations on having presented your paper
before the teachers' conference on this subject; bu t it's
the school board you must convince. Normally it's
composed of people who've succeeded in their profession without ever having learned a modern foreign
language.
The birds on the card you sent are the first ones
I saw th1s spring, as we are still heating the houses in
Mi lwaukee. It is raining right now, but the lilacs are in
bloom under my window and in between two gusts of
wind I overhea rd a group of Francophiles drinking in
the fi·esh air while walking and discussing the latest society
gossip in Paris.
Tell me about your summer ttip, which is coming
up soon. I hasten to write to you now before your last few
remaining moments arc absorbed by your preparations.
My bec;t wishes for a safe and happy trip, Bessie.
Amelie Seraton
It is certain that Mlle Serafon had no idea that her letters
would be a source o f inspiration no t on ly for Bessie W o lfi1er
but also fo r five college w omen half a centu ry after her
death. Bessie, though, valued and kept each letter she
received and ge nerously donated them to Lawrence U niversity before her death, hoping that they would provide insight
into life at Milwaukee-D own er C ollege. Mlle Serafon 's
letters shared much of her life but still left these fi ve students
vvith several questions: Why did Amelie Serafon com e to th e
United States? Why didn 't she ever move back to France?
Wh o did she visit on her many trips b ack h ome? Did she
have any living relatives? H ow did she suppo rt herself and
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Authors Sarah Phelps, '01, left, and Elizabeth Ritzenthaler, '00

her cu1tured lifestyle on h er salary? Did she stay in close
contact w ith an y o f her o ther students as she did with Bessie?
Did Bessie ever marry or have children? Wh ere did Bessie
work?
These qu estions prompted Sarah, Elizabeth , Katherine,
Erica, and C laire to expand th eir proj ect. T hey spent time in
the Lawrence University library archives paging through
Milwaukee-D own er yearbooks, scrapbooks, picture albums,
and course catalogs; they traveled to look at Milwa ukeeD owner documents and pho tos now belonging to the
Milwaukee Historical Society; they pho ned the French
Embassy in C hicago to research Amclic Scrafon; they talked to
relatives ofBessie W olfi1er; and th ey visited Milwaukee to take
pictures of Mile Serafon 's ho use and the Milwaukee-Down er
campus. On April 29, 2000, the infom1ation they uncovered
was presented at Lawrence's annual Ri chard A. H arrison
Symposium in Human ities and Social Sciences.
The project is now in its fin al stages. Sarah and Elizabeth
are in the process of editing and compiling all of the letters and
research into a booklet to be published and o ffered to
Milwaukee-D owner alumnae at their reunion in the fall of
2001 . R eading and translating M ile Serafon 's letters has not
only given this group a much clearer idea about women's college
education in the first half of the 20th ccntmy, but it has also
provided an intimate look at th e stro ng bond bet\¥een two
extraordinary, intelligent, and extremely dedicated women. LT
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Miss Brown's Christmas carol
By Marguerite Sclmmmm, '44
Post-Crescent, December 13, 1964

A chan11ing bit of Christmas has come to
Lawrence University with the treasures of
tradition and artifacts from MilwaukeeDowner College.
According to Downer historians, the
popular English Christmas carol "The
Twelve Days of Christmas" was given its
American premiere at Downer in 1910
through the good offices of a faculty member,
Emily Frances Brown. Over the years, no
one has challenged Downer on this Yuletide
"first.''
Miss Brown was a specialist in Anglo-Saxon
and Middle English literature, but for more than four
decades she was the official spit;t of Christmas at Downer
as well.
An indefatigable playwriter, she "loved to make figures of
histOiy and literature come alive for her students by celebrating
their anniversaries with play or pageant, with lovely littleknown music, and with all the colorful staging for which she
had such a flair," it is stated in an official history.
She created three Christmas plays repeated on a regular
basis but refurbished with new lines and sometimes new situations right up to the opening curtain. Oldest ofher plays was
an Elizabethan revel; in it, during the Christmas season of
1910, "The Twelve Days of Christmas" was first sung in this
countty. Miss Brown discovered the carol, arranged by Frederic Austin, while browsing in an Oxford, England, bookshop
the summer before.
So popular was the tune that "it spread throughout the
countty," according to the Mihvaukee Joumal, and it was
incorporated in a second Brown play, "Fezziwig Swany,"
which used characters from Charles Dickens.
Only in the third traditional pageant, the story of the
nativity itself, titled "The Little Sanctu<uy," was the song not
considered appropriate.
"No one in the school escaped Miss Brown's aU-pervasive
influence," it is recorded, "for just as the good burghers of
Oberanunergau are shaped by their participation in their

Passion Play, so college students, in the
months before Christmas, finding themselves in the atmosphere of an old English
manor house, lived the role of Lord or
Lady, Butler or Jester, St. George or
Christmas Rose."
Miss Brown spent the whole fall casting her Yuletide extravaganzas, and it is
said that she would rush up to a new freshman face in the hall and announce, "Ah-ha,
you are Martin Chessiwick," (for the Dickens
work), or "You will make an excellent Bard,"
(for the Elizabethan revels). lt is told that the
abstracted authoress, searching the undergraduate faces
during a season in which the nativity was scheduled, muttered,
"There isn't a Virgin at Downer this year."
She had a high sense of drama offstage as well as on. She
delayed announcing her play cast until the first November day
that brought a trace of snow. Then she would appear in
chapel, a sprig of holly at her shoulder and an enormous book
in her hand, from which depended two red ribbons. The
standing ovation that greeted her appearance intensified as she
announced her cast made up of students, alumnae,
husbands and children of staff members. Certain roles were
greatly coveted as undergraduate honors.
The Christmas play was no homemade job of writing.
Miss Brovvn used the words of Charles Dickens, or the words
of Elizabethan authors, and she considered the enterprise a
legitimate extension of classroom work in literature.
Miss Brown came naturally to a life of school teaching, for
her mother and grandparents were teachers, and her father was
a Methodist minister. She was educated at Wellesley, got her
master's degree at Columbia, and did further study at Oxford
University and Harvard. She joined the faculty of Downer
College when it was still located in Fox Lake in 1891; when
Downer merged with Milwaukee College and moved into the
city, there was a period offive years that Miss Brown was away
doing graduate work, but in 1900 she returned, to remain
until her retirement in 1945. LT
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By Gertrude Breithaupt jupp, 1\1-D '1 8,

Appleto/1 Post-Creswu 1968
Sara-;v•ate, the Hindu goddess of learning, gazes trom her
teakwood frame with a quizzical smile in the Ja-.on 1)owner
Commons on the Lawrence University campm. l3ut the
f:1mom Teakwood l ~oom was not built around this golden
goddess. She came later, long after Timothy Appleton Chapman and his daughter, Alice. had been caught up in the '>pell
of an Oriental display at the Chicago's World Fa1r of I g9:2.
It was not a big exhibition by present -;tandards. bm
m effects were tar-reaching. From the Allabadab Studios.
designer Lockwood de forest was showing hand-carved
teakwood from £,1St India. UnJike the usual highly polished
bttck teakwood. these p1eccs were their natural color, a warm
cinnamon brown. So completely enchant<:d wcrL' Miss Cht~p
man and her f:1ther by the lace-like carving and delicate aroma
of the wood thJt they commissioned de Forest to design
an entire room for their Milwaukee home. It was to include
wall paneling. arches, pillars. C\'en car\'ed c.tbinets, chairs.
and tables.
The order was complic.ncd and unique; fi·om d1e start
it '>eemed doomed to dday. The very size and number of the
itrm~. the intricacy of the patterns to be cnrvcd, and the
circuitous route of delivery - by elephant, oxcart, ship, and
r;lil- forecast trouble.
Most se1ious was the black plague that broke out among
the native Indians. Jmt when the Chapmam had almm.t given
up their dream of a tt•ak \\'OOd room, word c.unc that their
'lhipmenr had gone to London. along with onL· tor Windsor
Castle. From London, It would be shipped to New York, and
at last by train to its final destination.
Meanwhile in the Chapman home. the trame of the room
was ready and waiting. The caved ceiling had been covered
with metal leaf made iridescent with a silvery wash; the huge
chandeliers from Tiffany's had been hung; the Orient.ll carpets
by in rolls against the walls. The walls thcmselve<> were
covered with hand-loomed gold ~rain to link together the
brown wanmh of the te,1kwood panel~. When the big '>hipmem arri\'ed, everything tined magicaJly into place.
All through the years, Alice Chapman watched with deep
pleasure the effect of the room on her guests. The garrulous
ones quieted, the raciwrn expanded, artists lost their <;hyness.
She wanted to be sure th.tt even after her death the room

would continue to give and invite beauty. And so, in her \\til,
she provided for a specially built wing within the Chapm.111
Library, which she bequeathed to the college. This wing
would house the complete Teakwood Room and its tn:a<;ures.
In its new setting on Downer's campus, the Teakwood
Room was the o;cene of poetry readings, chamber music, and
fonnal receptiom for the artists exhibiting in the gallery
adjoining. Often, too. there were infonnal collee hours,
during which smaJJ groups gathered around a speaker. folkming up the talk with questions and amwers.
On~ 'isimr. Kamala Numbk.tr, who was devoting her life
to soci.1l wclf:m.· in India, stood for a long time in silence 111
the center of the room. Then she spoke of the fi-agranre or
the teak, the captured beaury of India. Uut one thing was
incongruous - the Wisconsin landscape above the mantd.
She asked and was promptly given pem1ission to replace 1t.
Drawing a hasty sketch of the fireplace, she record~d it'>
dimensions, then outlined a picture above it. Back home sh~
commissioned an outstanding Indian artist, l3endre of Bomb,1y.
to do a paumng of Saraswate, the H indu goddess of poetry,
music and wisdom. Within month~. the gouache p.tinting
arrived and the inscrutable goddess took her place above the
m::m tel, where she reigned for a quarter of a century.
Then in 196-t came the announcement that MilwnukecDowner and Lawrence College wen.' to 111L'rge into Lawrence
UniveNty. Students were stunned. How could they leave
Hawthornden? The hat hunt? The boat r.1ces on the M 11\\aukee River? Uut most of all, how could they leave their beloved
Teakwood Room? They pleaded with the trustees m move it
in its entirety. It had been done once before; it could be done
abrain. Alumnae echoed the students' pleas. And to the joy of
all, the trustees agreed. Piece by piece, with markings and
measurements carefully recorded, the panels, pillars, and a1-che~
were taken down and stored until a new Downer building at
Lawrence can house them. And so, for a second time. thL'
Teakwood Room was lovingly preserved and moved into a
ne\\ setcing. Adding distinction to the Lawrence campu' and
hospitality to the entire univer-;ity community, Jason DO\\ ncr
Commons holdc; particular meaning tor alunmac of MilwaukL·eDowner College. It not onJy perpetuates the name but houses
the Teakwood R oom, symbol of their heritage. LT
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A i e cut short,
ali
em ere
Elizabeth Richardson, M-D '40
1918-1945
By Gordon Broum

Liz Richardson (center) in peacetime

he was "the Milwaukee-Downer woman"
personified: intelligent, capable, creative,
good-humored, and ready for almost anything; one of her friends spoke of her
"wonderfully quick and humorous way of
c;eeing a situation."
She was a member in extremely good
standmg of what Tom Broka\\ has chromclcd as "the greatest generation," the people who grew to
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maturity buffeted by some of the most massive forces active in
the 20th century: depression and war.
She was Elizabeth Richardson, a 1940 graduate of Milwaukee-Downer College, who - like so many of her contemporaries - went to college and then went to war and
never came home. Excerpts from her college diary and her letters to her family from England and France paint a self-portrait
that is both insightful and inspiring.

19 September 1939
This is our senior year, the last yea r of our youth, and
therefore it should be the best. Ann and [ are rooming
together, a grand room except that [it) is over Miss
H eimbach, who probably will eventually object to the
noise, but that is yet to come. This is a queer sort of year
to end one's college career with . By this time, Gem1any
(and Russia) have taken Poland, and England and
France are fighting for their very existence. This afternoon, at Beck's, Chris and T had a mutual sort of
discussion about the whole ghastly business with
conclusions about the same: war is ineffective. a waste
of manpower and what civilization we have, and once more - the U.S. will be suckers if they enter it.
Liz Richardson , from Mishawaka, Indiana, en tered
Milwaukee-Downer C ollege in 1936, to maj or in English and
art. Active in crew and field hockey, she also wrote for the
quarterly Kodak; was business manager for C111ntux, the yearbook; and was involved in hall government - th e archetypal
Downer student, engaged in the life of the mind and in life
itself, all the time aware of events fa r beyond the campus that
would come much closer, much too soon.

9 November 1939
The Germans are reportedly invading the Netherlands
tonight, while we wonder if it will be cold enough to
put on an extra blanket.
Deft at turning a phrase or wielding an artist's b rush, she
devoted time, energy, and spirit to both visual and literary
endeavors, turning out countless short stories and poems, some
of which were published in 1950 in Underi!_raduate Verse, a
Milwaukee-Downer publication.
In the 1939 Wisconsin Salon of Art, she won th e J oseph
E. Davies Prize fo r the best work by a college student, an
occasion she described to her diary with a mixture of pride and
skepticism.
21 Nol'ember 193 9
Today has been most remarkable. A special delivery letter announced to me this morning that [ had won a cash
prize for the entry for the Wisconsin Salon. H ow this
happened, God and the j udges alone know. It wasn't a
remarkable watercolor at all, but something happened.
and it was extremely thrilling. Miss Briggs, oozing a
smirk and publicity for the college, announced the
remarkable event in chapel. Miss Philbrick plans to take
us up to Madison for the reception, although r have no
desire to go and have all sorts of awful visions of longhaired artists with dirty fingernails ... . It would be much
more wonderful to me to get a prize for short story
writing or a cartoon, so this event seems to have a rather
ironic twist to it, for I never set mysdf up to be the tmeblue artist. Maybe it's a mistake.

Further adventures of Beulah

In her freshman year, Liz had created Beulah, a ca rtoon
coed who adorned announcements of campus activities (a nd
the cover of this issue) . Beulah wore a cardigan, skirt, and saddle shoes and had a boyfriend, George - altogether the very
model of the modern Downer student. Through Beulah ,
R ichardson satitized campus life- and both students and professors - w ith wit, understanding, and equal measures of perception and affection.
25 january 1940

The seventh exam period since 1936-37 has begun with conference day yesterday, which was devoted to
Spanish alone. By 10:00 I was thoroughly covered with
verbs and feeling completely jittery and unsure. Then
came the dawn -darn cold, too, and eggs for breakfast
- and then that horrible last-minute cranm1ing by
somebody's radiator. Finally, with my head feeling like
an empty goldfish bowl, I sailed into the exam room
with blue book in one hand and clock in the other.
Two hours later emerges the fi·eed woman - minus so
much cumbersome knowledge.
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Liz Richardson in wartime

After graduation from Milwaukee-DO\\ner, Liz - ag.un
like many of her contemporaries - started a civilian career
that was just beginning to show signs of succe~s when abruptly
interrupted by war and duty. After initial jobs for the Boston
Store and Gimbals in Milwaukee. she had found her way into
the adwrnsing department at Schuster\ Department Store.
In May 1944, for reasons that required no explanation,
then or now, she joined the Red Cross and wa'l quickly sent
abroad.
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Jul) 2-1. IY.J.J
Dc,u Mother. Daddy, Butch, and Freckles
'
'
By 110\\, \ ou know that I .un safe and sound 1t1 Gre.lt
Britam
tlut the impossible has happened, ·md I won't
be using those ruhbL•r boots m paddling through the
jungk.... Jn,tead. I'm juggling 'hilling... and halt:.cro\\ m
and crouching on thL· floor in an .trtistic ,lttittH.k of
pra)W \\hen I hear the \\ ,1iling ups and dm\ ns of the
siren. WL· wt.·rc told .lt our port of embark.ltion that thL·

We have been
buzz-bomb' \\'t.'rc ".1 bit of a nui,,mce."
but my word, for them .1re much
fruitit.•r md '>trong~r.
\o ftr. it look-- as if I'm getting
ClubmobJle. which pkases me no end,
.tlthough I won't be an able-bodied
Rt.•crc.nion Worker as originally
plantK'd. I'm askmg for it in prefcn::nce
to the lonely grass shack or equally
lonely tgloo.
~II_I!IISI

9, I 944

T hi' I'> our day off J han:• never
appreu.Hed a whole l'mpty day as
much ,\'i I ,unright no\\. We ha\·e been
working 11- .ltld 14-hour days. and I
,tlmo't \H'ep when I hear the word
doughnut ...
All joking .tsidt.'. we mix a mean
doughnut .•md the coffee t<; certainly
better than the (;I v.1riet). Our Clubmobile is ,1 convatcd Gn.·enline bu....
tixt.•d up" ith .1 lounge. smk. doughnut
machim'. and scn·ing t~1cilities. AJ-;o a
l3t ttt<. h dnver and u....
W l' .,t,trt out ,tbout six in the morning. l'Hhn m.tke our doughnut'> parked
outsiLk the local Red Cross Servin:
Club or ebc W<.' make them at camp
\\tth tt.·n nullion Gls and an occasional
colonel watchmg the opcratton. Then
we turn on our recordmg machine and
serve ..dl the time smiling like mad and
di\'iding our nme between doughnut~.
thL' mt.'"" st.•rgcant, rhc cotTee. and a 'ca
of t:tce....

working 12- and
14-hour days,
and I almost weep
when I hear the
word doughnut.

ditfcrencc - no whi,rlt.''· no bdk no
parade. It\ a sober .mni.,til't.', .md, tht.,
rime. we arc fully .1wart.' of tht.· re,ponsiblhtte' of the victor.

I.J., I CJ.J. 5
[J ha\'e] taken to tht.• .tir in <l btg wa)
and, .1fter Hying. otiH.'r mcam of tr,llt\portation st.•em dull ind<..'L'd. M) fir~t
ride was in a Pipn Cub over 1 cH,lVre,
the harbor .tnd the sorry rmm. My sccond. ye'itL·rda). wa\ tO RL·itm, .tlong
the Seine and cross countr). This
moming. by v,1riom .md sundt") means.
I got a C 47 baLk to Ll·H,nrc, ,tlong
wjth about JO rde.t.,ed pri-;oners ....
The Piper ( uh i-; to my liking . .,o,u;ng
low on dll ~elllt.'. climbing on·r the
neatly wootkd htll'> .md looking down
on the toy ,·illages .md the ,c;n, of two
war;.
.\Jt1}'

On July 25, 1945, L1z, now a Clubmobile captain in charge of the enti re operation
at LeHavre, set ofr on an official visit to Red
Cross headquarters in P.tris. The Piper Cub
in which she was a passenger encountered
fog and crashed near Rouen.
Writing to the Richard-;on t"i.tmily, one
of Liz' R.ed Cross colleagul'S described the
military cemetery in which she wac; laid to
rest, "along in a line with others who had
given their all- and sLtrely fi)r no bl·tter rcason than did Liz - no one ever did more for
people in all ways than shl' did."
The Milwaukee-Downer alumnae pubBronze medal awarded
lication, Hm11rlwme U'tll•c•s, mcluded this
posthumously to Liz Richardson
A<:. soon ati:er D-Day as was deemed sate
eulogy in it'> October 1945 1ssue:
for service to the Red Cross
by Red Cross amhotiti es, C lubmobile "girb"
"Liz was supremely happy in her work.
and their doughnut machines crossed the
And to it, in the c;ame way -;he worked on
Channel to France. "Each Clubmobile
Freshman R ally and the memorabil' "March
group," a R ed Cross histoty say<;, "traveled with the rl'<lr echPlay" of Sophomore Sallies, or drew Ueulah and Ceorge for
elon of an army corps and got its assign ments from the army
Studio C lub, or rowed with the crew. -;he gave all of her
for serving troops at rest fi·om the front. The service continut·d
tremendous vitality, her zest, her enthusiasm. Alumnae w ho
through Francl', Belgium, Luxembourg, and Germany umil
knew her, faculty who taught her, and undergraduates who
V-E Day."
have heard the legend of Liz share with her tjmily a feeling of
personal loss." LT
,\/c/}' 7, 19-t)
lt\ all 0\ er 110\\. so sa yo; rhe BUC. and. therdort.', chi:; i,
Susan Richards, director 4 the Seeley C. .\Judd Library, ron.1 o;ort of pae,111 ot Victory and rejoietng. We\ L hcl'n
trilmred to this article, which is based on t1 libmt)' display rreatedfor
.nvaitmg thi, offici,tl decl.tr.uion for at k.N four d.tys,
the October 2000 .\lilwaukee-Dolflner Rewtion I l'eckcud, u4tidt
.md if it weren't for the radio. we would not know the
ll'tlltfd hal'e been Li.::: Richardson's 60th-atmit•crst1r)' mtltion.
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Children's book series 1maginativ ly updates an old ..fashioned v1rtue
By Ednuflld lvl. Kem
Associate Professor <?f History

In late 1999 Harry Potier wa!> found on my doorstep in much
the same way that J.K. Rowling's eponymous hero i'\
discovered at the beginning of his talc - unexpected and
unlooked for. But, whereas the books were a welcome gift
from my wife (who couldn't wait until Christmas), the infant
Harry is seen as a perilous burden by his thoroughly dislikable
aunt and uncle, Petunia and Vernon Durslcy (who also can't
wait to give him away). My books anived routinely in
Appleton via airmail. Young Harry reachc~ the Durslcys in
the village of Little Whinging via a flying motorcycle ridden
by the giant Rubeus H agrid.
Since I teach a course at Lawrence titled Rel((!ioll, Jfa,'!ic,
aud Wirchcrq{t i11 Early Modem Europe, students- and visiting
parents as well -often ask what I think of the books. I am of
two minds. As a historian, I see little of note. As a reader, I
can't get enough of them.
The reception ofjoanne R.owling's Harry Potter books has
redefined the "literary sensation." If The 1\'l'll' York Times had
not banished the titles to a new children's category. itself the
product of Potter-mania, all tour would have been on its bestseller list simultaneously. What's more, the works' excellence
surpasses their wild popularity. And the kids reading the books
know it.
Y ec. Rowling's success has been controversial. Some critics
and pundits have gainsaid its "greatness" or merit, while champions of morality have denounced its values. Yale's hostile
Harold Bloom pompously denounces the fir;t book, deriding
Rowling's prose as "goo" and "just slop." These sentiments
are more kindly echoed by those who imply the book is "only
children's literature." Other critics, wisely esche,,·ing the
"greatness test,'' question Rowling's failure to challenge
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accepted nonns, her portrayal of central male and supportive
temale characters, her conventional use of folklore and plot, or
other aspects of her style- my favorite, her overuse of dashes.
With the exception of Bloom, who is just wrong and should
have some fun, each offers something to consider - maybe
she does overuse dashes.
A more formidable challenge comes from those who
would ban the book under the guise of"protecting" children.
(The American Library Association has recorded over 5,000
complaints.) Why? Because Hany Potter is godless and
encourages witchcraft. Rowling inadvertently addresses these
guardians of kids' minds in her early portrait of the Dursleys:
The Dursleys had everything they wantl'd, but they also
had a secret, and their greatest fear was that somebody
would discover it. They didn't think they could bear it
if anyone found out about the Potters .... The Dursleys knew that the Potters had a small son, too, but they
had never seen him. This boy was another good reason
for keeping the Potters away; they didn't want Dudley
mixing with a child like that.
A page or two later. she again seems to have her critics in
mind, writing of Mr. Durslcy, "[hel set otT home, hoping he
was imagining things, which he had never hoped before,
because he didn't approve of tmagination."
rmagi nation, in fact, proves to be Rowling's best defense
against her detractors. Attacks on the works' quality and
morality arc misplaced. The creativity and goodness on display
dra\\' kids' attention and keep them coming back. She writes a
simple, fluid, and cJe,·er prose, and she gracefully places Harry

and his friends in ethical dilemmas that
require them to think in complex ways
about right and wrong. Her characters
might preach, but she never does. Her
accomplishment is astonishing - an apt
tem1 for a work on witchcraft.
Four books so far (Harry Potter and the

Philosopher's Stone, Harry Potter and
tile Chamber of Secrets, Harry Potter and the
Pn'soner if A zkaban, and Harry Porter and
the Goblet of Fire) are installments in a
projected seven-part series. (As an aside.
The Philosophe's Sto~te became the historically nonsensical Sorcerer's Stone in the
American edition, wh ich also did away
with dozens of wonderful British idioms.)
The books unfold Harry's place
within the Wizarding World and the
Muggle World. In the former, we find
witches, goblins providing financial services,
misunderstood werewolves, envious
ghosts, and numerous breeds of dragons,
while in the latter, we find everyone else
us "muggles" with lives shaped by
corporate business, electricity, and other
prosaic concerns. Wizards know about
muggles, despite an often-willful ignorance of their ways. (" M uggle women wear
"Rowling's voice speaks to children, rather than at them."
them, Archie, not men; they wear these.")
Most muggles are completely unaware of
has his protectors as well, including gamekeeper Rubeus
the world of magic or have their memoties modified, should
Hagrid, who alternately gets him into and out of trouble,
they witness something beyond their ken. (Obliviate! is the
Headmaster Albus Dumbledore, who amiably mentors Harry
usual Memory Charm.) Still, the two worlds are alike, with the
but possesses unequaled power, and Professor Minerva
exciting magical world mirroring the realities of the other:
who doles out wisdom or discipline as she sees
McGonagall,
friends and enemies, family, government, eating and sleeping,
fit. H arry's school house is Gryffindor, one of four in addition
school, and shopping. The books merge the fantastical and the
to Huffiepuff, Ravenclaw, and Slythetin, each with its own
mundane.
insignia, colors, and ethos. The Hogwarts student culture is
Hany is an orphan whose parents' death at the hands of
rich - in both adventure and mischief
the arch-villain Lord VoJdemort places him with the Dursleys.
Rowling revels in the details of her work. She chooses
He is the most famous person in the \-vizarding world (though
names guaranteed to bring a smile to the attentive reader.
he doesn't know it), since he alone has survived an attack by
Whereas Dudley Dursley attends the elite school Smeltings,
''You-Know-Who." Harry spends ten years neglected by his
his parents would relegate Harry to Stonewall High. Witches
aunt and uncle and tonnented by their horrible son, Dudley,
travel to Diagon Alley or Knockturn Alley for various goods
before a letter offers escape to Hog'-varts Schoo] ofWitchcraft
and Wizardry, where he becomes a student. Although
and services. Similar attention is paid to nanling nlinor
characters, whether they are the Minister of Magic Cornelius
summers return him to drudgety, life at Hogwarts allows him
Fudge, Draco Malfoy's henchmen Crabbe and Goyle, the
to grow.
yellow journalist Rita Skeeter, or the ghost Nearly H eadless
Hany befriends Ron Weasley, from an ancient if impeNick, whose 15th-century execution didn't quite come off
cunious wizarding family, whose endurance of Harry's fame
Sometimes, punning takes place in French (or other languages)
and fortune waivers but never breaks, and Hermione Granger,
as in Voldemort (theft of death) and Malfoy (bad fa ith). This
from a family of muggle dentists, who nonetheless excels at
magic and everything else. Harry's foil is the super-rich and
trend also emerges in the clever mock Latin used for most
magical charms such as Locomotor Nfortis for the Leg-Locker
bigoted Draco Malfoy, while oily Professor Severus Snape is
Curse or Petrificus Totalis for a Body-Bind.
always looking to catch him out of line. Hovering in the background is the furtive threat of You-Know-Who. But Harry
On nearly every page, Rowling puts the vibrant culture
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Rawling's brilliance
shows most clearly in
the authorial voice she
of the Wizarding World on display. She
invents the poetry-composing Sorting Hat for
placing students in the appropriate school
houses, danger-laden 13ertie Batt's EveryFlavour Beans, and the soccer-like game of
Quidditch, played on broomsticks above the
pitch with balls tl1at sometimes attack the
players. Blending the magical and mundane, she

They thus encounter the chicken blood-andbrandy diet of baby dragons, bubotuber pus,
vomit-flavored candy. and (mildly) off-color
which matures along
jokes, along with occasional drunkenness and
with Harry.
violence. Life is not pristine. The death of a
likable, righteous character proves that acting
morally is hard-won and that being good does
is at her best:
not guarantee being rewarded.
The voice of frankness in the Harry Potter books liberates
rather than constrains. Harry·~ univerc;e is govemed by rules of
"Help yourself," said Harry. "But in, you know, the
M uggle world, people just stay put in photos."
his ow11 making, even though events are beyond his control.
··oo they? What, they don't move at alJ?" Ron
He is lectured often enough about rules and rule-breaking, but
sounded amazed. "vVeird."
his choices are his own. Subject to unfairness and jealousy, he
does not always act with the best of intentions. Not above
Row ling is also adept at structuring her works. Each book
giving into temptation, breaking the rules, or even acting
contrary to explicit instruction, Han·y and hi<; fiiend~ are no
relates one year of Harry's life and has its own plot line, but
through t<u1talizing conceal111ent ;md gradual revelation, the
prudes. Yet, empathy, compassion, and toleration motivate
them, virtues mostly absent, in contrast, fi·om William
author tells a larger sto1y as well The first and second hew
closely to the standard formula of children's books. They preBennett's preachy (and unappealing) Children's Book of Virt11es.
sent a <;cries of episodic chapters, which loosely follow a larger
Despite occasional misbehavior, they remain steadfast within
what is shaping up as an epic battle between good and evil. By
narrative arc, and then ofrer a rapid climax. Both begin with
refusing to smother her young readers, Rawling crafts an
Harry Jiving with the Durslcys, move the <lction quickly to
appealing ethical system, one that children c;m both relate to
Hogwarts, follow his exploits there, and end with his dread
return. Both are no less enjoyable for all this. The longer third
and think through.
This accomplishment is striking becau'\e Rawling develops
book, too, follows this pattern before diverging radically and
extending the climactic scenes over its 6nal third. The reader
an essentially stoic (or nee-stoic) moral philosophy whose chief
learns a great deal about Harry's history and remains in
virtue is old-fashioned constancy - resolution in the face of
adversity. Hany's virtue is the result of conscious choice and
suspense as the resolution of one threat dissolves into the
attention to what is and is not within his control. Harry worries
emergence of another. The twice-as-long fourth book
about who he is but realizes that what he does matters most.
explodes the fonnula completely, becoming a "pivot" upon
which the series turns. It begins with an episode in which
And, 1 believe, so do the kids reading the books.
Walt Disney used to speak of the "four C's" as essential to
Harry plays no part, has him arriving at Hogwarts a quarter of
the way through, and elaborates at length on his "back story."
realizing cL·eanlS: curiosity. confidence, courage. and constancy.
It has an engaging plot, but answers questions raised earlier and
Wait a minute. Constancy? You bet. Just dig into H arry
Potter and find it anew. The kids in your life already have. LT
poses new ones that lead readers into the unknown.
This aspect of Rawling's shrewd story telling deserves
special attention: each book moves the stmy both forward and
Edmund M. Kem, a me111ber of the
La111renre history fa(11/fy since 1992, is also
backward. The further we travel into Harry's future, the
chair C?f tlte Geuder St11dies program. A
further we travel into hie; parents' past. The sto1ics grow darker
specialist i11 early 111odem E11ropea11 history,
as the past beckons and the future threatens. This trend reflects
!tis st11dics C?.f 111itchcraft and 111itdt-h u11 till,!!
each volume's increasingly higher level of difficulty. Hany is
hm1e bec11 n'idely published in professional
11 in the first book: he is 14 in the most recent. Though in
jo11mals and presc111ed at srltOiarly coJ~fer
interviews Rowling claims not to be writing for any particuel1ces. As l/lentioued above, /Jc re.f!ularly
lar audience, her brilliance shows most clearly in the authorial
tearltes a pop11lar co11rse 011 Religion,
voice she adapts for each book, which matures along with
Magic, and Witchcraft in Early Modem Europe.
Harry.
Rawling's voice speaks to children, rather than at them.
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adapts for each book,

By Bria11 ftiw Den:::en, '99

Chns Ochoa receives a Wisconsin t-shirt from UW law students Cory Tennison (left) and Brian VanDenzen on March 1, 2001, in the UW law building where
Ochoa spoke of his 12 years spent m a Texas prison before being freed with the help of a UW law team.

ou're my only hope," read
the closing line of Christopher
Ochoa's letter addr-es'>ed to the
University of Wisconsin Law
School's Innocence Project. That
ktter, sent in June of 1999, began
the chaotic journey of three law
-.wdents, including my-.el( and two
law profeo;sors, into the heart of
Texac; justice, the medra mael'it!·om
surrounding a presidl.!lltial election, DNA evidence, and the
release of an innocent man.
In the early moming hours of October 24, 1988, in a
Pizza H ut restaurant in Austin, Texas, someone brutally raped
and killed 19-year old Nancy DePriest. Two weeks later, after
a Pizza Hut securit) guard reported suspiciom beha\'lor, the
police questioned t\\ o young men, J8-yl·,u-old Richard
Danziger and 22-year-old Ochoa, about the crime. !3oth
Ochoa and DanzigL·r, who were roommate'>, worl,ed at
another Pizza Hut.
Ochoa, then a na'ive young man ft·om El J>a'>O, had never
before been in troubk with th<: law. Aft<:r a kngthy police

interrogation, full of false prornis<:~, lies, threat<;, intimidation,
and physical violence, Ochoa signed a statement in which l1<:
"admitted" killing DePriest. Believing, as the police had told
him, that he would get "the needle" (hardly an idle threat in
the c;tate ofTexas), Ochoa agreed to a deal: in exchange for hi'>
own confession, guilty plea, and testimony against Danziger,
Ochoa would avoid the death penalty and most likely be able
to walk out of prison on his parole-eligibility date in se,·en
yea~. Eventually, after a jury also found Danziger guilty based
upon Ochoa's crucial testimony, both men were sentenced to
life imprisonment in a Texas correctional facility.
Ne<1rly 12 years later, th<: Wisconsin Innocence Project
enters the story. The Innocence Project is a University of
Wiscomin Law School clinical program that aJiows law
students the opportunity to work individually with law
professo~ on cases where there is potential for new exonerating
evidence. In parricular, the project looks for cases where DNA
tests performed on remaining biolob,;cal evidence from the
scene of the crime could prove the innocence of a convicted
defendant. The Innocence Project is largely student-driven, a'i
the students perform most of the work on the cases.
In the late spring of 1999, the Wisconsin Innocence
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There is no greater
injustice in a civil society
than incarcerating
at least two other women after he killed
Project accepted the Ochoa case. Three an innocent person
students, Wendy Seffiood, Cory Tennison, and
DePriest).
lf Marino's letter solidified our belief in
I, and two professors, john Pray and Keith
Findley, would work on it.
Ochoa, DNA test results exculpating both Ochoa and
Our first action was to send a "Preservation of Evidence''
Danziger proved Ochoa's innocence. Ed I31ake, head of the
letter to all governmental agencies involved with the Ochoa
nationally renowned Forensic Science A:~sociates, a DNA-resting finn in California, petfonned polymerase chain reaction
case, requesting the preservation of any remaining biological
(PCR.) typing on biological materials taken from the victim at
material taken from the crime scene. That letter also stated
our intent to pcrfom1 DNA testing on any such remaining
the crime scene. Those tests revealed that the DNA recovered
fi·om the crime scene did not belong to either Ochoa or
evidence. As the Travis County (Austin, Texas) District
Attorney's office later confided, this letter prompted them to
Danziger but djd match Marino. The science, coupled with
Marino's belated confession, proved in our minds that Ochoa
reopen the case and proceed with DNA testing.
In early October :2000 we discovered another, more
<lnd Danziger were innocent.
shocking, reason for the District Attorney's renewed interest in
There still was work to do before we could gain Ochoa's
rdea"e. In November 2000, Professor Pray, law student COty
the case and in DNA testing. Another Texas inmate, Achim
Josef Marino, had written a detailed Jetter to Texas authorities
Tennison, and l flew to Texas to meet with Ochoa and the
Travis County District Attorney. We met Ochoa in the
in 1996, confessing to the rape and murder of Nancy DePriest.
After he received no response to his first confes ion, Manno
Wynne Unit Prison in Huntsville, Texas. More people arc
executed in Huntsville, home to the Texas death chamber,
wrote a second letter, titled "Re: Murder Confession,'' to
than in any other nation in the world, save China. the Congo.
then-Governor George W. Bush. Sensing inacnon again,
Marino wrote a third letter, correctly revealing the locanon of
Iran, and Egypt. There were executions scheduled all three
nights we were in Huntsville.
the murder weapon and items he had taken from the scene of
l'U never forget the disquieting banality of Huntsville, nor
the crime, to the Travis County District Attorney.
When the nanonal media discovered that Bush, the Tcxa<;
will I ever forget meeting Ochoa for the.: first time. He brought
.Ill three of u~ to tears with his hope, his humility, and his faith.
governor and Republican candidate for president, had apparIn Austin, the District Attomey infonm:d us that, after a
ently ignored Marino's letter, they began to cover the Ochoa
case. Within a week, stories about Bush's role in the matter ran
thorough police investigation, it had been determined th:lt
there was no connection between Matino, Ochoa, and
in Tlte Neu1 York Ti111es, Washington Post, and Los An.<!des
Times, as well as on all the nightly netv,rork news progr<~ms. In
Danziger. They believed that Ochoa and Danziger were innocent and tlut Marino had raped and killed DcPtic~t: aU that
a very real way, the national media were playing ckctoral
prevented Ochoa's release were a few remaining procedural
politics with a serious tragedy.
While the media focused on Bush's apparent inaction in
details.
Two months later, on January 16, Travis County Judge
this ca.~e, we s.1w Marino's letter as more than just a potential
campaign issue: if Marino was telling the truth, Ochoa had
Pcrkjns released Christopher Ochoa on bail, pending the
served 12 years for a ctime he did not commit. Before we
Texas Court of C1iminal Appeals' affirmation of his finding
learned of Marino's confession letter, my colleague and I had
that Ochoa """as innocent. Similarly, in March, Judge Perkins
some doubts about Ochoa's innocence. After all. he had
released Mr. Danziger. Barring an improbable rever-.al by the
confessed to the crime.
CCA, Ochoa and Danziger will not c;pcnd another mght in
Beyond chat. we were well aware of the pott'ntial ramifiprison for a crime they did not conmut.
cations of our actions in trus case. Somewhere in Texas, the
In March, Chris Ochoa and Janet Popp, Nancy DePriest's
victim's Eunily would have to relive the tragic loss of Nancy
mother, came to Madison for a series of lectures at the law
DePtiest. When she was kjiJed, DePriest had a six-month old
school. At one of .those lectures, Janet Popp, reti::rnng to the
Innocence Project, said, "They don 'c know it, bur we call
daughter. The prospect that what we were doing would force
omeone to explain tO the now-] 2-year old daughter why she
these people our angels of justice." I am not, nor will I ever
never knew her mother honified me.
be, an angel. I merely aspire to be an attorney of the highest
When we learned of Marino's confession, we began to
calibre, dedicated to improving the community in which we
::tll live.
really believe in Ochoa's innocence. Wrule there would be
Lawrence taught me many things. Foremost. Lawrence
emotional consequences in going forward with Ochoa's
innocence claim, in my mind notrung could justify the
convinced me that a liberal education is of such value that it
incarceration of an innocent person. Injustice comes in many
ought to be shared and used for the betterment of humanity.
Despite its reputation, the legal profession remains a noble
fonns, including causing a family to relive tragedy. but there is
no greater injustice in a civil society than incarcerating an
calling. In the law, lawyers can and do have an impact on the
collective experience we call the human story. LT
innocent person; not only does society illegitimately use its
ultimate authority to take away an individual's freedom, but
the true perpetrator of the crime still presents a publtc safety
• http:/ /courses.law.wisc.edu/ 85+-008/
http: / hnn\'.law.wisc.edu / FjR/ innocencc;
threat to the community (we learned later that Marino raped
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Professors Fritzell and Yatzeck and the literature of nature
By Swven Bloc(t(etl

f you were a scudem in
English 385: A111erim11
n111rc
fVritill,f! at Virginia Commonwealth University, one of
your
recent
assignments
would have been to wrin: a
paper on a long essay titled
"Composition and Decomposition at Tinker Creel,"
written by a member of the
Lawrence faculty. In prl·paring and completing that
paper, you would haw been
required to confront some of
Peter Fritzell's intricate response to Annie Dillard's Pi{f!rim at
Ti11/.!er Creek.
If you were a student in the 13th week of English 358:
011tdoor Writi11g at the University ofWisconsin-Stcvcns Point,
you would have found yourself reading and discussing a
springtime story by another member of the Lawrence faculty.
Throughout the week, you would dedicate a portion of your
time to the currents and counter-currents of Richard
Yatzeck's "Strong Brown God,'' a tale of human and biotic
habit-; and queo;ts in a small river community in easr-ccmral
Wisconsin.
Although they may occasionally be overlooked on the
Lawrence campus. the writings of Richard Y atzeck. profesc;or
of Russian. and Peter Fritzell, professor of English ,md the

Patricia H amar Boldt Professor of Liberal Studies, are widely
appreciated elsewhere. Fritzell has garnered his reputation
primarily as a critic, theorist, and historian of nature writing.
Yatzeck has acquired his, in turn, primarily as a wtitcr of
narratives of the outdoors. Each, you might say, has established
a reputation in the literature of nature.
A lifelong reader of the literature of the outdoors, Fritzcll
was "in on the critical and literary ground floor," as he putS it,
when "ecological conscience" and "environmental action"
emered the popular lexicon in the late 1960s. His essay on
"Aldo Leopold's A Sand Co1111t)' Almanac and the Conflicts of
Ecological Conscience," first published in 1976 and still often
cited. hac; been called "a marvel of subtlety and sophistication
and the most insightful study of A Sn11d Cc>llllf)' Alma/Inc, as a
whole, ever made."
Along with earlier work on litcraty wetlands and the
historic literature of the Great Lakes forest, Fritzcll's alttre
Writ ill,~ and America: Essays Upo11 a Cultllml Type ( 1990) has
helped to establish the essential outli ne for a revised view of the
history of nature writing.
"Basically, what I did in 1\'atttre Writill,(! and America," he
says, "was to conceive the history of nature writing not as a
matter of feelings or attitudes but as a matter of rhetorical and
logical forms and their more or less continuous legacies."
In Fritzell's conception, a conception that is slowly. if
grudgingly, being accepted and pursued by increasingly serious
'itudents of the genre, the histotic roots ofThoreauvian nature
writing are to be found first in the contrary allegiances of
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In the vtew of the
outdoor writer, as 1n
the v1ew of the very
best nature writers,
all things are natural.
-Peter Fritzen

Richard Yatzeck, an outdoor writer; Peter Fritze/1, a scholar of nature writing; and Jess1e, a Brittany Spaniel
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Ari\totle\ l ltstoria Auimali11m and St. Augustine'<; Col!/(·ssious,
the fonner one of the earliest known works of extended
systemati C science and the latter the earliest knO\\ n form of
what later came to be called spiritual autobiography.
"Es...ennall)." Fntzdl '>ays. "l took what seemed to me the
two most salient c haractciistics of Walden and traced them
back to what I knew of their earliest appearance\ in Western
literature.
"On thl' way bac k trom Aristotle and Augmtrnc," he
adds, " f pi cked up the influences of several other litl'rary
traditions and fonm, because I wac; hoping to account both f()r
Walden and for many other kinds of works that were being
carelessly associated w1th it."
Am ong those other influences were th e historic litt:rature
of the o u tdoor\ and what some scholars now sec as expressiom
of a rural tradilion, a tradition distinct from nature writmg.
both in t.ngland and North America.
Which brings us to ltichard Yatzeck. whose writin!-,1"\.
according to Fritze II, partake simultaneously of the rural tradition and the tradinon of the outdoors.
A\ a young boy growing up in mral Wisconsin, Y.Hil'l k
did nm find n,nure to be an abstraction but an intimatl' and
unalterabk t:Kt of evcf) day life. His mcmoric\ of farm lite
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the mastery of ~kills in husbandry. the seasonal cycle'>, and the
self-reliance of the subsistence farmer. of whtch hunting and
ti . . hrng \\ere an organic extension - rcm,1in, for him. an ideal
of a ltte well-lived and the inspiration for much of his \\ riting.
H ts Hr111ti11,1! lite l!.(J.ges ( 1999) has been calkd a collcctton
of "fine and funny examples of the classic huntmg c;tOf)' and
\Omcthing more an acknowledgement of th,lt edge
between the cycles of modern life and the age-old \easonal call
of the hunt."
As a writer, Yatzeck docs not set out to find meaning in
nature. I Ie is most interested in crafting a good talc and in
letting the meaning emerge, indirectly, from the written
expression of his observations and experiences. In t~1Ct, the title
I l 11111ing the £~{!es em erged on ly after the manuscript had been
\ ubmittcd for publication. As mo<;t every hunter knows, the
"edge" is where the game is to be fou nd, thl· edge between
types of vegetation, where animals feed and congregate. In a
bro,tder 'il'nse, the "edge" is the point of congruence between
\dut is called "civilization" and what we think oLh "nature."
In "huming rhe edges," Yatzeck says. he ha-; tound a personal
wa) of keeping a balance "between a Civilization that i.,
increa-;mgl) plastic and a forest that is ec;sentl.lll) primordial."
Hi-; wnringc; are not simply the adventure'> of a hunter or

In "hunting the edges," Yatzeck has found a way of
keeping a balance between a civilization that is increasingly
plastic and a forest that is essentially primordial.

fishennan, however. "Uke the writer of the rural tradition,"
says Fritzell, "and like many a writer of the outdoors, but
unlike the traditional nature writer (Thoreau included),
Yatzeck peoples his stories with developed characters - in
more than one meaning of the tenn." They are hunters and
fishennen, of course, but as often as not, they are fanners and
childhood friend~. and along with them their mothers and
fathers and relatives, women as weU as men . There is a former
student, in particular, and, not surprisingly, there are co]Jege
professors, three of them in particular, including the author of
Nat11re TVritin,<? and A111erica, although unrecognizable as such.
These characters inhabit fan11house<: and bams, tote roads
and tangles of blackberry tems, small town restaurants and
outlying tavems, flat-bottomed boats with frozen boat cushions in the backwaters of the Wolf R.iver, fencclincs, pickup
trucks, and north country tents. You find them - and they
find themselves - in raised wooden boxes called deerstands,
in the grasses growing around old threshing machines, or in
comfields and hickory woods, and even up in trees.
ln these kinds of contexts, Yatzeck writes as all good
writers of nature have wtitten. "He delights," says Fritzcll, "in
little things: an evening mouse or a staring fawn, the yipping
of young coyotes, and a flock of cedar waxwings. He can find
a world of meaning in a roadkilled deer or in the circling of
cranes." While others may decry the literature of the outdoors
as somehow faJling short of true nature writing, Fritzell is
quick to point out that "in the view of the outdoor writer. as
in the view of the very best nature writers, all things are natural.
'"Nature w1iring' is a problematic phrase at best," Fritzell
notes, "unless it is taken to mean that nature is writing." The
trouble is only partly, and not even primarily, with the forms
and types ofliterature. It stems, FritzeiJ argues, fi·om the peculiarly Romantic conception of nature that many Americans
hold, "where acid-free lakes and rivers are natural, while
waters changed by acid rain are not; where chickadees at your
backyard feeder are natural, while your caged parakeet somehow is not."
Ultimately, whether you call it nature writing, outdoor
writing, or simply the literature of nature, Lawrence is blessed
with two keen literary observers of the natural world around
us. Oh, and yes, if you were a student at Lawrence University
today, you just ntight take Environmental Studies 20: Readiii,<?S
in Nat11re, with Richard Yatzcck or English 91: T11torial Studies
in Na111re ltVriritt<{! with Peter Ftitzell. LT

Further reading
Peter Fritzell:
"Aldo Leopold," in John Elder, ed., A111eriran Nature Writers,
New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1996.

Nature vVriting and America: Essays Upon a Cult11rnl Type)
Iowa State University Press, 1990.
"The Conflicts of Ecological Conscience," in J. Baird Callicott, ed., Cv111panio11 to A Sa11d Cou11ty Almanac: Interpretive
and Critical Essays, University ofWisconsin Press, 19R7.
Richard Yatzeck:
"Walk on the Wild Side,·· an article on nature writing by
Professor Yatzeck, fi·om the May 2001 issue of The Writer
magazine, can be found at http:/ /www.writermag.com/
wrt/html/ articles/ article_126.h tml
"The Tallest Story (But True)," Wiscoi/Sill Outdoor jollmal,
Fall 2000.
"Crosscut Saw," The Madison Re11iew, Spring 2000.
"Two Old Guys," Boundary Waters jot~ mal, Fall 1999.

Hunti11g tlte Et({!es, University of Wisconsin Press, May 1999
"Going to Ground" and "Winter Wife" Q"uly-September,
1998); "Blood Sport" and "Fall Tree" Ou ly-September,
1994), Oasis: A Literary Magaz ine.
"Strong Brown God" (reprint), in Ted Rulseh, ed., J-JanJest
Moon: A Wisco11siu 011tdoor Antholoi!Y, August 1993.
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LU scholar charts the cultural changes
wrought by the psychedelic decade

By jerald E. Podair
Assistant professor of history
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t\ hard to imagine- especially. I' m
sure, for tho e who lived through
them - but the 196<h are now considered part of history. It\ been 32
years since Woodstock. 37 ye.us '>inet.~
the l3catlcs appeared on the l..:d
Sullivan Show, 38 years since the Kennedy assassination- .1
good many years, in other words. Nonetheless, it st•ems
strange to be call ing the 1960s "history." They still '>cem so
immediate, so much a part of our lives, so current.
ll istorians will be debating the legacy of this tumultuous
decade for generations. One of the many reasons I wi~h I wuld
live to the age of 200 would be to find out what they will
be saying about the 1960s in the 22nd century. Ob" iomly._
none of us \\.ill be .tlivc then, but I have a prett) good idea ot
what historians will be saying. They"ll say the '60s were about
change: political change, social change. economic change.
and perhap<~ most of all, cultural change. the kind of change
that affected the way Americans looked at themsdws and
each other.
Cultural change. as opposed ro political change. 1s hard to
mea-.ure. It often works imperceptibly. One day, hO\\ ever. our
behavior and values are different- and this .tppears pertecrl)
natural and logical. This is how culture operates, .md '' hy I
think, with all due respect ro the political changes oftht• (<)()Os,
th.Jt, if you re:tlly want to know how the 1960s changed
America, you must st:trt with culture.
The new culture of the 1960s can be broken down into
eight dements. Fir~t and foremost, it consisted of :1 questio ning of authority. In the 1960s, all auth01ity figures .tnd imtitutions were challenged in a most basic way. Parents ''ere
challenged - the tenn '"generation gap'' was coined during
this period. The concept of the family itself came under att:~ck.
Men and women beg:tn to live together outside marn,tge. Ia\\ 'i
were passed making it easier to dissolve marri,tge. and Ill'\\
fonm of"f.1mily" living became the subject of experiment.HIOil.
The authorit) of teachers and administratOrs wac; challengt·d.

most notably by college students \\ ho prote-;ted the War in
Vietnam, as well a~ speech codes. dress rule'i, and re"trictions
on contact bem een student'> of the oppomc -;ex.
Govemment authorit)' also was challenged, b) the refusal
of rhc young to register tor the draft, b) their sometimes
,·iolent protests against the War in VJc:tnam. and by the
tormarion of a new kind of politics altogether: the Nc\\ Left.
.1 loosely constituted group of acti,·im '" ho rejected convention:~ I politic:tl participation.
A second aspect of '6()c; culture - all eight of thesc are
intl'lwlatcd, of course- was anti-materialism. If the 1950s
''ere the decade of consumerism, then the 196(h were a strong
amidore. No longer was the ownership of possessions, of
"thing:-.," :1 source of social statm. Material goods were now
vie\\ed :ts thc root of evil in American society, and the New
Ll'ft was at the forefront of this critique.
In 1962, a group called Students tor a Democratic Society
\\,ls termed in Port Huron. Michigan. SDS, which would
become t-:tmous - or infamous, depending on one\ political
views - as the most visible representative of the Ne\\ Left
during the 1960s, issued a manitesto called the Port Huron
Statement, '' hich traced most of the nation's dl-; to Its matcriah,m. capitalism. and obsession "ith profit. According to
the Statement. Americam took jobs that wert• unfulfilling.
.md even soCJ:tlly destructive. bec:tu'>e of matenahsm. They
sacrificed their moral core in pursuit of money. They sought
tht· sh:tllo'' est. most ephemer,tl tonn of statm
social '>tatu<;
- through possessions. More gener,llly, the obsession of our
gowrnment and business community with markets and profits
drove imperialism abroad. This exploitation of weak nJrions
overseas would, in the view of SDS, !cad to the violent
imperialism of the War in Vietnam - yet another result of
lll<ltcrialism. Although SDS was not a numerically '>trong
organization it was :trticulate and intlucntial, and in the realm
of,culture, ic' is much more important to be arriculatl' th<lll to
be numerous. By the end of the 1960s, SDS's crinque of
American materialism had filtered imo maimtream American
rulture even as the group it~elf wa.., destructing politlcall).
.mother indication that llJ60s radJCali<im \ most important
ongoing leg,\c)' was cultur,ll and not polmcal.
The third important \\'a) that the llJ60s changed Amenca
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lay in the area of personal behavior. This, of course, is
~omething that we can see around us today, in matters of
lifestyle, dress, sexual behavior, music, and even drug usc. The
J 960s made it possible to express oneself personally in ways
never dreamed of before; this is what became known,
fcunously, as the "counterculture." Its features included long
hair; unconventional styles of dress; rock music; drug experimentation on an unprecedented scale, including the use of
hallucinogenic drugs such as LSD as a means of self-discovery;
uninhibited sexual behavior, in which sex was demystified and
viewed as a natural act that need not be associated with secrecy
and shame; and, generally, an informal, relaxed approach to
interpersonal relations that, to use a word popularized by '60s
culture, sought to avoid "hassles."
These "free" styles of behavior, of course, arc ve1y much
with us today, with the exception- I hope!- of hallucinogenic
drug use. And the moment when we knew that they had
triumphed was not when college students lived together without being man·ied in 1968, but when Reagan Republicans did
so in the 1980s; in other words, when free behavior ceased to
be a political statement and became a personal one. When this
happened- and it did- the counterculture of the 1960s had
become the mainstream culture of the 1980s and 1990s.
A fourth notable aspect of the cu lture of the 1960s was
moral relativism. Critics of the 1960s decry what its
defenders celebrate: liberation from authority. For these critics.
the 1960s destroyed all authority, much of it necessary, and in
so doing, destroyed clear standards of right and wrong that
came from above - fi·om parents, from government, from
God. The J960s, its critics charge, have given us a society with
no restraints on personal behavior whatsoever: a violent, selfish
society, with- in the 1990s- the president it richly deserved.
But, in its undistorted form - that is, undistorted by its
conservative CJitics - the culture of the '60s docs not excuse
immoral behavior per se. lt merely demands that each individual develop hjs own personal code and follow jt. It docs not
excuse evil, or selfishness, or hypocrisy. On the contrary, it
simply afTtnns the individual's right to decide how to avoid
these results fi-ee fi·om the dictates of parents, government, or
organized religion. In a word, it asks us to have a conscience.
Speaking of conscience, the next transformative aspect
of '60s culture involves the idea of personal authenticity.
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To illustrate this concept, let's return to the New Left, and
specifically, to SDS and the Port Huron Statement. They had
been told, SDS'ers complained, that America was a land of
freedom, of equality, of democracy. Yet that is not what they
saw when they looked at America . They saw the opposite:
racial discrimination, poverty, imperialist e:;...rploitation abroad,
mass society at home crushing the autonomy of the individual.
In short, SDS saw American society awash in hypocrisy.
By challenging us to live up to our professed ideals, SDS
was calling for "authenticity," on both a national and an individual level. It was demanding that the average Ametican citizen
- to employ one of the phrases made famous in the 1960s "put his body on the ljne'' to fight injustice. Merely speaking
out was not enou gh. To be "real," to be "authentic," to avoid
becoming part of the hypocrisy that was endemic in the
nation, one had to make an individual commjtment, a personal
sacrifice. Such a sacrifice, moreover, was important not only
on itS own tem1s but for its effect on the individual.
Authenticity, or "putting your body on the line," was both
a political and a personal statement, important both for what it
did for society and for what it did for you. In time, "authenticity" would morph into the cheap gestures associated with
political conectness, but in the J 960s, it stood as a powerful
challenge to individuals to prove themselves by making a
personal stand against injustice. The sacrifices of c1vil rights
workers, Vietnam War protesters, and draft resisters testify to
the idea of "authenticity" and its hold on American culture.
The next aspect of 1Y60s culture is rather obvious, and
that is egalitarianism. Needless to say, eve1y era in American
history is egalita1ian to some degree, but the 1960s were
unique for the ways in which previously marginalized groups
African-Americans and other racial minorities, gays,
women - began to demand equality simultaneously.
The 1960s featured an argument over the definition of
equality that we have seen occurring in other parts of the 20th
centUty: did it mean equality of opport1111i1y (an equal opportunity to be unequal, so to speak) or litem! equality (an equality
of results, of actual condition)? Thjs argument, of course,
would not be resolved in the '60s or any other decade; I consider
it one of the eternal questions in our nation's history. Still, the
concern with egalitarianism that characterized 1960s culture is
significant because it had a cany-over effect into later decades.

Whether or not the marginalized groups that emerged to
demand equality in the 1960s have actuaUy received it, the fact
is that they did emerge - and never retreated. In that sense,
the 1960s' emphasis on egalitarianism changed the social and
popular culture of the United States pennanently, setting new
standards that, whether or not we reach them, arc significant
for their very existence.
The seventh of the eight cultural impulses that changed
America in the 1960s was an attack on bureaucracy and
mass society. This celebration of the individual, and this
demand to be treated as an individual, grew out of the rationalization and impersonalization of American society that was a
product of the World War li years and that had created what
T call "Big America": Big Government, Big Business, Big
Labor, Big Media, Big Academia.
Here again, the New Left and SDS furnish an illustration.
The Port Huron Statement demanded that individuals "attain
determining influences over their circumstances of life." During
the 1960s, the demand for such "determining influences"
coalesced aro und what became known as "participatory
democracy," wherein individuals controlled their own political
and social li ves and bureaucrat~ "butted out." Once again, we
can see the impact of this impulse on our lives "empowered"
in America today.
The final aspect of '60s culture is also one that has important implications for America today, and that is the emphasis
o n racial , ethnic, religious, o r sex ual identity as one's
primaty means of self-defin ition. These identities had been
sign ificant before, but they reached unprecedented levels of
importance in the 1960s. In a sense, this was ironic, because in
tht: two decades leading up tO the '60s, American culture had
stressed multiple forms of identity. 13y the 1940s, the idea of
one indivisible "American" identity, a mainstream, white
Protestant identity - known as the "melting pot" or, more
ominously, as " 100% Americanism"- had passed out of favor
and been replaced by what social scientists called "cultural
pluralism," or simply "pluralism."
Pluralism encouraged Americans to define themselves in
many ways, avoidin g the "us against them" dichotomy that
threatened to tear the nation apart, for example, during the
Great Depression, when Americans were starkly divided by class.
This pluralist cultural compromise held throughout the

1940s and 1950s, but broke down in the 1960s into "identity
culture." In the 1960s, Americans began defining themselves
not through a host of identities, no single one of which was
detem1inative, but first and foremost, in tenns of race, ethnicicy, or sexuality. This, of course, had cultural consequences,
not to mention political ones, that we live with today certainly American race relations have been deeply affected by
the rise of identity culture . As a result, many conservatives
deCJy the 1960s as the time when Americans ceased to share a
set of common values and look fearfully to a 21st century filled
with bipolar divisions, especially racial ones, between "us" and
"thetn."
Whether or not these conservative fears will be realized
is, of course, beyond our scope here, but in any case, the 1960s
were the decade in wh ich identity culture triumphed. Celebrate it or loathe it, there is no going back. Without question,
it will be with us for the foreseeable future.

o, it will indeed be interesting to see how
the historians of the future view the 1960s.
Their interpretations, of course, wjj) be a
function of their own time, as ours are.
While it is impossible to predict what the
histotical verdict will be, at least one thing is
certain. No decade in the 20th century
will be as analyzed, dissected, and debated
in the 21st century as the 1960s, notjust because they define
us today, but because they will continue to define us for good, for ill, or for various combinations thereof tomorrow. LT

Jerald E. Podair, assistant professor of
history, joined the Latl'rencefnmlty in '1998.
A specialist in 20th-century American
history, with research interests in urban
l1istory m1d racial and ethnic relations, lte
received the Afla11 Nevins Prize from tlte
Society qf A 111erica11 Historians in 1998 for
his Ph.D. dissertation, "Like Stm11~ers :
Blacks, JIJ/hites, and New York City's
Ocea11 Hi/1-Broumst,ille Crisis I 945-1980," tl'hich is sched11led
_{c1r publication by the Yale U11it,ersity Press.
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r pplers
reen Room
Through friendship
and friendly
competition they
made each other
better wrestlers

By joe Vanden Acker

The two young men met just
off the wrestling mat and locked
each other in a bear hug - two
tough guys overwhelmed by the
moment. There were tears, shouts
of joy, slaps on the back, and kisses
from mom.
Lawrence University wrestlers
Andy Kazik, '02, and Ross Mueller,
'01, were both All-Americans.
They were on the way to leading
their team to a tenth-place finish at
All-America wrestlers Mueller (left) and Kazik
the NCAA Division III Championships in Waterloo, Iowa. In the
second trip to the All-America stand
process, they had made athletic history
at 174 pounds when he beat Josh
for Lawrence with its highest finish
DeMarco of Ohio Northern Univerever at the NCAA meet; chalked up
sity 3-0. Mueller thus became the first
an immense and immensely personal
wrestler in school hist01y to be a twoachievement; and proved what could
time All-American.
be accomplished through dedication,
" I jumped on Ross," Kazik says.
competition, and sheer hard work.
" I was so excited. I had come so far
When Kazik beat Paul Cleary of
from last year."
Loras College 5-4 in double overtime,
The victories also moved head
he assured himself of All-America stacoach Dave Novickis, known for his
tus at 184 pounds. Just a few minutes
passion for the sport and dedication to
before, Mueller had also secured his
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his wrestlers:
"There are about 5,000 Division
III wrestlers, so you can imagine what
it's like to be one of the top 160.
They are in elite company.
''Over the last two years,"
Novickis adds, "with the tough competition we wrestle and the success
our wrestlers have had, our team has
earned respect around the country."
Mueller and Kazik have grown
with the Lawrence wrestling program.

At all the practices, it's us
going at it head-to-head.
The intensity level is so high.
These rwo young men devoted
themselves to the sport and overcame
pcr.onal hard~hips to achieve great
things. The stellar wrestling career is
over for Mueller, but the acadenlic
porrion of his career is ju~t beginning.
Kazik earned a personal victory in
Iowa, and it may provide a springboard f<)r greater things next season.
" ! knew through Ross' hard
work and dedication, he could
become one of the best wrestlers
to come through the Lawrence
program," Novickis sayc;.
A knee injury wiped out almost
all of Mueller's freshman season, but
he hJd a glimpse of what the future
could hold. Mike Hoskins, '98,
wrestled his way co fifth place at the
NCAA Championships that season
and became Lawrence'c; first AUAmerican. 1Ioskins' perfom1ance
became motivation for Mueller.
"Mike gave me a lot of his time
when he was here," Mueller says. "He
worked wilh me and guided me.''
While Mueller was earning his
first trip to the national meet in the
1998-99 season, Kazik was struggling
through his freshman season. Not
only was he dealing with the rigors
of school and wrestling, his younger
brother and grandfa ther had died in
recent months. Kazik wanted out of
wrestling and school.
" I struggled a lot academically.
Tt was hard to concentrate. I didn't
know what I wanted to do," says
Kazik, adding that the success of the
team and the support of his teammates, especially J ustin Seaman, '02,
convinced him to ~cay.
"We had many freshmen -;carting,
and the team was nationally ranked. I
felt as if J were a big part of it. That
was one of the reasons I stayed here.
The whole tt.:am jelled, and everyone
hung out together. I didn't really
have a whole lot of other things
going for me."
In the close-knit world of
wrestling, Novickis knew Kazik would
have a support system in the team.
"The other wrestlers and 1 were
there to piCk him up, no matter what

Once it's all done, we're best
of friends. That's the only
way you're going to get better.

the situ::ltion wac;," Novick is says. "He
knew he had a family here to help
him through the: tough times. J always
tell Andy that, if he hadn't been on
the wrestling team, Lawrence University would be missing a very special
person."
"It was one of the best decisionc;
T've made," Kazik said, "staying here
to get the education I'm getting and
wrestling here. It's an impressive
combin,lt1on, the high standard of
education <md the calibre of the
wrestling program."
Over the next rwo seasons,
Kazik and Mueller would become
practice partners in the· Green R oom
at Alexander Gymnasium. Through
countless hours in the furnace that is
the Green R oom, the two forged
a friendship through respect and
compcti cion.
" ! think it was ncar the middle of
[the 1999-2000 season], we realized
how close we were,'' Mueller recalls.
"We spent so much time wrestling
together. Outside of that, we hung
out. We really bonded.
"We respected each ocher for
what we were do mg. We· ve been
really good pals ever since. We
pushed each ocher, made each ocher
better. We gave each ocher a goal
each day, \\ hether it was for me to
get a takedown on Andy or for Andy
to beat me in .1 seven-minute match.
" In the room, it was competition. We were there to wrestle. We
knew what we had to do. Outside of
the room, we could slap each other
on the back and go eat dinner
together. What goes on in the room
stays in the room."
Both wrestler'\ have said that
without each ocher, they would not
have been able to achi<:ve their goals,
the biggest bemg the title of AllAmerican.

"Evel) da) there\ .1 bartle in
the room. Roc;s could be having a
bad day and I'm going to pound on
him. and I could be h.wing a bad day
and he is going tO pound on me,"
Kazik sayc;.
"At all the practices, it''\ us going
at it head-to-head. Th e intcnsily level
is so high. Once it's all done, we're
best of ffiendc;. That's the on ly way
you're going to get better."
That competition in practice
every day was rdlccted in l'ach tournament in which the team participated. The tough practice' and stiff
competition Mueller and Kazik faced
day in and day out made the achievements agaimt other opponl·nts l'asier.
1r also ser an example for the other
wrestler:-. on che squad, the coach say~,
''It proved to all the wre'>tlel'\ in
our room char, if you work hard and
challenge yourself, you C•ll1 achieve
the goals you set," Novick is says.
" ! sec the relatiomhip of Ross
and Andy as one of mutual respect
and competition where one doL'S not
want to be outdone by the other one.
That's how it was at every tournament this year. It was only right that
they should both finish third at the
NCAA Championships."
Both wrestlers went to the
NCAA meet looking for a national
title. A disheartening loss in the first
round derailed Mueller\ chancec;, but
he then won five comecuttve m,ltchec;
to grab third place. Mueller dd'eated
Justin Dix of Cornell College 9-3 in
the third-place match to finish with a
career record of 105-23.
"After my first match, l was a
little disappointed," Mueller says.
"The hopes for a national title were
gone. and I knew it was going to be
a long road.
"Taking third plnce gnve me a
feeling of accomplishment. Six months
of hard work. I came back and did as
well as I could have. I didn't win a
national title. but as long ao; Andy was
an All-Ametican, th.n meant o,o much
more to me."
Kazik won his openmg match
before dropping into the comobtion
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bracket. He rebounded, too, winning
four consecutive matches, capped by
a 5-3 overtime win over Dave Doebel
of Buena Vista University, to take
third place.
Mueller, a biology major, now
turns his attention to graduation and
graduate school. He is headed to the
Medical College of Wisconsin to
its interdisciplinaty and biomedical
sciences program. On a rotating basis
he wiiJ study neurobiology, cancer
biology, pham1acology, and nucrobiology; he then plans to choose one of
those fields as his primary area of
study while working toward a doctorate and a career as a research scientist.
This spring, Mueller was awarded
Lawrence's Richman Prize in Biology
for excellence in undergraduate
research and the Botanical Society of
America Special Achievement Award

Notes from
the Locker Room

for outstanding contributions to
the discipline.
"When I was done with
wrestling, I didn't want to be Ross
Mueller the wrestler. I wanted people
to say, 'He was a great athlete, but he
worked hard in the classroom and got
what he wanted."'
Kazik also is exploring new
horizons, in and out of the classroom.
An environmental science major, he
is currently doing an internship at the
Mosquito Hill Nature Center north
of Appleton. He bas turned his attention toward a career in teaching but is
eyeing something else next year: a
national championship.
" I think there arc a lot of coaches
out there, besides Coach Novickis,
who expect [a national championship]
fi·om me," says Kazik, who w ill enter
next season ranked No. I in his

weight class.
"With Ross gone, I will need
other guys co push me, to provide
that intensity. I think that's the
biggest thing next year holds for me.
I don't know who is going to step
into that role: no holds barred, never
letting up, every single day."
Having a Lawrence wrestler win
a national title would be another step
for a program that has grown by leaps
and bounds over the past decade.
"Mike Hoskins was the basement
of our program. He laid the foundation," Novickis sa id. "Andy and Ross
have put on the first story. Now
we're looking for some people to
finish the house. Each wrestler, in his
own right, is very important to the
program and helps carry us to the
next level." LT

9-3 in the third-place match. The German-

in school history a fencer had qualified for
the NCAA meet four times. He finished

town native finished the season with a 37-4
record and a 105-23 mark for his career.
Kazik took his place with the All-

The Lawrence University wrestling team

23rd 1n the championships, held at the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside.

Americans at 184 by also placing third. A

reached new heights both on the mat

native of De Pere, Kazik faced Dave Doebel

Daniel Hurley, '02, was named the Midwest

and in the classroom during the 2000-01
season.

of Buena Vista University in the third-place

Conference (MWC) Male Swimmer of the

match. The match went to overtime tied

Already regarded as one of the

3-3, but Kazik scored a takedown JUst nine

Year after his performance at the conference championships. The native of Paradise,

nation's finest NCAA Division Ill pro-

seconds into the extra period to earn the
5-3 victory. Kazik, who has his sights set on

Newfoundland, earned the award after
winning three events at the MWC Champi-

a national title next season, finished the

onships. Hurley won the 200-yard butterfly

showed that 1t truly belonged among
the elite. The Vikings finished tenth at

season with a 41-4 record.
The Lawrence wrestling team also

in 1 minute, 59.21 seconds, captured the
400 individual medley in 4:14.73, and won

the NCAA Division Ill Championships,

earned academic honors at the national

the 500 freestyle in 4:46.27. He also was

grams, Lawrence, under the guidance of
eighth-year head coach Dave NoviCkis,

held in Waterloo, Iowa, and Lawrence

level. The Vikings were named a Scholar

part of the winning 400 freestyle relay team

wrestlers Ross Mueller, '01. and Andy

Team by the Division Ill National Wrestling
Coaches Association. Twenty teams were

and was on the second-place 800 freestyle

status. It marked the team's highest

honored, and Lawrence finished seventh

relay were Steve Wolfe, '03, Tom Carroll,

finish in school history at the NCAA

with a team grade-point average of 3.233.

'03. and Chris Worman, '02. Sparked

Championships and

Mueller and Justin Seaman, '02, both

by Hurley's efforts, the Lawrence men

earned Academic All-America honors.

finished third.

Kazik, '02, each earned All-America

the first time

Lawrence has had two All-Americans in
the same season.

relay team. Joining Hurley on the winning

Mueller, wrestling at 174 pounds,
became Lawrence's first two-time All-

Fencer Jeff Peyton, '01, took his place on

The Lawrence women also took third
place. led by Jodie Primus, '04, and L1sa

the national stage again this season. Pey-

Nickel, '02. Nickel was second in both the

American when

100 backstroke and 200 backstroke, and

third.

ton, competing in foil, qualified for the

Mueller, who also took third last season

NCAA Championships for the fourth

Pnmus grabbed second in the 200 back-

at 174, beat Justin Dix of Cornell College

consecutive season. It marked the first time

stroke and third in the 100 breaststroke.
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Sport
Appleton nat1ve Don Sm1th. '02, won
the 800 meters on the men's s1de at the
conference meet. Sm1th streaked to
victory in 1:59.69 and led the Vik1ngs
to sixth place.
The Lawrence hockey team took another
step forward when it qualified for the
Midwest Collegiate Hockey Association
(MC HA) Tournament. The Vik ings
opened the tournament with a 7-3 loss
to conference champion University of
Minnesota-Crookston 1n the semifmals.
Lawrence then rebounded to beat Northland College 5-3 m the th1rd-place game
Head coach Dave Ruhly was chosen as
the MCHA Coach of the Year after the
Vik1ngs fin1shed the season on a strong
note. Lawrence compiled a record of
4-20-1, 3-10-1 1n the MCHA Team
captam Tom Cont1, '02, was named to
the Verizon Academic All-District 5 Team.
A native of Dunwoody, Ga., Conti is
Lawrence's career leader in goals, assists,
and points. JVA
Lawrence's Dara Rakun (center), '02, splits Carroll College defenders Jamie Hartman (22) and Sarah
Letourneaux (44) for a jump shot during a Midwest Conference game on January 30. Rakun scored 25
points man 80-75/oss to the Pioneers.

The men's basketball team saw 1ts expectations of another run at the MWC t1tle fall at
the hands of 1llness and injury The Vikmgs
began the conference season on a spectacular note. opening league play w1th a 78-77
win at R1pon College, as Adam LaVoy, '01,
nailed a 3-pointer at the buzzer to beat the
Red Hawks. A depleted Vikmgs squad struggled through the conference season and
finished the year w1th a 9-13 record, 6-1 0 m
the MWC. LaVoy, a forward from Oregon,
Wis., and Nate Leverence, '01, were both
named second-team all-conference. LaVoy,
who earned AII-MWC honors for the third
consecutive season, finished his career third
on the school's all-time scoring list with
1,273 points and became just the 14th
player in school history to top 1,000 points.
Leverence. a forward from Mukwonago,
recorded the only tnple-double m the conference th1s season when he scored 37

po1nts, grabbed 15 rebounds, and handed
out 12 assists m a 131-1 04 pasting of eventual conference champ1on Gnnnell.
The women's basketball team was also
hit hard by inJunes but managed to post
a record of 7-15, 7-9 in the MWC. Beth
Pollnow, '02, and Dara Rakun, '02, were
both named to the AII-MWC second team.
Pollnow, a po1nt guard from Mukwonago,
compiled 111 ass1sts, just three shy of the
school's season record, and had 93 steals.
Rakun, a guard from Sheboygan Falls, was
among the league's top scorers and led the
Vikings at 14.6 points per game.
Janesville's Shelley Ebert,'03, capped a successful indoor track season by winnmg the
800 meters m a school-record time of
2:19.07 at the MWC Indoor Championships
at Knox College The Vikmg women went
on to take fifth place at the championships.

Nominations needed
Lawrence University is seeking
nominations for 1ts Intercollegiate
AthletiC Hall of Fame. If you had a
teammate or a classmate who you feel
deserves consideration, we would like
to know about her or h1m
Along w1th the person's name,
any additional 1nformat1on you can
provide will be helpful - for example,
the sports in which they participated,
the year they graduated, team or
conference honors, and so forth.
You may write to: Joe Vanden
Acker, sports information director,
Lawrence Univers1ty, P.O. Box 599,
Appleton. WI, 54912-0599. If you
prefer email, please contact h1m at
joseph. m.vandenacker@lawrence .edu.
You may also phone h1m at
920-832-6878.
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Alumni Toda}'
Lawrence University
Alumni Association
Jonathan W. Bauer, '83
President
George Swope, Jr., '72
Vice-President
Janice Daniels Quinlan, '74
Director of Alumn1 Relations
Andrea M. Powers. '94
Associate D1rector of Alumni Relations

Board of Directors
William E Bennger, '50
Angela M. Bier, '98
Margi Briggs-Lofton, '76
Betty Domrose Brown, M-D '47
Kathleen W. Callaghan, C '99
Mary L. Carlson-Mason, '72
John R. Chandler, '77
Elizabeth Van Buskirk Deckman, '85
Diane Bass Greatwood, C '53
Todd W Hausmann, '85
Walter J. Isaac, '64
Peter G. Kelly, '87
Nancy Moran Larson. '48
Curt1s G. Lauderdale, '01
Andrew D. McNeill, '79
Victoria Moerchen, '86
Sarah E. Morris, '01
Jo Howarth Noonan, '78
Mia T. Paul, '95
Kelly Carroll Rhodes. '89
Soozung W. Sa, '89
Jessica Seaberg, '00
Betsy Grausnick Sonnemann, M-D '48
Lyndsay A. Sund, '01
Ryan L. Tarpley, '93
Lee Traven, '52
Barbara von Behren Uhlman, '67
Stephame Howard Vrabec. '80
Zachary W. Walker, '01
Nancy Freeman Wallace, '73
Patricia Freyburger Watson, M-D '53
Thomas R. Zoellner, '91
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Edith "Bunny" Race Ashbrook,
at 10 l + years, is enjoying lite in Palm
Spnng;, California, after teaching music
in the public schools of Wisconsin and
Caltfornia for O\'er 25 years.
I

92-

Muma Wic hert Weller, Appleton,
has been class sccrctaty for over 50 years
and attended about 60 clJss reunions.
She i., a lite master in the American
Contract Uridge League and a member
of the Fox Valley Bridge Association.
She enjoy~ teaching bridge at the
YMCA and the Community Center.

Mi I waukee-Downer 1931
Sesquicentennial Reunion,
Onob • 11 ~4 2001

E lizabeth Conover Bruno, Virginia,
Illinois. writes that she is living in the
home .,he was born in. "with household
help. meals delivered on '' eckday),,
,tide-. and nur;es from the county health
dcparnnenr, and a wonderfi.tl family of
nieces and nephews."
Louise Marston Conklin, Madison,
notes that she lives in the apartment
that ~he occupied when she started her
career as a newspaperwoman.
Ernestine Reyn o lds Cryer, Crescent
City, flonda, volunteer.. in reading at
a loc.tl -;chool and belongs to a 13Jble
study class.
Janet DeCosta Johnson, Wilmette.
Illinois, reports that everything bas
become slower and simpler, but her
Bicbon Frisc puppy keeps her on her
toes. Sht..• continues to knit for Oxfum.
the international relief organization.
Adela Grueber Johnston, Oakland,
Caltfomia. celebrated her 90th birthday
with a three-day family reunion 111
Y o-;emite National Park.
Myrtle P atterson Lloyd and her
hmband. lloward, are very happy
living al Charter House in Rochester,
Minnesota, where many retired Mayo
Clinic physicians and surgeons live.
Beatrice Bonner McKinstry , Ueaver
Dam. has endowed a program at the
J3ca,•cr Dam YMCA that teaches adults,
grade schoolers, and parent/child clac;scs
how to -;wim. She is a 50-year member
of the YMCA board of directors.
Leslie Phillis Mueller and her

husband, Lloyd, live in the Alexian
Village retin:mcnc complex in Milwaukee, with o;ix other Milwaukee-Downer
friends.
Vivian Abraham Wright, Appleton,
has recovered lllccly from a hip replacement and gt..•ts around to as many
Lawrence Univcr;ity activities as she can.

Milwaukee-Downer 1934
Sesquicentennial Reunion,
Octob
t1 1
00

Miriam Ert Goodman lives in Cape
Coral, Florida.
Marjorie Hoffman Hagan lives most
of the year at Marbella Condominium
in Naples, Florida, and spends stunmer..
in Madison. She set·ves on the Northwestern University Alumni Board in
Naples.
Ethel Wager Hall, Naples, Florida.
moved there in November 2000, to
get away from the ice and snow.
Henrie tte Scheele Henning,
Sheboygan, chm secretary for the
Downer Class of '34 since 1974, also
organized the 70th reunion for her
Sheboygan High School Class of 1930
in June 2000.
Elizabeth Kohler Plischounig La
Buwi has spent 23 winters in Texas and
returns to Rubicon. Wisconsin, in the
sununers. I !er daughter, Mary
Plischounig O'Flyng, and son-in-law.
R. Dennis O'Flyng, are members of
the La\Hence Class of 1962, and her
grandson, Kevin O'Flyng, is Clas!> of
1991.
Janet Oberndorfer Odell, Sarasota,
Florida, took a two-week Intcrhostcl
trip to Gennany in October, on which
she met Ruth Ramsey Abramson,
M-D '42, from H anover, New
Hampsh1re.
Guinevere Moe Warner, Aurora,
Illinois, ltves in the £1mily home with
her daughter, Geri. During the summer
they spent a few weeks at their cottage
in northern Wisconsin, near Crandon.

Milwaukee-Downer 1942
Sesauicentennial Reunion,
0 0
1) 1

Jacquelyn Anderson Myrland and
her husband, Richard, moved to the
Wesley Willow., retirement community
in Rockford. Jllinois, in April 2000.
Their d,lllghtcr lives in Rockford, and

illuuzni foday
they are happy to be 1H.'.1r rwo of their
three grandchildren.

Lawrence 1944
D ayton Grafman , Scottsdale, Arizona.
and hj-; wife, Laura. were honored with
the Scorcsdale Life Achien:mcm Award
.1~ Legacy Leader,. I )ayton has donated
his rime and talents as a Steinway arti~t
to improve the leve l of music appreciation. Laura is c'ecutiVl' vice-president
of Scottsdale ~ kalrhcarc Foundation
and extends her p.h,ion for he.1lch and
human services beyond her c1reer \\ ith
volunteer and fund-rJI\111g clCtivities.

Lawrence 1945
~

r

Elizabeth (Betsy) Heal y and Robert
(' 48) M y ers, Lakewood, Colorado, are
retired and enjoy tr.1vl'ling.

Lawrence 1947
M arjo rie D eetz Early, Grec:n Valley,
Arizona, and her husband, Gordon,
cruised through the: Caribbean and
P.mama Canal last April and toured
Grand Cayman Island on Ea~ter Sunday.
ln july they travekd to Park City.
Utah, to o;ee prepar:niom for the ne>.'t
Winter Olympics. and they have roured
the Venuillion Clifl\ and Na\',1jo Bridge
.1rea in northem Anzona, "hich
recently was given N.monal Park 'itarus.
LeRoy E. Oe rry) Jirikovec ,
Na,bville, Tennc-;-.ec, is retired from the
United Cities Gas Company, where he
wa.. ~enior vice-presitknr of operations.
He and his wife love to travel and have
recently returned from .1 trip to Egypt.
Herschel V. Morris, I Jaines City.
Florida, lives in a -.mall, lakefrom gated
communi~· acrov; the ~trl'et from the
club house and tennis court~. He stays
bmy playing tennis and polishing his
1941 Super Eight Packard convertible.
M a rily n Kallen Peter son, Glen Ellyn,
Illinois. and her husband, Bob , have
trawled to Victoria, Brimh Columbia.
Sp<lin. England, and Tokyo. Marilyn
aJ..o visited Italy. \\ hilc l3ob traveled
to Br.1zil. Argentina, Chtle. Guam, and
Saipan in the Manana ...
M ar y Louise (Marty) Ritter Lindsay,
Mequon. has had four hip replacements

but stays busy with golf, prl'School
vi'iion screening. church activitie~. and
bridge m.lr.uhom.
William G. T hompso n, Whmil·r,
C.1ht(mua, enjoyed a gre.Jt tnp ro K.lllai
with tricnd' from Racine. Thl' Thomp'om .1l"> traveled to Greece 111 March
- an Elderhostel trip on both land
and \l'a.
Robe rt Witc h , Hartland. is retired as a
bi~hop of the Lutheran Church.

Lawrence 1948
E la ine Rothwell B artho lo m ew ,
Auburn, California. is an armt and \\'a'
h'ted 111 JJ7w's rt7IOI/I Alll£'1-if,,'s .\lillclllli<ll Edlfia11, \\"vw .artbyrotln' ell. com.
Geor ge Vander W eyd e n , Sr. Charles,
lllinoi~. has retired as a high school
principal .1fter a 35-year career in
education. He taught at Lawrence in
the cla"ics department from 1085-1986
while Professor Dan Taylor, 'o3, "as
in Italy.

Lawrence 1950
Lo

Shirley H a n son Benoit, Nevilly,
Fr<~ncc, is busy traveling about London
and Venice.
E loy and N an cy Stolp F o minay a ,
Augu'ita. Georgia, both teach \'ioltn in
the Suzuki program. Eloy has been
'lowed down by Lew) 's Body D1sease.
"l11<.: h cau,es a left-hand tremor. fornln,ltel) 111 his vibrato hand. Nancy had
five-byp.1~s heart surgery about a year
ago but is back teaching again.
S u zanne C ooley Jansen has retin·d as
pcr~onnel manager of Kmart Corporation Ill Muskego. She voluntee~ at a
nature center in Milwaukee.
Lois D eschle r Krueger, Appleton,
and her husband, George. traveled to
Chma tim past summer visiting Shanghai. l3l'jing. and Xion.
HaJ een M eyer M a thews, Lake
llavasu City. Atizona, i., a c;enior
therapist at New Life Guidance Center
and aso;ociate faculty at Ali zona Western
Colkge in Parker.
Irving R . (D ick) R o b erts of Park
R1dge. Illinois, listens to tim-gr.H.iers
read and is secretary of Senior Center
Men', Club, serves as chairm.m of the
bo,1rd of Church Builders, and has jusr
completed three years on the ho,1rd of

trustees of the local Methodist Church.
He appeared ,1s a singing engineer in
"C1~ey Jone-;'' in the Seniors Variery
Sho\\ last year.
Marg are t S . E ldred Saecker of
Princeton, New JeThey. has traveled to
Arizona, Colorado, Sourh Carolina,
Florida, C.1lifornia. and illinois, and on
the Danube River from Budapest to
Munich. She and her husband also took
a barge trip on the Missouri River
and visited West Virginia, Maryland,
Mexico, .md the Caribbean. While in
New York City they participated in
M.1cy's T.1pamania in an effort to get
into the Cui11css Book of Records for the
most peopk tap dancing at one place .1t
one time.
Marti A shley Spalding, Laguna
Niguel, Calif()rnia, volunteers as a
teacher's assistant for handicapped
~tudents at Saddleback College.
R oy H. Stark, Manito\>.'OC, is president and arch1tect at Roy H. Stark, Inc.
After heart surgery last june and lung
surgery in August he is looking forward
to "breaking my pencil'' after nearly 50
years in architecture.
G eorge W. Steed is teaching business
subjects and business English at a private
school in Poland.
Paul Wilber, Rockford, Illinois, volunteers at church, the Land of Lincoln
Theatre Society, and various other
groups.

Milwaukee-Downer 1950
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Patric ia Prestin, Orlando, Florida,
has retired as an elementary school
teacher and stays busy working on a
Habitat house with her church, is a
member of the board of Central Florida
Genealogy Society, and volunteers at
tbe local elementary school.
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K e n and Sue Brannon ('53) Groff
are sharing rime between their home in
Rockford, Illinois, and their condo in
Naples. Florida. Ken retired from undstrand Corporation six years ago.
Shirley Rasmussen H aver stock ,
Edin.1, Minnesota, manages to keep
busy running ,1 four-bedroom home.
including shoveling the snow, mowing
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Let's go surfing now!
It's summer. What better time to wax up the mouse pad and surf
the

many

new

features

of

the

Lawrence

webstte

(http://www.lawrence.edu). Alumni baby and wedding
photos (Alumni Album), photos from the 2000 Reunion
Weekend and (soon) 2001 Reunion Weekend, plus Alumni
WebBoard conversations are all just a click or two away. The
Alumni Association Board of Directors recommends that you
begtn your surfing adventure at http://www.lawrence.edu/alumni.
And don't forget the faculty's pteks for great summer readtng at
http://www.lawrence. edu/news/pubs/recommended .shtml.

the large la\\>11, using the chain saw,
electric hedge trimmer, etc. She is a
voracious reader and admits to being a
cable news and W cather Channel
junkie.

Milwaukee-Downer 1952
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Ruth Sigler Pountain, St. Augustine,
Florida, is retired as a home economist
for Henri's Food Products, Tnc.
Adelaide Porth Rusch, Morgantown.
West Virginia, is retired after 50 years
of teaching art and now manages the
Zenclay Studio and Gallery.
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Joan Munson Prims, Hinsdale. Illinois, participated in a Clay Animation
seminar at l3jorklundc:n in the summer
of 2000 with her son. daughter-i11-law,
and t\VO of her four grandchildren.
Marian Martin Barkley, '54, was also
there with two of her grandchildren.
joan was amazed at how much they
accomplished in one week; each of six
groups produced its own clay animation
video with soundtrack.
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Olinda Hachlen Corin, Olympia.
Washington, traveled to Massachusetts
to attend an In ternational Conference
on Assisted Dying.

42 S11mmer 2001

Charlotte Darling-Diehl, Appleron.
had a one-per,on c;hO\\ at Coventry An
Gallery in Appleton in May 2000 and in
August won a purchase award in Lake
Forest, Illinois. She ic; chair of the
Wisconsin Paimer\ and Sculptors
Northeast Chapter and state secretary
for that organizalio n a'> well. Charlotte
continues to go into thl.' public schools
once a year as a visiting artist.
Ralph and Gretchen Sieg Jae nicke
are retired and living in San Diego,
California.
Meredith Masterson, Palatine, Tllinois,
has planned a crui-.~.· from Co'it,t R.ica to
Fort Lauderdale vta thl' Panama Canal
with ... cop~ in Nicar,1gua, Curaco, Aruba,
the Virgin Islands, and the Bah,m1as.
Thyrza S. Ottcrbacher, Mcrrilkille,
Indiana, retired from the Merrillville
Commumt) School Corporation m
19Y7 and now enjoys her book
discussion group and volunteer work.
Donna Fraider Stewart-Woehffer ,
Sarasota, Florida, is a realtor with
Arvida Realty Service\. She convinced
her husband, Deane, to get a realtor's
license aftl·r 15 years of retirement
because she needed an assistant. Donna
stays involved with sorority and <llumni
work.
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vice-president of membet"Shtp thio; yc:~r
for the Coachella Valle) Alumnae
Panhellenic Ac;sociarion. Lynn also
works at the thrift shop, is chairman at
a convalescent home where she plays
bingo weekly, and is newsletter editor
and yearbook editor for the As<;istance
League of the Palm Springs Desert
Area.
Carol R . Hagedorn-Lembcke
Stocking, Wa,hington, D.C., is an
administrative assistant in student aff.1irs
at Howard Univer.ity, Division of
Nur<>ing. She has written a 75-page
research propo,al on tmcrdi,nplinal)
medic.1l ,md nmritional treatment of
Multiple Chemical ~erhltt'.ity. \\ hich is
being constdercd tor impk·menc,ltlon.
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Ric hard " Dick" Malcomson ,
Surprise, Arizona, has \\ orl-ed for 40
years in commerci,1l banking and trust
investments and i-; currently vicepresident of Northern Trust l3ank of
Arizona. He retired in 1979 with the
rank ofLieutenam Comm.mder fi·om
the U.S. Navy after four years of active
service and I6 year~ <I\ a rl''\l'IVC oflicer.

lawrence 1960
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Lynn R yan Mich ela, P,1lm Desert.
California, is active in two phtlanrhropic
group.... She "'a'> 111'•torian l,l'>t \ e.1r and ic;

°
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?. [)

Ric k Ramsey, Crinncll, lo\\,1, i-; president of Ramsey- Week-. Insurance. H e
and his wife. Sm,m Bal-er Ram;;ey, '61,
are et~oymg their t\\ m ~r,l!lddaughtcr..
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Allan D. B erman, Ontonagon,
Michigan, has retired from high school
teaching and coaching and was recently
elecred to the Illinois Wrestling H all of
Fame.
Sandra Azzi Blanc, Arlington
Heights, [J]inois. is the exhibition
coordinator for the Suburban Fine Arts
Center in Highland Park, Illinois.
Gerald J. Bloch, Milw<1ukee, is a partncr in the law fim1 Warsha£'\ky, Rotter,
Tamotf, R.einJ1ardt and Bloch, S.C.
Barbara Richards Busse, Saint
Charles, Missouri, is retired and continues
to share her music~1l talents in a variety
of activities at the skilled nursing facility
where her mother lives.
Margaret Carroll, Washington, D.C.,
has been a member of Lawrence's
Board ofTmstees for 25 years. She
retired five years ago from the research
fin11 she began and is now selfemployed as a freelance editor.
JoAnn Nelson Church, Nashville,
Tennessee, has designed a city tour
for French-speaking visitors. She is
self-employed, doing translating and
interpreting in French.
Charles E. Collins, Milwaukee. is
president/CEO ofDest Marketing, I1JC.,
a firm that works with special events
and promotions in the Milwaukee area.
Jane Rossiter Crouch, Minnetonka.
Minnesota, is legal secretary to her
''office-at-home husband" and is also
involved in retiree-initiated, conmlunity-change activities.
Sally (Sara) Sari us DeRouchey,
Scotts Valley, California. completed
her doctorate in clinical psychology
in 1999.
Nancy Nelson Ekdahl and her husband, Donn, '60, have lived for 26
yt::-trs in London, Ontario, where Nancy
focuses on fund rJising for a church and
hospital.
Colleen Egan Fix-Huff, Miami
Shores, Florida, is a senior professor
(semi-retired) at Miami-Dade County
Commun iry College.
Emily Krueck Gaus, Albuquerque,
N ew Mexico, will soon retire fi·om her
work as an occupationa l therapist in the
Albuquerque school system .
Judith Schroeder Grimes is cu rrently

minister of Unity Church in Traverse
City, Michigan.
G. Eric Hansen, San Francisco,
CaliforniJ, is protessor of international
political economy at St. Mary's College
of California.
Carol Nohling Hawkinson, Bradenton, Flor;da, is organist at her church
and an instructor at Manatee Community
College.
Richard Heinemann, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, has retired from his position
as president of sales and marketing/
magazine division ofTime Warner.

Virginia (Denny) Smith Hoelter,
Piedmf>nt, Califomia, is serving on the
School of Education's board of visitors
at the University ofWisconsin.
Mary L. Hotson, Evanston, Illin ois, is
systems development manager in the
Infonnarion Technologies Depa1tment
for Topco Associates, lnc .. in Skokie,
Illinois.
Byron E. Johnson is a retired M.D.
who lives in Spokane, Washington.
with his wite, Ann, a retired O.T.R.
Ann Helgeson Kiewel is
president/ C EO of Holland Histo1;cal
Trust in Holland, Michigan.
Joseph B. and Helen Edelhofer
Lamers live in Satellite Beach, Florida.
Hden serves as director of religious
education (pre-kindergarten through
grade l2) for her church. Joe is director
of communicatiom for Brevard County.
R. Jeffrey Lawrence, Albuqw.:rque,
New Mexico, is the principal member
of the technical staff of Sandia National
Laborato1ies.
Ruth Rathbun Littmann, New
London. will be retit;ng from teaching
after 23 years of service. She plays solo
handbells at nursing homes and choir
handbells as well.
Patricia C. Lufkin, Wheaton, Illinois,
spent the first year of retirement preparing tor and completing the Danskin
Triathlon in Naperville, Illinois, working on long-delayed projects, and
serving as a part-time seasonal nature
gu ide at the Morton Arboretum.
Nancy Kaminski Lyons has been
retired for almost two years. She is
working with the English as a Second
Language program at the high-school
level in HofFman Estates, fllino is.
William E. Mack, Sudbury, Massachusetts, is chaim1an ofTbc Artisans,
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I nc., in Boston. His son is now running
the kitchenware retail business ~o Bill
and his wife, Judy, '64, have more
time to travel.
Paul C. Manz and his wife, Myrna
Rongsted, '60, live in Oakland,
California. Paul is a driver and consultant for Transferee, In c.
Karla R. Menge has retired trom the
Green Bay area schools, where she
worked as :1 libr:Hy/ media specialist for
many years.
Priscilla Rydberg Mereness, Blue
Island, Illinois, has retired after 35 year:~
as a music teacher. She contin ues as an
active singer in several groups, including
a Jubilee Choir in a papal mass at the
Vatican. She also is part O\vner of an
antique store.
Judith Goodrich Mueller, Oshkosh,
is a music teacher in the "Arts for Kids"
program and handbell director for her
church.
Keith J. Olander, Ketchum, Idaho,
has been in the restaurant business for
27 years and is head of facilities for a
private school that serves K through 12.
Mary Lou Lloyd Opgenorth
recently moved into a condominium
in Kimberly after spending 34 years in
the St. j oseph/ Benton Harbor area of
Michigan.
Mary Wilder Perry, Arlington
Heights, Illin ois, continue'> to work
hrll-rime for a small 6nn that provides
materials and services to K through 12
schools that an: undergoing self-assessments. She is also active in church and
music-related volunteer work.
Judith Olsen Platos lives at River
Vic::w Manor in Wiscomin Rapids,
where she Ius been for almost 34 years
following the car accident that killed
her husb~u1d and caused a spinal cord
injury that left her totally paralyzed.
Champe Ransom, Earlysville,
Virginia. is retired.
Daril R. Riley, Novi, Michigan, is
sales manager and marketing dirc::ctor for
Fidelity Communications Corporation.
Tomlin C. Rosi is a surgeon in
Grayling, Michigan.
Judith Burmeister Saul is a docent at
the Denver Art Museum in Colorado.
Judith Kollath Schad has retired from
reaching music in the public schools in
Highland Park, Illinois.
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1999 .tfter .1 32-year career
city man,tg~.·mcnt.
Nancy M ar sh St owe,
Appleton. 1s rctinng in June
from h~_·r po.,ition as assi-,rant
tkan of the Lt\\rence Con'len atory. She will continue
working with the Stephen
Mini~try withm her church.
G us Stra ssburger is a semiretired indcpendcm IT managenll.'nt consultant in
Atl,mta, c;eorgia.
M a ry Kasten T hilker,
Saint Ch;trle'>, Mi.,souri. is
110\\ retired a<> library media
speciaJi.,t from Maryland
I light,, Mis-;oun.
Dward F. Tre ic k, 13rookf1dd, i., pres1dem of S-F
A nalyuca I Laboratorie'>, Inc.
the olde'it, COlltlllUOUSly
operated pn\;He or public
l.tbor.ttOI) in Wiscomin. Ted
serves as the governor'c;
appointee to the board of
the State Laboratory of
111

M. Jon Vondracek, '60 (left), m April, received
the Offtcers Cross of the Order of Merit, Ftrst
Class (Bundesverdienjstkreuz, 7e Klasse), of the
Federal Republic of Germany from Minister
Dr. Eberhard Kelsch, deputy chief of mission at
the German Embassy in Washtngton, D.C.
Vondracek, who is vice-president of the Center
for Strategic and International Studies in Washington, was selected for the honor by the
president of Germany, Johannes Rau, for his
contnbuttons to German-U.S. relations. A member of the Lawrence University Board of Trustees,
Vondracek has been an alumnus trustee since
1998, currently serving on the board's academic
affatrs comm1ttee and 1ts subcommittee on
recruitment and retent1on and as chair of the
committee on honorary degrees.

James 0. Sc hulze, Appleton, is a
'iCnior account executive with Don F.
Jabas Associates. lie was inducted into
the Lawrence University Athletic Hall
of Fame last October.
R. Quentin Sharpe, Jr. , works in
marketing at Pinnacol Assurance in
Denver, Colorado.
Frederic G. She rman, Osage Beach,
Missouri, retired a'i a capt.1in with TWA
la-,r October .md ic; building an airplane
to fly in lm free time.
John M . Stac k , Elkhorn. retired in
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Arlen e Atwood Trettin,
Sherwood, retired from
teaching music two years ago.
T im othy C . Trowbridge,
Newton, is ,lll insurance
agent for Rural Insurance
Farm 13ureau, lnc
G ail Lillygran U ram,
Blaine, M1nnesora. 'lplit-. her
time between Blaine and
~lot Spnn~"· Arizona. She
luo; her own bookkeeping
t.l~ bu.,.ncss and aho owns
the "Millton Dollar Hole-inOne" franchise for the state
of Minnesota.
Susan M ason Vesel, Hibbing,
Minnesota. has continued with an
activity begun at Lawrence - curling!
She has been an active participant in
the curling circles of I Jibbing and has
competed in other parts of the country
as well. Sman te:Khe., in an alternative
education program, working with
curriculum developmt:nt and special
education te,ting.
Robe rt J . V oss rcache., at the
Unn·eNt)' of ~omhem Colorado
in Pueblo .

G wynn Williams Wardwell , Se\nckley, Penns) kama. I\ cl p .lrt (11111.' ta~
accountant.
P a tric ia Gilmo re Wurster, T~.·mpk.
Texas, and her hll'.. band. C hu ck , ' 60,
have been married tor YJ+ ) e.m. Pat is
an elder in her church and <1 volunteer
with a local hospice organization.
Chuck is a stafr urologist with the
Texas A&M Medical School.
Jero m e W. Yates, Orchard Park,
New York, has completed 12 years as
the director of clinical rl''~e.trch, patient
care, and clinical education ,1t the oldest
cancer research imtitute in the country.
He is looking to go back to r~_·.,earch 111
cancer control with ,m emphaw. on
cancer in the elderly.
Phyllis Spinne r Yates, 13onna.
California. is project manager for
defense-related and health mt(mn.uion
systems software de' clopmem projects.
Torrey Kipp Youngstrutn ,
Rhinelander. ts a potter.

Milwaukee-Downer 1961
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S. J ean G ibson is a o;pcech/ language
pathologist at Rancho Vista Ekmentary
School in Palmdale. California.
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Sc ott U. Ad a m, Venice, Ctlifomia.
received the Ma-.rer of DJVIIllt)' degree
from Fuller Theological Semmal) 111
J une. He has been .tCcepred mto the
Ph.D. program at the Cenr~.·r for
Advanced Theologtcal Srud1es ,lt Fuller
in practical theology. ev,mgclism. and
contextual cultural c;tudies. Scott i., a lay
pastor at St. Andre''., tpi.,Copal Mission,
in Taft. California, and is beginning
preparatiom for missionary work with
Evangelical World Miso;ion. li e will
be sailing through French Polyne5ia as
a missionary preacher starting next
January.

Lawrence 1963
C halloner Morse Brown, Bailey.,
Harbor .•md her husband, Rm.,, were
sweetheam in high school and coincidentally her mom. '31. and hio; d.1d
were also childhood m eetheam.
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C'halloner went ofT ro college at
Lawrence and Russ went ofT to
C,lrleton <llld they wenr on with their
lives. After her lnl'iband's death and his
divorce, they found each other again
and were married on Valentine's weekend, II.J<J<J. They have a total of eight
som. <;even gr.tnddaughters, and one
new grandson.

Lawrence 1965
Sean Harlan and Christina Ross
C hoate ('66) Austin an~ '' ith Psychologtcal Ao;son.trc~'· Inc., in Columbus
Grove. Ohto. ~ean IS president and
CEO and pracnces on the ground t]oor
of a three-,Wr> Victonan home that
they restored. Chn,tina i" 'ice-president
of cmergl'TKY \l'rvices.
Susan Nelson Goldsmith, Phoenix.
Arizona, i'i about to apply to a Ph.D.
program in environmental design and
planning and was recently elected to
the Lawrence Uoard of Trustees. Her
husband, Richard, '64, is partner at
Lc" i'> and R.oca, <lttorneyo;.
Suzanne McNeil Hall, Fairbanks,
Ala-;ka, i., a dnver and tour guide with
Pt;ncess Tour.... For the past three years
\he has been giving rours throughout
Alaska and Can.H.ia \ Yukon Territory.
Duncan Malloch, Mmnetonka,

2002
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2002
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2002
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2002
2002
2002

2002

Minnesota, is .1 '>emor deo;igner with
Wahh l3i'ihop As'ioci;ltes.
Janice Reinke Norclius, ll offinan
Estates, Ill inois, retircd in June of 199<.J
after 32 ycars of tl'.1ching c.:lement<uy
school music.
Richard Rapport, Scattle, Washington, is a ncurosurgeon at Group Health
Cooperative of Puget Sound. This year
he wi II publish Ph y.wicllt: "111£• L[ji.• l!f
Pa11l Bccso11, .t biography of the man
many consider the mo~r influential
doctor of thl· I.tst half of the 20th
century. Hi~ non-ticnon continue~ to
enjoy rcgul,u· pubhcanon, and he i-; \till
operating on people.
Stuart Richard, LKon1a, Nc" Hampshire, i-; .1 pa-;toral ~hychothcrapisc. He
and his wife, Ruth, traveled to Eastern
and Southern l:.urope \\ ith the New
Hampshire Friemhhip Chorm.
Marcia Ann Graef Robison, Ridgefield, Washington, i-; a'pcr-,onal shopper
with Northtrom and self-employed
florist specializing in weddings and
specia l occao;ions.

Lawrence 1966
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Jane Nelson Azzi, Appleton, ha-,
emcrittts standing \\ ith thc Applcton
Area School D1stnct and opem her high
school library m o evcmng; a week so

students, mostl} m1nonty, can "ork on
compmer... and get tutormg. The English-as-a-Second-Lmguagc high school
program is locatcd there. Cory, ' 65,
is the Edwm N. and Ruth Z. Wc'>t
Professor of Economic' .tt Lawrence.
Suanne Eaton Benowics, Lake
Oswego, Oregon, i., dircctor of the
Math Skills Center at Lewi~ .llld Cb1rk
College in Portland. Bill, '67, is the
director of customer services .lt Widner
Brewing.
Stephen A. Bernsten i' a plastic
surgeon in Madio;on. All three of his
children arc Lawrence gr.1duate\:
Kimberly Bernsten Zlevor, '85;
Stephen, Jr., '88; and Benjamin, '97.
Joyce Anderson Beyer, Grccn Bay,
wi!J be retiring from tcachmg after 32
years.
Curtis W. Buchholtz, Estes P.trk,
Colorado, is cxecutive director of the
Rocky Mountain Nature As.,ocianon.
Barbara R. Cavender retm•d in li.JI.J7
from the Denver Zoo, where \hc had
been curator of birth.
Thomas K. Countryman, l:.lmhursc,
Illinois, has retired fi·om teaching at
York High School but h a~ returned to
teach one Latin class.
Dale E. Coventry, Arlington I !eights,
[Jlinois, has taught English and humanities for three year-. in an altt•rn,ttive high
school.
Carol Weeks DeVoss, ~t. Chtlrb,
Illinois. is a renred teacher \\ ho is
working part-til1ll' "" .1 b.trista at Glo1ia
Jean's Co frees at the St. Ch.uks Mall.
Mary Ann Vasconcellos Dickson,
College Station. Texas, ha., reured after
20 year~ in various administranw and
communicatiom positiom at Texas
A&M University.
Lucinda (Cindy) Steven Duncan,
Concord, Massachusctts took a twoweek trip to Morocco with .111 intertaith
study tour sponsored by four universities during a sabbatical fi·om the parish
ministry last spring. She is currently
working on a DoctOr of Mini-.tly degrce
at the Hartford Seminary, forming on
interfaith dialogue.
David L. Fine, Madi~on, is a database
administrator at the W1scomin Department of Health and Fa mil> Sen icc'>.
Elaine Mossman Guha i-. ,ln administrative assistant 111 the Deparnm:nt
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Have you seen Alumni Album'?
Some of the world's cutest babres and young children. marnage customs of the Lawrence alum, and other stellar photographrc
moments are captured for you on Alumni Album at
http.//www.lawrence.edu/alumnr/album

Photos for the

physician with Ml·dical Associates in
Menomonee Falk
D an Walkovitz, Lmleton, Colorado.
1s pre,tdent and Cf:.O of Mainstay
Soti:w;tre Corpor.ttion.
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Alumnr Album may be sent electronically (.Jpg or .grf frle) to
alumni@lawrence.edu or by marl to Alumni Office, Lawrence
Unrversrty, P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 54912-0599. Photographs
can be returned, if requested.

of Cardiology at thl· Univcr'>ilv of
Pitt'>burgh Medical Center.
.
Nancy Fratcher Graham, Woodbridge, Connecticut, i'i teach111g the
higher kvels of chemistry at ll.11nden
I I igh School.
Holly Guequierre Heine H art 1s the
prinnpal of a ch,mer school 111 Eau
Claire that focuses on technology.
E ileen N eau H errling, Appll'ton,
teachc' piano in her home and ic; active
in the local Fox V.tlley Caml'l.l Club
and the Wiscomin Area C.11ner,1 Club.
She and her husband arc also active in
the Photographic Society of America.

WiUiam 0. Hochkammer, Jr. ,
Bloommgton I !Ilk Michigan. I'>
partner at H omgman, Miller. Schwartz
and Cohn.
Steven E. Landfried , Edgerton, is
working with ch:mn and at-Ji'>k
programs in Somhern Wi<iconsin.
Alice Haselden Lane , Evanston,
11l inoic;, is music dm:ctor, choir director/organist, at Lake Street Church in
Evanston. a po~1t10n -.he ha ... hdd since
199 I. She also directs the North Shore
Harmonizers, a 40-voicc women's
b<trl1l·rshop charm, '>ings baritone in the
"4 on .1 Cloud" barbershop qu.utet, and
reaches p1i \'ate p1.mo.
Bonnie Crem er Laviron, Sun Pr,tirie,
io; caw manager with the South Madison
Co,tlition of Eldt·rly.
Mich ael H. Lee, Gurnee, lllniOI'>, ha'>
cekbrated lm 15th anni,·ep;JI) '' ith
Hl·witt As~oci.tte-., where he helps produll' a quarterly VH.il'O new' "magazine"
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di'itributed lo 12,000 ;mociates in HO
otiices in 37 communities.

W endy Lee McClure McCalvy
manages .1 hor~e

tam1 in R acine.

Judith L. Meyers , Easton , Maryland,
is direcror of nursing ,lt the Eastern
Shore Ho..,pit.ll Cenrer in Cambridge.
Edbridge N . " Gus" Murphy, DePere.
is president of Sports Innovations.
Roberta Haiges Nestor is a retired
guidance coumdor in Downers GroVl',
lllinoic;.
Robert A. Nordland, Chaska,
Minnesota, i., active in his medical
practice, teaches med students, and h.t~
served a'> climcal faculty pre.,idenr of the
Univep;it> of Minnesor,1 OB/ GYN
department tor four ye.m. He is finishing his last year as president of the
Minnesota OU/ GYN Socil·ty.
Clare Ellen Plehn, NC\\ Berlin, j.,
on medical dl<iabiliC) le,l\'e and will be
taking early retirement. She will
continue hl·r business of raio;ing and
showing hor'>es; o;hc 110\\ has 16 hor'>l's
.md three Ill'\\ foals.
Robert C. Pringle is network admmistrator .lt Northwestern Michigan
College.
David M. and Elizabeth (Betsy)
Wrobke R emley Ji, e in Anamm.t.
Iowa. She waches Sparmh in the
Anamosa Community Schools, and he
i~ chief judgl' for the Sixth District of
I owa.
Sharyn Jacob Smith, Corvallis.
Oregon, is .1 tr;~ining spen,tli~t at
Lmn-13enton Communily College.
Thomas E. Steinmetz, Richfield, is .1

J

N ora Bailey, El Paso. Texas, 1s
contract administrator with thl· City
of Sunl,md Park, New Mexico.
R oy Brouwer, W.tll\\,ltosa, is a
narilm,tl tldd sale-; m.mager "ith Eckert
Door Company. li e won the Jntemation.ll Chili Society's "Spicey" Award
in I <)<)H; his oldest son Louie won the
same trophy in 1995. "96. '97, and
second pl.lCe in 1999.
R. C raig Campbell, Scottsdale,
Arizona, retired in I 99<) after 36 vcars
in the grocery business.
'
Barry Garley, Bend, Oregon, h.1d
practiced law in the Chicago .m:a tor
over 24 years. In Ap1il, l YYY, he and his
wife left Chicago. \\here they had been
for 50+ years, and ht•aded "est. Barry
no\v works for JCLD- WEN, a Forbes
Private 200 company headquartered in
Oregon, handling vehicle and filciliry
gener:tlliabiliry claims.
Bob Gilbert, M<mga. Californi.t, had
enjoyed 28 years in educatiOn, but the
pasl five years \\ ith H.trley-Dav1dson
have been fantastic. As his Harley
license plate states: ''oN RD A<.N."
Peter R. Jacoby, San Diego. Californ.ia.
a profe'i'ior at Calitornia State Umversity,
San Marcos, write-;: " I have never
forgotten my introduction to Freshman
Studies at LU in 1963. the singk·
gre.uest contribution to education since
ch.tlk. Since I first began teach111g
rhetoric and composition, I have been
doing my best to take my students
through a poor nun\ version of the
same l'Xperience. I .1111 al\\ .1)''> never
aman·d at their excited reacnon to my
'unconventional' pedagogy.''
Jane Haynsworth Moore, hoshone,
ld.tho. 1-; owner and prcsidenr of 13lln·en
We't Resort on M .tg:ic Reservoir. The
resort comists of an R V park \Virh 70
spaces. rcstauram, bar, and conwn ience
store.
Mike O ' Fallon, Cl:trcndon Hill-;.
Illino1'. 1s a consult,lllt/ de\ eloper with
Optional ofrware, Inc.
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Stanton Bigelow, Springfield,
Virginia. is EURIEX Supervisory Post
M anagement.officer with the Department of State.
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Bruce C. Bandy, Downers Grove,
Illinois, is associate principal for curriculum and instruction at East Aurora High
School. He says he was "lured back into
the trenches of public education'' fiom
a university professorship.
Steven W. Crane, Menasha. is a
papersteck materials handler at Ourlook
Graphics and was selected as "Associate
of the Month" in November :woo.
Paul A. Croake, Sun Praitie, is a
lawyer with DeWitt, Ross & Stevens.
Peder H. Culver, Neenah, is ptincipal/
branch manager with Wayne Hummer
Investments.
Richard "Dick" De Mark, Prescott,
Arizona, is a dental-school professor and
very active with the Arizona Chapter of
Righr-to-Life.
Tom R. De Mark, Paradise VaUey,
Atizona. is president of Market Studies,
Inc. H e has authored three books: Sew
Science qf Tecllllical Aualysis (Wiley), t\'e111
Market Ti111i11g Tedmiques (Wiley), and
DeMark 011 Day Tradi11g Optio11s
(McGraw-Hill).
Eric G. Denemark, Ripley. West
Virginia, sold his geologic and engineering consulting company after 20 years as
a consultant and a total of 30 years in
the practice of geology. Eric has fom1ed
a racing team and currently tours the
Eastern U.S. racing stock cars. During
the off season he is working with a
group of business people to investigate
the possibility of locating a new racing
venue in West Virginia. Additionally,
he has agreed to assist the new governor
with the formation of the West Virginia
Mororsports Council, an advis01y body
dedicated to promoting all types of
motorsports in the state in conjunction
with the state adncinistration ·s policies
on economic development and tourism.
Susan Buesing Donnelly, Silver
Spting, Maryland, has moved back to
the United Stares after almost three
years in Sti Lanka, where her husband,

Shaun, '68, was U.S. Ambassador.
Shallll is now a Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State. while Susan is back
in action as CoCo, working as a professional clown.
Linda Larson, Cambridge, Massachusetts. is editor of Spare Clw11ge Ne1115
with the Homeless Empowennent
Project. In the past four years she has
received rwo Certificate~ of Appreciation fi·om the Massachusetts Department
of Mental Health.
Laurie Magee, Omro, is head of
children and family omreach services
with the Oshkosh Public Library and
currently serves as chair elect of the
Youth Services Section of the Wisconsin
Library Association. Her husband,
Thomas R. Blajeski, '69, is owner
of Blajeski Hardwoods and Millwork.
Tocher Mitchell, Shelburne,
Vermont, is a self-employed financial
consultant. He just retunted from a
six-month consulting assignment in the
Philippines, helping to upgrade a large,
state-owned bank in lending to municipalities for infi·astructure projects.
(Mary) Jo McGuire Swanson,
Englewood, Colorado, has received the
Ph.D. in school psychology. In August
2000, J o completed the last step in the
doctoral program, defending her dissertation, which dealt with the assessment
of dyslexia in verbally gifted children.
She has since been working on a pilot
program designed to integrate school
psychological services into the educational systems of parochial and private
schools. She serves on the advisory
board of the Chancellor's Scholars and
Leaders Program at the University of
Colorado at Denver and as the program
psychologist for Boys Hope of Colorado.
Linda Mary Schreiber Tojek,
Westlake. Ohio, is president of New
Wcstsiders and serves on the board of
directors tor the Women's Conunittee
of the Cleveland Orchestra. She is also
on the building and facilities board for
the Ronald McDon::tld House of
Cleveland.
Frederik E. Schuetzke, Bradford,
Mas'>achu<;etrs, following the closure of
Bradford College, where he taught fo r
I-f. years, has taken a new job as department chair and curriculum coordinator
for music. drama, and visua l arts in the

Watertown Public Schools.
Dennis Waters, New Berlin, is senior
project manager and system architect
with Compuware Corporation. After
being an oboist for many years, he
became interested in computers, thus
his current profession.
Richard "Kirt" West, Cabin John,
Maryland, is assistant inspector general
for intemal business at the United States
Postal Service, Office of the Inspector
Genere~l.

Mary Debra Briggs Witte Serrao,
Pleasant HilJ, California, is a yoga and
meditation instructor and massage
therapist.
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Peter R. Burzynski, Newburgh,
Indiana, is a psychologist with Wabash
& Ohio Valley Special Education
District and writes a column, "Today's
Parents," for an Evansville newspaper.
Cynthia Cemak, Kenosha. is a
surgeon with Cernak-Bruns Foot and
Ankle Clinic.
Paul Crarmnelin, Franklin. Te1messee,
is a studio artist at Advantage Artglass.
Paul has been working with stained
glass for 25 years and specializes in
architectural commissions, both residential and commercial. H e works in mixed
media and shows in local ga!Jeties and
also teaches stained glass through the
Sarratt Studio Arts Program at Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
Chad Cumming, Bigdow, Arkansas,
is a teacher at the Pulaski Academy in
Lirtle Rock. His wife, Judy Conner
Cumming, is director of music and
liturgy at St. M argaret's Episcopal
Church and is studying with the head
percussionist of the Arkansas Symphony
and playing in a steel drum ensemble.
Julie Guth, Ironon , Minnesota, is program developer/volunteer coordinator
at Mid- Minnesota Women's Center,
Inc. Judy and her dog, after rigorous
training and testing, were certified as
Pet Partners by the Delca Society. As a
team, they volunteer at an elementary
school, helping fifth-graders to develop
oral reading skills. She also teaches
Tai Chi Ch'uan and does therapeutic
massage.
Mary Jaques, St. Francis, received a
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Master of Arts degree in theology from
Marquette University in Augtl\t 1999
and enjoys working at the Archd1ocese
of Milwaukee in the archives.
Ellen Stoehr Newton, W interport,
Maine, i a registered nurse in the
neonatal intensive care unit at Eastern
Maine Medical Center and reaches
piano in her home. H er husband,
Charles Newton , '71, is CEO of
Penquis Cap.
Frances Pfaff Schlesinger, H ingham,
Mas achusetrs, is a reference librarian of
electronic resources at the University
of Massachusetts, 13oston.
T. James Snodgrass, Olean,
N cw York, is rector of St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church. The Diocese of
Western New York has initiated a
fonnal companionship with the Episcopal
Church in Puerto Rico. for which
James is co-chair.
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Daniel Alger, Appleton, is associate
professor of economics at La\\ renee
University. H is wife, Susi Crooker
Alger, is director of inforn1ation technology at the Center for Responsive
Politic.
Donald Behrens, Glendale, is principal
of Marcy Elementary in the I Ia milton
Public Schools. Nancy Mott Behrens,
'72, is a first grade teacher at Atwater
Elementary in the School District of
Shorewood.
Lynn Davis, Appleton, is a lead product development actuary with Aid
Association for Lutherans.
Steven G. Hall, Tigaro, Oregon. is
president of CT3, Inc.
Andrew Merz Hanson, Stamford,
Connecticut, is president of Redwood
Investment Management. He is in the
venture-capital business as an angel
investor and investment banker with
current areas of focus in optical switching, nanotechnology, and painting technology.
Marina Spheeris Mrejci i~ the development director with the Milwaukee
Repertory Theater.
Mariana Stuckert Solares has moved
to O'fallon, Jlinois, from Sacramento
for a position as assistanr professor of
Spanish at Southern Illinois University.
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"On Tiptoe: Gentle Steps to Freedom," a film by Eric Simonson, '82,
was nominated
thrs year for an
Academy Award
in the Documentary Short category. The film,
scheduled
to
appear on Cinemax later th1s
summer, IS about the nine-man
South Afncan a cappella singing
group Ladysm1th Black Mambazo,
wh1ch rose to promrnence w1th 1ts
backing of Paul Srmon on his
"Graceland" album. Simonson has
worked extensively wrth the smgers
m two theatre productions he
directed, "The Song of Jacob Zulu,"
for which Simonson received a Tony
nominat1on, and "Nomathemba," a
blending of Amencan musrcal theatre wrth South African folktale and
musical style. He originally produced
a ten-mrnute documentary by filmIng them s1ng1ng and dancing m
rehearsal; further filmrng in South
Africa, London, and Los Angeles,
plus an 1ntervrew with Paul Simon,
expanded rt to an hour, later cut to
40 minutes to be ellgrble for the
Oscar category. Simonson describes
the Ladysm1th style as "a hybrid of
choral and Afncan traditional musiC
with very deep, rich a cappella
harmonies."

helping people medically. Nter hours
he \tartcd to invent things and ha"
acqulrl·d 12 patent'>. He has become
parr of the start-up re.uns of four
comp.1nies pursuing the medical and
educational uses of compute!' and is
deYming most of his time to hi' company. InnerLink, "hich IS launch111g a
produtt that provide' the opportunity
for students worldwide to be part of the
te;lm for .1 botany experiment that will
t1y on the l ntcmanonal Space Station.
Roberta Miller, Marine on St. Croix.
Minnesota. is an otlice -,upervi..,or with
the University of Minnesota Co ll e~c of
Continuing Education.
Stuart Spencer, l3rooklyn. Nc\\ York.
has wrmen Rcsidcm A/iw, hi\ tiN fulllength pl.ly. It premiaed at the 1998
Hum:-111.1 F~:sriva l in Louiwille <Hld i~
under option for a film version.
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Bill Drennan, Memphis. Te1mes~ec.
is pre'>Jdent of Fore,ighr. I nc .. ,1 \ales
and m.trketing comulting comp.m\.
Adam Gottesman, Minneapoli....
Minnesom, is regional vice-president
of Allianz Life Insur.mce Compan}.
Shari Greenberger, Holland.
Mich1g.m. is a program manager for
L&W Engineering Company.
Deborah T. Sycan1.ore, Dem cr.
Color.ldo. is a project m.mager/gl·ologist tor Aspecb Re·;ources and "'" a
particip.mt in dedication cercmome'> for
Lawrl.·nce 's Science Hall in Octobl·r
2000 (Lt~111rence Toda)', Spring 2001).
Jane Thessin, l3o\\ ie, Maryland. I\ a
computl'r ~cienrist for the U.S. govemmem. She sings in numerom group'
and also participate' in a local theatre
troupe.
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Paula Jackson Curie is vice-president
and chief financial ofticer of The Dc1ily
Press in Virgin1a.
Robert Gillio, Lancaster, Pcnnsylvani:~,
ha.., enjoyed a thriving practice in
pulmonary and critical-care medicine
for the last 12 years. bur the call schedule and changes in the daily activities of
being a doctor took away the joy of·

Elizabeth RusseJl Brunner, Needham,
Massachusetts. in 1--ebruary, became coanchor of the 5:30 and 11:00 p.m.
new~ca-.rs on WCV13-TV in l3o,ton.
She previously anchored early-morning
newscasts and was the station's ''I lt'alth
Beat" reporter.
J ames and Anne Smith Cornelius
live in Urbana. Illinois. Corn>
compkted a Ph.D. in history at the
U niver,ity of Illinois in the tall of 2000
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Daniel Fleming
and Jennifer
Bobboru-Fleming,
' 86, live in Palm Desert,
Ca1ifornia. She is a
veten n.lrian in pr.Ktice
with the Animal Medica1 Ct'ntcr, and he is
-;enior marketing
manager for ll1rd
P roduct\, Inc.
Laura E. Walvoord,
Min neapolis, Minnesota,
recei vcd the J. D . degree
tram the University of
On the campa1gn trail w1th cand1date Gore are Lawrentian JOurnalists Minnc-.ot<l in 1997 and
Glen Johnson, '85 (left), and Terry Moran, '82. Johnson covered the now 1s an attorney with
Bush side of the campaign for The AssoCiated Press dunng the first part the finn M,\son Edeof 2000 and then, mJuly, jomed the Washmgton bureau ofThe Boston lamn Borman & Brand,
Globe wh1ch set h1m to following both candidates. Moran, formerly a c;pcciali7ing in bmincss
correspondent and anchor for CourtTV, joined ABC News in 1997 and litigation.
was named a White House correspondent m September 1999. In May,
Moran and Johnson Jomed Professor of Government Lawrence Longley Lawrence 1986
in presenting a program on the 2000 election to a gathenng of the 20th Reun1o n.
Lawrence University Alumnt Association of Washington, 0 C
Kimberly Svcc
Acke rson, Bi rmingham,
Al,lb.Hna, is -.df-employed a'> .1 dinical
associate in the univer;icy libra!). Anne
psychologist.
ceacht'> cwo 'ntnce chl•"e!> at a g~rl~
Stephen and Jennifer Wilkinson
middk school.
('89) Albrecht, mO\ ed to Jndi.mapolio;,
Jnd1ana, 111 :woo. She 1s a par,\lcgal tor
Lawrence 1982
Cohen & Malad, PC, and he i\ di rector
'}
I
r
of economic affairs for the Ind1ana
Kim Peterson Krueger, La Grange.
He,\lth Care Ao;sociation.
lllinOI'i, is a comerv.mon technician at
Pauline Pieper Allison, St. Paul.
the Art Institute of Chicago's Ryerson
Minnt·sota. is a brand manager for 3M.
and l3umham Libratil'S, working on tht
Kathleen Bartelt-Mc Connell,
comervation of documents and artifaCC!>
Wisconsin Rapids, is d1rector of choral
in the architectural arch1ves.
music at Lincoln High School and
pursuing a master's in music education.
Lawrence 1983
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Susan M. Baxter, Appleton, is a
Paul F. Bergen, Shirley, Massachusem,
building equipment mechanic for the
is '>enior man,\ger of the Instructional
U.S. Posta1 51..'rvice.
Computing Group at H arvard Univer.
Gregory A . Biba, Waupaca, io, band
sity, " helping professors use the Web 111
director at Waupaca Middle School.
Martha Buc he is a ,t'lf-employed mom
their teaching."
David R. Lornson, Gumee, llltnoi~.
and educanon consultant in Sparta,
is dirtctor of music at the First CongrcWio;consin, h,wing moved with her
aational
Churth,
E\'<\11Ston.
hu,band. Jim Pattison, from Aberdeen,
~
David and Patrice Skalko ('84)
Mal) land, 111 1999.
O ' Morchoe hve in Poulsbo, WashingCheryl Chisnell , Brooklyn, New
ton, ''here !).wid i.., ,\11 ophthalmologio;t
York, is vice-president. clinical and
\Yith Pacific EyeCare.
ac.ldemic products, in charge of product
development tor Ovid Technologiec;,

which desigm 5ofrwarc for researchers
and cliniciam.
Thomas W. Ciccia rclli, San Francisco,
California, is .1 psychotherapist in
private practice and a member of the
adJunct teaching faculty at the Ca1iforni.l School of Professional Psychology.
Margaret Keefe Davies, Uellingham.
W .P.hington. i'> a mental-health counselor at Western Washington Un iversity.
Anne-Marie Feyre r-Melk opened
an 1n\ asive cardiology practice in
Scottsdale, A1;zona, in :WOO.
Lynne E. Haywood, Chicago, Illinois,
ha' jomed fourth floor Comulting,
,, lwre .,he provides '>trategic-planning
cono;ultation to Chicago businesses.
Steven F. H elm, ~alem, Virginia. is
an atrome) .md pres1denr of Helm &.
H elm, PC.
Jill Lunde J o n es, Nao,lwille, Tenneo,-;ee,
is ,\ t:tculty physiCian at Vanderbilt
Untwrsitv Medical Center.
Stacie Maday Koch, Greenfield. is ,\
c;t,\) -at-honH.' mom home'>chooling her
I 0- .111d 12-year-old daughter~. H e r
hmb.md. C a rl Koch, '85 , ic; an instrumem.\1 muc;1c reacher 111 the ~chool District of Cudahy.
John B . Kra us, Jr. , Castle R ock,
Colorado, ,., chief tinancial officer of
Pto;lkcare, Inc.
Lisa Alcorn Landau i~ an at-home
mom in Apex, North Carolma, having
moved tht're with her husb.md. Steve,
fi·om Tokyo in 1999.
M elissa A. Larsen, Tampa, Florida, is
a -;enior elemental)' teacher at Palm
I !arbor Monrcssori Academy.
Daniel T. Macke , Mobile, Alabama . is
an operations manager for KimberlyClark Corporation.
Joani Gudeman M c Carthy, Chicago,
1\ ,\ ,elf-employed p<>ychotherapist,
having received the Psy.D. degree in
1997 from the Illinois Institute for
Clmical Po;) chology.
Victoria A. Moerchen, Madison, is a
clinical aso,istant professor at the Univcr;;itv ofWi-.consin-Madison.
C harles L. Newhall, Salem, Massachusetts, is head of the history and
social srudie-; department at The Carroll
School.
Philip Tylston Pares, Long Island
Cit\', Ne\\' York, is a payroll coordinator 'for New York U niversiry, \\'here he
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completed a ma<>ter\ degree tn music
composiuon in :woo.
Kristine L. Patro w , Woodbury,
Minnesota, is an anchor/reporter for
KSTP-TV and won a nanonal firstplace :mard for a documentary folio\\ing a team of Mayo Clinic physicians
to Cali, Colombia, to perform heart
surgeries on poor children who
otherwise wou ld llOt have had them.
Kar e n P leasant, North Miami Beach,
Fl01ida, i-; a 'it:Histical analyst for the
U.S. District Court in Miami.
Julie Moore Rapac ki, Eden Prairie,
Minnesota, is corporate counsel to
13e'it 13U).

Unified School Dt'>tnct.
Susan Sasenic k , 13doxt, Misst-.-.tppi.
is editor of "I7H· Physim11 E.wc11til'c,
journal of the Amencan Collegl' of
Physician Executive-..
K athy Ruthe rford Sears, Prince
Frederick, M,tr) la11d, is development
manager for Tlw Arc of Southern
Maryland.
Rebecca Sigler- Africano, Normal,
Illinois, i'i a self-employed art comultant.
John and Deb Wilson Singe r moved
to Maryland in August 2000. l ie i'i in
e-business devclopml'nt for Danaher
Tool Company .•md 'he t'i a homemaker.
Kenneth C asey and Susie T roup

Cosmetic~. play' \·ioltn in the Fox
Valley Symphony, and '>t.ty'> home with
her two-year-old ...on and mne-year-old
daughter.
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A n n I. Graul, B.1rct•lon.1. Sp.1in, is an
assistant editor for Prou., Science, SA,
wtiting medical backgrounders for the
pharmaccmical indw.tty that are published on the Internet and continu:dly
updated.
Leila Ramag opal H ak en \ most
important career move h,h been to ~tay
at home to rai~e her three children. She

Matthew E. Durnin, '88, a Ph.D. candidate m wildland resource sciences
at the Un1vers1ty of California, Berkeley, was the subject of a recent
article 1n U.S.A. Today describmg h1s dtssertatton research on giant
pandas. One of a handful of Western sc1ent1sts to actually live among
the endangered pandas of remote Chma, Durnin 1s working in the
Wolong Nature Reserve, gathering data on the ecology and demographiCS of the declining panda popu lation. As lead researcher on a
team funded by grants from Johnson & Johnson Health Care Systems
and the St. Louis Zoo, among others, he is attempting, by DNA analysts
of hair and fecal samples, to identify individual pandas and determ1ne
whether the local population is large enough to susta1n itself. To that
end, he is conducting a census of dens used by giant pandas and Asiatic
black bears, catalog1ng the characteristics of preferred den s1tes,
monttonng the use of "maternity dens" by female pandas, and determming 1f there is competition between pandas and black bears for den
sttes. A biology major at lawrence, Durntn also holds a master's degree
in enwonmental management from Duke University. He lived in Chtna
from 1993-99 and contmues to spend six to seven months each year
at the Wolong Reserve.

Kathryn Blic kensderger Roesinger ,
Rhinelander. i., ,1 professional actor with
recent appearance' at the Northern
Lights Playhouse and the Pinewood
Dinner Theatre in productions of Bell,

Book, a/1(1 Candle, ,\lurder at the Pro111,
the female Odd Couple, and Sc11e11
l\:1111S at Las l /£;,~tas .
Susan Burger Ruthe rfo rd, Wilmette,
Illinois, is a partner with Ennis Knupp
& A-;soctates, comulting to instituriom
regardtng rhetr pension, endowment,
and foundanon inYestmem pools.
C hristine H oelter R yan , San Francisco,
Calitorma, teaches 111 the San Francisco
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Sloan arc 111 Chic.1go, where he is a
brand planner for Young and Rubicam
and she i'i a learning Ji-;abilities specialist
at The Cove School.
Andrea L. Stou t, Wallingford, Pennsylvania. is assistant professor of physics
at Swarthmore College. teaching physics
and doing biophysic-; research.
Martha A. True hea r t , Chicngo,
lllinoio;, is a guidance counselor at
Robert Clemence High School and
i-, working on ,1 ma~ter\ degree 111
education at DePaul Umver;ity.
Ann Schmitt W e ndel, Appleton. is
a skin-care consultant with Mary Kay

records tTequently on concert and Celtic
harp for Pogo Studio-, in Clw11p,1ign,
Jllinois. and arranged the Celtic harp
part for "Women of Ireland" for harp
and choir, which was featured on
Amasong's second CD, "Amait."
Danielle A d elberg Hamill, Eugene,
Oregon, is a postdoctoral research
associate in the ltmitute of Molecular
Biology of the Univesicy of Oregon.
Peter 0 . M cGaffigan, Atlant.l.
Georgia, works for I3ank of America in
the private-investml'nts group ,md was
recently promoted to Ill\ esnnem
execunve for the state of Georgta.
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Erin Haight, '00, and Joshua Chudacoff; '99, were married at Bjorklunden on June 24, 2000. The Hon. Robert Hawley, '11, officiated. Three generations of
Lawrentians were represented at the wedding. Erin's parents, Richard Haight, '11, and Denise Dyer Haight, '70, and grandparents, John Dyer, '48, and Jewel Verhulst Dyer, '46, all graduated from Lawrence, as did several aunts and uncles. Pictured (from left) are: front row, kneeling Robert Hawley, '11, Sarah Sturm Hawley, '11, Jennifer McConaghy, '01, Jennifer Mallory, '00, Megan Walsh, '00; front row, standing Martha Hemwa/1, '73, Jennifer Gilchrist, '00, Jewel Verhulst Dyer,
'46, Richard Detienne, '65, Jacques Green, '99, John Hedrick, '99, Dorrit Friedlander, Elizabeth Schneider, '00, Stacy Shelly, '00, Jeremy Todd Maschman, '00,
the groom, the bride, Amanda Manning, '00, Andrea Moffat, '01, Jessica Seaberg, '00, Julie Haight Rose, 75, Richard Haight, '71, Denise Dyer Haight, '10; back
row John Peterson, '13, John Dyer, '48, Jack Dyer, '82, David Brown, Susan Taylor Detienne, '68, Eric Benedict, '99, Quinn Mulikin, '99, Christine Jones, '99, Jeffrey Shock, '99, John Hedrick, '99, Marlys Fritze//, John Harmon, '57, Peter Fritze//, Tyler Ratajczak, '00, Ryan Sommerville, '99, Amanda Forsberg, '00, Neal Dannemiller, '98, Brian Schreiter, '98, Brad Olson, '98, Peter Edwards, '99, Ethan Lamont, '98, Jeremy Ruwoldt, '99, Jordan Hanson, '98, Grant Gustafson, '99. Not
pictured: Amanda Wick, '02, Sylvia Zwissler, '01.
Anne C. Paterson, Chicago, an editor
for Ferguson Publishing Company,
recently received the Master of Fine
Arts degree in creat1ve writing fi·om the
University of Michigan.
J amie Wag n er , St. Louis, Missouri,
teaches history at the John Burroughs
School. He is completing a master's,
degree in urban planning and real estate
development.
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Dale H . Curtis, Flint, Michigan, is a
project manager for Automatic Systems,
Inc., a conveyor company that services
the Big Three automakers. He currently
is n1.anaging projects in Oklahoma City
for a General Motors plant's changeover from cars to SUVs.
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with Immunex Cotporation, a biopharmaceutical company.
J e nnifer Merrill Johns, Mount
Vernon, Ohio, operates her web-design
business, Nubble Designs, fl-om her
home (www.nubbledesigns.net).
In January, the 85-member York Community High School Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Ray
E . O s twald, ' 89, was a featured performer at the ten-state 2001 North
Central Music Educator.> National Conference convention.
Stac ey Paulsen , Pewaukee, is a school
counselor at Nathan Hale High School
in the West Allis-West Milwaukee
School District.
E li W allace, Lyons, Colorado, is
a research investigator for Array
Biopham1.a, a drug-discovery start-up
company.

1 Sth Reunion , June 2004

Lawrence 1990

Catherine A . Daniels, Winnetka,
Illinois, is a stay-at-home mom and is
completing an M.B.A. at the University
of Chicago.
Zoey L. Frederic k s, Seattle, Washington, has accepted a research position

15th Reunaon June 2004
L a urie T. Rines-A c kermann,
Arlington, T exas, is a field attorney for
the National Labor Relations Board,
having received the] .D. degree ft·om
the University ofTexas at Austin in

Lawrence 1992
1Oth Reunion, June 2002
Karl A. and Amy Hockenberger
('91) Hochkammer live in Birmingham, Michigan. Karl has joined the
Detroit office of the national law firm
Foley & Lardner as an associate focusing
on the areas of mergers and acqu isitions,
tax law, securities law, real estate
purchases and development, and
contract matters. He also has specialized
experience with limited liability companies and has \.vtitten on that subject for
the National Business Institute. Prior to
joining Foley & Lardner, he was an
associate at Raymond & Prokop and an
adjunct associate professor in the Master
ofScience in Taxation program at
Walsh College of Business.

Lawrence 1994
1Oth Reunion, June 2004
C hristopher Abele and John Maclay
are co-founders of the Milwaukee
Shakespeare Company, which staged its
first production, Macbeth, in October
2000.
E rika Pape, Milwaukee, received a
master's degree in biological sciences

1999.
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Amy Coughlin, Minneapolis,
M innesota, ts a financial repre<;entative
for North\\ estern Mutual Financial
Network and ,tlso creates commissioned
art through a local artists association.

Lawrence 1999
fifth R£
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Eric Benedict, New Berlin. teaches

Cara Helmke (left), member of the Class of 2000 Programming Committee, and Jessica Seaberg,
member of the Class of 2000 Senior Gift Committee, with the class gift that was installed this year
in front of Main Hall.
from the U niversi ty of WisconsinMilwaukee in 1997 and now is an
environmental planner in the Depamnem
of City Development in Milwaukee.
Andrea Powers, Appleton. has been
promoted to associate director of alumni
relations at Lawrence. She had been
assistant director since 1998.

Lawrence 1995
1 Oth Re n1o n

n

Amy Ortenberg Poggioli, Denver.
Colorado. is an attorney and ,·icepresident of editorial for MicroMash.
a H arcourt company publishing exampreparation materiah and computerbased continuing-education courses for
attorneys and accountants.
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Lisa A. Bingham, West l lollywood,
California. is a research asmtam at the
H untington Library, Art Collections.
and Botanical Garden and has received
funding for th ree years to re~earch
French decorative arts. She earned an
M .A. degree fi·om the Bard Graduat<.:
Center in 2000.
Betsy Zumfeld, Lubbock, Texas,
is costume shop supervisor at Texas
Tech Umversiry. During the summer of
2000, she was first hand in the co-.tume
shop at the Colorado Shakespem~
Festival.

chemistry in the Mukwonago Area
School District.
Jonathan Clapham, Denver, Colorado,
is a candid.tte for the M.F.A. degree and
an actor- m-tr.tining at the 'ational
Theatre Con\ervatory.
Ann Dude, Camerbury, England, 1s
a maste r\ degree candidate in health
policy at the U niversity of Kent.
Lauren Frownfelter, Appleton, is
choir director at WiJc;on Middle School
and serve' <lS contemporary mus1c
worship leackr at Kaukauna Peace
United ML·thodi~t Church.
Courtney Anne Gerber, Baltimore,
Maryland, pre\'iously financial aid assi'itant at the M ,1ryland Institute, College
of Art, is now em ployed at the Wa l ter~
Art M useum.
Megan Gilster, Polson, Montana, ic; a
unit director with the Boys and Girls
Clubs of the Flat H ead Reservation.
Elissa Davis Hoffman, Appleton. 1s a
science teacher at both East and North
High Schools.
James Y. Hwang, Taipei. Taiwan, is
managing department contact for H ands
Tailung.
Antonis Kirmizis, Madison, is a Ph.D.
candidate in cellular and molecular
biology at the University ofWisconsinMadison.
Krista Konrad, Appleton, is Plantz
H all res1denr director and intramural
and wellness coordinator at Lawrence.
Aaron W. Marrs, Colu mbia, South
Carolina, is pursuing two master's
degrees, in public history and in library
and infonnation science, at the University
of South Carolina.
Jacob McCarthy is a Peace Corps
Yoluntecr 111 Pokrovka, R ussia.
JP Mohan , Grinnell. Iowa. has rclea cd
an album with his band. Speed 4 Scwce
(http:/ / ww\\ .knox.edu/jmohan/ sos/ ).
Eric Moore , Rochester, New York,

h1111111 1oda)
is a Ph.D. candidate in optico; at the
University of Rocht:ster.
Bob Nash, Chicago. i~ .1 medical
-,rudent at the Univer;ity of Chicago.
Erin Oliver, Appleton. h.t~ been
promoted to assistant dtrl'Ctor of annual
giVing at Lawrence.
lGmbe rly Root, Westborough. Massachusetts, teaches behaviorally and developmentally disordered children at the
New England Center for Children and
is studying at Simmons College for a
master's degree in -;pecial education
\\'ith certification in intensive special
needs.
Jessica A. Schultz, Appleton, is a
community living specialist with
Lurher::m Social Services, 'il'rving adults
with developmental disabilitie<>.
Kad1ye Kochanowski Swanson ,
Stevens Point, is a marketing a-.~istant at
Advantage Learning Svscems, Inc.
Loc M. Thai, Honolulu, l la,vaii, is
manager of l land Motton.
Brent K. Tamamoto, Au:a, Hawaii,
ts a ~tudent assistant in the quality
ttssurance and quality unprovcment
departmt>nt of V -Med, a medical
insurance company, and also has been
-;erving as assistant coach for a boys'
cross counuy team.
Jason Trippel, Evanston. Illinois,
attends Columbia Collq~l' in Chicago.
pur;uing a bachelor\ degrt:e in business
m.magement with a concentration in

111m.
E llen Turner Wenberg, Milwaukee,
is enrolled in the Medica l College of
Wisconsin.
Shawn Wilson, Milw.lllkee, is a
gr.tduate tudent in the 'ocial ~cience
administration pro~rr.1111 :tt the Univer'ity of Chicago, pur-;uing a clinical
concenrracion with .111 emphasis on
mental health.

Lawrence 2000
I tftr R<>.Jntor

Katie Moore, Saarbri.icken, Germany.
is a Fulbright teaching ;mistant in the
advanced English progr.un at the Gymnasium am Rotenbi.ihl and also is
reaching English cla'i'e' .It the Uni,·ersiry
of s.urland and tutonng studenb at the
1-rench-Gennan bo.trding school where
~he lives.
Jence Rowe, Oracle, Ari1ona, is a
teaching assistant at Uiosphl·rc 2,

Columbia University's envJronmemal
educ.ttion center in Arizona. A-; an
umk-rgr.lduate .,he took part 111 the
Earth 5emester program chert• and then
sen·cd a<; a c;ummer intern at NA~A.
No\\ \he assist., \\ith the Earth Sysrcm
Sriclla' course, helps run l.tboratorie.,,
gives field lectures during outsidl· fidd
days, tutors student'>, and i~ ll1l'l1toring
five students in a semester-long n:st:arch
project. She also is active in addressing
the environmental water issues of the
neighboring desert region.

Births and Adoptions
Paula Josa-Jones, ' 68, and Pam
White have adopted two daughters,
Shandrika, g, and Bixala, tJ, from Nep.t l.

..

...

Martha Tjossem Kepne r, ' 80, and
Charlie, a daughter, Kathenne Wright,
May 10, 2000
Janice Rosenthal Parker , ' 80, and
Russell, a son, Zach, May 1()'-)()
Karen E . Tews, '80, a daughter,
Gr.Kc, June 1999
Sa rah Brown Bryan, '83, and
MichaeL a daughter, Emm.t Grace, May
I tJ, :woo
Nancy Van Sloun, '84, and P.llll
Barnard, twin daughters, Anna Marie
and Martha Jane, July 2. 19()9
E llen Sander Canter, '85, and Evan,
a daughter, Emma Miriam, Dt:ccmber
28, 2000
Laura Walvoord, ' 85, and D.miel
Pauly. a 'iOn, Matthew Thom.1' Peregnne Walvoord Pauly, No\'cmber 16,
.2000
Stephen L. (' 86) and Jennifer
Wilkinson ('89) Albrec ht, a daughter,
Emily Grace, December 27, :woo
Deborah Blake-Jasso, ' 86, and
David, a son, Gabriel Joseph, january 8,
2(l0 I

Danielle Adelberg Hamill, '87, and
Stephen .•1 daughter. Emma R.uth. May
27. 200()
John W. Stephens, '87, and Carolyn.
a 'on. John David
Tim ('88) and Susan Yuhasz ('89)
Duff, a '>Oil, Nigel Brandon, October 8,

:won

Megan Lynn Isaac, '88, and W. Dale
Harri'>on. ,1 'on, Nathan Noble
Harri,on, M.trch 9, 2001
G. Andy Scott, ' 88, and Liza
Franzen e-Scott, '89, a daughter,
Anna Bndgecce, September 1 I. I tJ99
Amy Ata lla-Hill, ' 89, and Rowan
Atalla, ' 92, a tbughter, Sultani Marie.
November 23, 2000
Christin e Walker Diekemper, ' 89, a
son, February 2001
Edith Newsome , '89, and Timothy F.
Ei'ienrich. a d.tughccr. Isabelle Ei'ienrich,
October 27. 2000
Lynda Sach s N icholas, ' 89, and
Blair, a daughter, Kendall Lavem, May
10, 2000

Hilary Staack Armstrong, ' 90, and
Todd. a daughter, l3ddget Marian
Peter and Nancy Broeren Leschke,
both ' 91 , a son, Aaron James, August
31, 2000

Jeffry J. Bross, ' 92 , a daughter, Anna
Clare, Augmt 27, 2000
Tanya Davidson Coughlin, '92 , and
Tim, a son, Casey Pattick, October I ,
200()

Doug and Becky Bubolz Hemple,
both ' 92, a son, Parker Dougla'i
Martin ('92) .md Susannah Michael
(' 95) Hill , a daughter, Isabella Alden,
Novembl·r 25, 2000
Stev en Jome, ' 92, and Michele, a 'iOn,
Nolan Vern, Apnl 19, 2000
Jon and Elizabeth Alden Mahony ,
both ' 95, a ~on, Jack Alden, J une 28,

2000
Ann Willhoite MclGnstry, ' 92 ,
and Mark, ,1 \On, Joseph Frederick,
February 12. 200 1
Alyssa Paul Maria, ' 93 , and jay.
triplets: som Peter and Vincent. and
daughwr habel. March 21, 200 I
Michael Spofford, '94, and Tania, a
son, Robl•rt, Augmt 21, 2000
Philip J. Brunner, '98 , and Cari, a
daughter, Gabriell Dava, December 13,
2000

Marriages
Timothy Trowbridge, ' 61 , and judy,
September 16, 2000

Alu11111i Today
Marcia Graef, ' 65, and H. C. Robison,
March 22, 1998

Laura Thickens Halford, '38
1916-2001

1970 ...
Barb Brau n , '70, and Thomas Bushee,
August 23, 2000
Barbara Raub, ' 70, and Philip j. Messelbcin

1980s
Anne Sexton, '80, and Denver Bryan,
Augu~t 12, 2000
Nancy Jo Van Sloun, '84, and Paul
Barnard
Jodi Joh ndro, '87, and Mark Blong,
October 20, 2000
Andrew Stowe, '87, and Angel, July
I, 2000
J oh n Ruc kdaesch el, '88, and Lorena
Kempf
Karen Swisher, '88, and Jeff Barnes
J effrey Campbell, '89, and Bobbie Jo.
April H, 2000
Caran Frater, '89, and Joel Quadracci.
July 15, 2000
Gary Nettekoven, '89, and Laura
Jelinek , August 5, 2000
Edith Newsome, ' 89, and Timothy F.
Ei<;cnrich, February 24, 2000
Lyn da Sachs, '89, and Blair Nicholas,
June4, 1999

9°0s
Dan a DeNamur, ' 90, and Darin
Dekeyser
Gwyn Fordyce, ' 90, and Curtis
Prescott, Jr.
Amy Neubert, '90, and William C.
Ketcham. August 26. 2000
E lizabeth Cochrane, ' 91, and Timothy
Reid. May 13. 2000
Lisa Orzepowski, '92, and Jason
Hearld. September 30, 2000
Russell Scott, ' 92, and Kelly. December

2000
Sylv ia Valero, '92, and Dean C.
Rowan, July 15, 2000
Joh anna Jaehning, '93, and Ben
l lenry, December 9, 2000
W illiam G. Parker, ' 94, and Carol
Ann, September 2000
Cara Briles, '95, and Jeff Zwieschowski,
December 9, 2000
Mark Griepentron, ' 95 , and Jennifer
Josh Barney, '96, and Erin Burke,
' 99
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Laura Thickens Halford, '38, Fort Meyers, Flonda, died on Apnl
10. She attended the Ferry Hall School and Lawrence University
before graduating from Wellesley College 1n 1938, then went
on to the Sorbonne in Paris for further study. She met her
husband in Plymouth, England, in 1938, before returning to the
United States to complete a program at the Katharine Gibbs School and join the
Boston publishing firm of Allyne and Bacon. Throughout her life she remained a
loyal Lawrence alumna and 1s fondly remembered for the sharp w1t and persuasive
prose contained m her letters to the Lawrence Class of 1938, which she served as
Class Agent for over 30 years.
Laura recogn1zed her fam1ly's legacy in Appleton and at Lawrence by creating
several endowed funds. Since 1988, the Jean Wiley Thickens Prize, named in honor
Laura's mother, has been awarded each year to a Lawrence junior who, by
interest. scholarship, and aptitude. shows the most promise for the teach1ng of
soence 1n h1gh school. In 1955, with her mother, she established the Richard Erb
Th1ckens Memonal Scholarship in memory of her father, to help deserving students
interested 1n teach1ng receive a Lawrence education. In 1993, Laura established the
Richard and Jean Thickens Fund through a planned gift that w1ll provide scholarship and research support to women science students at Lawrence.
She was preceded in death by her husband of 54 years. John H.
Halford, Jr.; her father, Richard Erb Thickens; her mother, Jean Wiley Thickens, '13,
a Lawrence trustee; and her brother, Richard Wiley Thickens. Survivors include two
sons, Richard Wiley Halford and his wife Rona of Eagle River, Alaska, and John H.
Halford Ill and h1s w1fe Natasha of Needham, Massachusetts, and a daughter Laura
Halford Sparrow and her husband Bill of Ann Arbor, M1ch1gan, as well as a
nephew. Robert W. Th1ckens, '74, seven grandchildren. and a great grandson

Hilary M cLean , ' 96, .md David
Paglivghi, July H, 2000
Bambi Radecki, '96, and Jason Weyer'i, '97
Tamara Amick, ' 97 , ,md Philip J ackson, September 16, :woo
M artin Bevan, ' 97, and Molly
Lieberman, '97
Mike Hoover, ' 97 , and Christy
Trujillo, February I0, 200 I
Philip Brunner, '98, and Cari,
September :woo
Heather L. Humbert, '98, .md
Daniel L. Price, '99, October 28.

:woo
Seth Warren , '98, .md Maria Edgar
Altazar, October .31. 19lJl)

Elena D e rzhavina, '99, and Kenneth
Watkim, June 29, 1999
Erin Harrison, '99, and Mark, Ma>
2000
Kurt J. Taylor, ' 99, ~md Vic toria
Annen, '00, August I H, 2000
Neal Wenberg, ' 99 , and Ellen
Turner, ' 99, December 2000
Kathryn White, '99, and Dave Lundeen

- r0
Sarah Bjella, ' 00, and Jean Montes,
J uly I, 2000

.Aittllini Tbday
Deaths

Richard C. Due, '46, R..tcine, May
8, 2000

1ft7ns
Norton E. Masterson, '24, Madison,
December 22. 2000. He was predeceased by his fim wife. Carolyn Wolfe
M;merson, '27. Survivor-. include his
w1fe, Emma Turm:r Masterson: a sisterin-law. MariJyn Andcr>o11 Masterson,
'49; two daughters, Cathryn Masterson
Weinfurter, '51. and Meridith A.
Masterson. '56; a son-m-tm. Wayne
Weinfurter, '53; and a gr.mdson. Hans
Weinfurter, '89.

Charles A. Vedder, '31, Mar-;hfield,
January 17,2001. Survivors include his
son, !larry C. Vedder, '() 1.
Carl Nicholas, '34, Fairview, North
Carolina, October 7. 2000.
MaJjorie M. Freund, '35, W .hhington.
D.C., December 30, 2000. Survi\'OI"'i
include a cousin. M.try E. V.1n Gorden .
M-0 '51.
Leah Cohodas Berk, M-D '3 7,
Creen Bay, January 11, 200 I.
James P. Johnson, '37, Evanston.
Illinois, January 2H, 200 I. Survivor'>
include his wife, Ruth.
Kathryn Norris Geisler, M-D '38,
Manitowoc, Ma} 8, :woo. Survivors
include her sister, Jane Norrio; rischl. '30,
and great nephe\\~ Einar 11. Tangen, '83.
Edith Walker Harman , M-D '38,
Waunakee, February 25, 2001
Eleanor Glas Mars, M-D '38,
!Ianford, California, November 5. 2000
Kenneth C. Westberg, '38, l~i ver
'iide. Califomia, Novembt•r U. 2000

-11n ...
Louise Frey Dailey, M-D '40,
l3erlin, Maryland. Jmuary 17. 200 I
Rober t G. Reder, '41, Me,a. Arizona.
January 11, 2001. Surv1vor.., include his
wife. Mary.
Arthur R. Below, '44, New York,
New York, January 20, 200 I. Survivors
include his nephew, Da\ id H. Challoner, '82.
John R. Mook, '44, R.e,ton, Virginia.
November 26, :woo. Sun·i\ ors 1nclude
his wife. Susan Sr. Mook. '42; son,
Jonathan R. Mook. '73; .md daughterin-law, S.trah S. Larson. '74.

George E . MacKinnon, Jr. , '47,
Mal'\hfidd, December 3, 2000
William M. Burton, '48, '\hag.tra,
Janu.try 30, 2001. Survivor. mclude his
wd~. M.trgaret Lally Burton. '45.
Marthe Egan Mol, M-D '49,
Elkhorn, March 10, 2001. Survivors
include her husband, H enry ..111d a ~on,
Michael, 'H~.
Mary Buluheris Scroggins, '49,
Con·allis. Oregon, Januaf) 2R, 2001

..

Phyllis M. Haeger, •so, Chicago.
Illinois. December 18. 2000. Former
-;enior vice-president of tht· a\\ociationlll<lnagt·ment firm Smith, Uutklin &
Associ,1tes, she attended ~evt•ra l White
House Conferences on the Statm of
Wonll.'n in Business. whert' she \\a\
ilhtrumel1lal in getting laws ch.mged
fc>r womt•n in banking and otht·r field:..
Robert J. H art, •so: O.tk Park
lllino1\. J.muary 31. 200 I. Sun·1vors
mclude his SISter, Beverly llart Branson, '55.
Edward E . Wright, '51, Na'\hua,
New llampshire, December 24, ::woo.
Survivol'\ include his si~ter, Carol
Wnght Kittemaster, '52.
William N. Campbell, ' 52, Virginia
Ue.Kh. Virginia, November 20, 19lJY.
Survivor. i~1clude his wife. Lillian, .Hid
five children, one of whom is Karen J.
Campbell, '76. !This con·ect' information published in the Spring 200 I issue.
/...(11/lfl'IICI' Todc1y regrets this error. I
Patricia Messing Nash, '54,
Janesville, February 15. 2001. Survivor'\
include her husband. Edwin. '53.
Elizabeth L. Taylor, '54, Appleton.
J.mu.try o, 200 I

.

,. "-

Darla Kindschi Albright, M-D '63,
Madison, April ..J., 1995

Leonard J. Hill, '75, Chicago. lllinOJ'>, !9l)H
T•

James R. Brown, San D1ego.
Calitcmli.t, M<trch 7, 200 I. A tru~cec

of Lavvrence University from 19()7-77
and a trustee ewcrit11s since 1978, he was
the reri red president of the West Bend
Company. Sunrivors include his wtfe,
Marianne.

Kenneth Byler, Sister Bay. Febru:n;
15, 200 1. A member of the Conservatory of Music
fc1culty fi·om 1948
until his n:tin:ment
as professor
emeritus of mu,ic
in 1973. he 'iCrvcd
as conductor of
the Lawrence
Symphony
Orchestra tor over
a quarter-ct•ntu ry
<md .1l'o founded the Lawrence Little
Symphon}. it~ mt·mbers selected fi·om
the larger orchcstr.t. Over the year\ he
perfonnt'd lllllllt'rous violin and v1ola
recitals bOlh .lt I awrence and throughout the Umted St:ttes. Educated at the
American Conserv;ltO!)' of Mll'-.ic,
the University of Michigan. and the
Juilliard School of Music, he tau ght at
Kansas Wesleyan Universiry and Kem
State Unlvt•rs~ty bdore coming to
Lawrence. I h: is survived by his wife.
Barb.tra. an accomplio;hcd pianist and
harpsichord ~'it \\ ho fi·cquenrly appeared
with h1111 ·'" a reotahst. A scholar,hip
fund 111 Prote'-.sor B} ler 's memoty h.ts
been established ,lt The Lawrence
University Comervatoty of Music.

Carleton M. Vail, Jr., Rancho Santa
Fe, Calitorn1a, March 28. 2001. Son
ofWimfrt•d Cl\t' Vail Boynton and
Carleton V.til. Sr .. he wa~ a pioneer in
the field of school psychology during
his tenun: as .1 school guid,mce counselor in Lon!!; Island, New York, before
pursuing a s;Kcessfullaw career at John
Wilson l3rO\\ n. Jenkins & Perry in San
Diego. H is long .mociation with, and
fondneso; for, Bjc>rklwulc11 ,,;d Sjiitt, the
estate his pare1~ts bought in 1928 and
donated to Ll\\rence in 196-J., cominued
throughout his lite. Survivoro; include
his wife, Andr~c. to whom he was
married in the first wedding ever held
in the l3ji.1rklunden Chapel.
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Lawrence Yesterday

As the art1cfe on page 36 says, "The 1960s are history. " Here, indeed,

IS some genuine 1960s Lawrence history "Great things
happen," the old saymg goes, "when men and mountains meet." OK, tt's not a moun tam, it's The Rock. The year 1s 1964, the place
is Plantz, the deed is done. Rocknappers to whose faces we have been able to put names are ltm Thompson (left), Jim McNamee
(fourth from left), and Gene Paulus (third from right), all '67. If you know others, or would like to turn yourself in, drop a note to
Lawrence Today.
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The_ P~rf0TII1ing Arts _at Lnwrence_ 2001-2002

Artist S-eries
Sponsored by
Aid Association for Lutherans
Dale Duesing, baritone (LU '67)
with Jeff Cohen, piano
Saturday, February 23, 2002
8:00 p.m.

Lynn Harrell, cello
Sunday, March 10, 2002
8:00 p.m.

Richard Goode, piano
Wednesday, April 10, 2002
8:00p.m.

Jazz Series
Sponsored by
Kimberly-Clark
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
with Wynton Marsalis
Tuesday, October 9, 2001
8:30 p.m.

JflL'L W<:'<-"" k(•nd

Bobby Mcferrin, vocalist

with the lawrence University Jazz Singers
Friday, November 9, 2001
7:30p.m.
ji17? \X/~.:~<..)]\.<..~nd

Uri Caine, piano
eighth blackbird, new music ensemble
Friday, May 17, 2002
8:00 p.m.

with the lawrence University Jazz Ensemble
Saturday, November 10, 2001
7:30 p.m.

Bill Frisell Trio
with guitarist Bill Frisell
Saturday, February 2, 2002
8:00 p.m.

Information: 920-832-6585
www.lawrence.ed uj news/ art sO 1

An
artist's

legacy

Perceptive, committed,
and curious, Elizabeth
Richardson, M-D '40,
had a gift for creating
art that depicted her
surroundings while also reflecting her wit
and whimsy. This talent, along with her
engaging personality, endeared her to family, friends, and classmates.
Elizabeth volunteered to serve in the
Red Cross during World War II (a story told
in full in an article on page 20 of this issue).
Tragically, her life was cut short at the age of
27, when she died in a plane crash over
France. Her grave is in an honored and distinguished place, as she is one of a very few
women buried at St. Laurent Sur Mer
American Cemetery above Omaha I3each

LAWR EN C E
UN I VE R S I TY
APPLETON, WISCONSIN

in Normandy.
A prize fund created at MilwaukeeDowner College after Elizabeth's death
continues to reward o u tstanding young
women art students at Lawrence. In addition, her brother, Charles M. Richardson
(above), has decided to carry forward
Elizabeth's spirit and joy oflife by establi-;hing the Elizabeth Ann Richardson
Scholarship Fund to provide assistance to
young women pursuing degrees in art.
Through a generous outright gift, he has
launched the fund now, and it will be substantially augmented through a bequcc;t provision. He also has included a provision in
his ec;tate donating many of Elizabeth's
Milwaukee-Downer possessions and artwork to the college.

